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ABSTRACT

Ferromagnetic amorphous ribbons of Fe-Si-B, Ni-Fe-B and Co-Fe-B-Si series
have been prepared by rapid quenching technique and the amorphousity of the samples
has been confirmed by X-ray diffraction technique. TIle kinetics of glass fonnation and
crystallization as affected by a slight change in composition is studied by differential
thennal analysis (DTA). It is observed that the thermodynamics of the amorphous

ribbons in respect of tbe fonnation of glassy state and its stability is affected by the

complexity of the composition. The magnetic ordering of Fe-based, Ni-based and Co-
based amorphous ribbons is studied by measuring AC. and D.C. magnetization as
functions of temperature. D.C. measurements are made by using a vibrating sample
magnetometer and AC. initial permeability is measured, using a fumace in which the

heating wire is wound in accordance with the bifiller technique.

Coercivity, remanence, saturation magnetization and maximum permeability

have been detennined as static magnetic propelties for Fe-based, Ni-based and Co-
based specimens from the hysteresis loops obtained by Ballistic method: TIle dynamic
characteristic such as the real and imaginary components of the complex penneability
in AC. conditions have been measured as a function of the instantaneous value of a
sine wave core current density by means of an adapted LCR bridge method. Initial
penneability, frequency depeudence of complex penneability and relative quality factor
have been measured in the frequency range O.5KHz to 13MHz for all the different

compositions and for annealing effect of initial penneability.

TIle measurements of saturation specific magnetization of Fe-based, Ni-based
and Co-based amorphous ribbons have been measured by v.S.M. We h!ve correlated')
the behaviour of magnetic moment in amorphous alloys containing 3d transition metals '
on the basis of rigid band model, assuming that the metalloid atoms contribute some of
their S electrons and P electrons to fill the d band of the transition metal. TIJis accounts
for the reduction of magnetization of all the amorphous ribbons with increasing
metalloid content. The temperature dependence of magnetization, of amorphous
system decreases faster with increasing temperature as compared to crystalline'
materials. According to the mean field approximation, reduced magnetization versus
reduced temperature graphs for different Fe-based, Ni-based and Co-based amorphous

ribbons leads to fluctuation in the exchange interaction giving lise to a stmctural

disorder.



Induced magnetic anisotropy of amOlllhous ribbons having Fe-based, Ni-based
and Co-based system have been measured for temperature and field dependence using
torque magnetometer with proportional integrating differentiating compensation. TIle
results of compositional dependence of initial permeability, coercive force and induced
anisotropy are found to be mutually consistent for all the samples. TIle OI;gin the
wliaxial anisotropy in these amorphous materials is assumed to be the stres~induced
during the preparation. TIle temperature dependence of uniaxial anisotropy is caused
by stress, relieving and decreases with the increase of temperature. 'nle corresponding

curves of In[ ~)~~] versus In[ ;)~~] in amorphous ribbons with Fe-based, Ni-based

and Co-based system follow straight lines arising from the disorder caused by
randomly oriented easy axes. TIle values of the mqJonents arc different for the different

samples.

All amorphous ribbons have been investigated using Mossbauer spectroscopy.
TIle Mossbauer measurements were perfonned with a conventional constant
acceleration spectrometer at room temperature in transmission geometry, using "Co in
a rhodium matrix. TIle velocity scale of a thin "Fe sample and the isomer shifts are
given relative to the centroid of the spectrum. TIle isomer shifts of Fe-atoms in all the
Fe, Ni and Co-based samples behave as tl;valent ions. TIle spectrum for the as
prepared samples consists of six lines which are broadened as com~red with the
Mossbauer spectrum of a pure '''Fe sample in the form of a thin foil. The curve for the
experimental spectrum is obtained by using the best fit of the distribution of hyperfine
fields. TIle consistency between the average magnetization measured by V.S.M. and
the magnetic moment of the Fe-atom as estimated from the hyperfine field distribution

confinns the collinearity of the magnetic ordering of the sample.
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CHAPTER-l INTRODUCTION
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Amorphous metallic alloy is a ' eklttable-slate of ..w~tter),~I re the random
. . . ~ '-. ~.-._... • ./ /.t . .

configuralions of the hqUld state of the . y W»lUlO Ion!! r~.e' Olif<:{.<ISfrozen Ill. TIlls
~vv __ :::;,p_ .~, ~

state is created by fast cooling the lIle enrtY!'fne 1'1'. Ion and growth of
crystallites are inhibited. TIICpresent grcat interest IIIamorphous metals stems from the
works of Duwez et. al.( I. I) on the preparation and properties of amorphous metallic
alloys. Simpson and Brambley (1.2) appear to have been the first to point out that the

amorphous alloys are expected to have no maglletocrystalline anisotropy and should

have very low coercivity. Amorphous alloys of Fe-Ni-P-B prepared by the melt-

spinning technique in the fonn of ribbons by solidification of the melt on the surface of
a rapidly'rotating drum exhibit even lower coercivities, of the order of 8A1m. Luborsky
et. al.(1.3) first demonstrated th.;: reduction of coercivity in these alloys, down to less

than O.8A/m by suitable annealing alld showed that the changes in their properties are
correlated with the relief of intemal strains. At about the same time Egami et. al.(1.4)

showed that annealing Ullder tensile stress reduced the coercivity of all Fe-Ni-P-B-Si

alloy to O.3A!m.

Amorphous states for pnre metals like Fe, Co , Ni etc. are obtained only at

extremely low temperatures. TIle disorder in the amorphous state can be classified into
two types: one is the structural disorder which is lack of periodicity in the atomic

arrangements and the other is chemical disorder in which the chemical composition
looses its periodicity. In metallic glass the macroscopic quantities which are the
averages of properties in the atomic scale are perturbed by structural disorder. It is

apparent that the chemical and structural disorders interfere with each other and the
effects of each kind on the physical propetties arc difficult to isolate.

TIle studies of the effects of magnetic almealing on stability and magnetic

properties have led to the prediction and preparation of alloy compositions that have
greatly improved stability. By suitably annealing these amorphous alloys, ribbons with
varying compositions have bef'n demonstrated to have different dynamic losses,
penneabilities and magnetizations which make them competitive in quality to existing
crystalline magnetic materials. TIle magnetic and structural stability has been evaluated
at higher temperatures and are fowld to be adequate for most foreseeable applications.

TIlCre is no satisfactory theory developed yet to explain the temperature
irreversible behaviour of magne'.ization in amorphous magnetic alloys. Recently. soft
magnetic amorphous alloys have been developed, and they are used for the lIlagnetic



corcs of switched-mode power supplies, magnetic recording heads and other devices by
T.Miyazaki et. al.(1.S) and O.Komoto et. al.(1.6). Most of the amorphous materials

useful for these applications are manufactured from Co-based amorphous ribbons as
reported by H.Fujimori et. al.(I. 7) with nearly zero magnetostriction. On the other
hand, Fe-based amorphous ribbons as reported by H.Warliment et.al. ( I. 8) are excellent
in their high saturation flux density, but they are inferior in the soft magnetic properties
in comparison with Co-based amorphous ribbons. For Fe- and Fe-Ni based amorphous
ribbons, the change of magnetostriction is relatively small, but this change is remarkable

in the Co-based amorphous ribbons.

Increased attention is being given to the production of wide ribbons and the
preparation of amorphous ribbons for particular applications and for understanding the
origin of their extrinsic and intrinsic properties. In a qnalitative sense, the intrinsic
properties are magnetization, Curie temperature, glass transition temperature, induced
anisotropy, magnetostriction and hyperfine field and the extl;nsic properties are
coercive force, remanence to saturation ratio, penneability, relative quality factor and
the loss factor as a filllction of frequency. TIlese are important for practical applications
of magnetic materials and for evaluating and wlderstanding the magnetic properties and

long-term stability of these amorphous ribbons.

Present research involves the preparation of Fe, Ni and Co-based amorphous
ribbons. In Fe-based samples Si and B have been used as glass fonning materials, where
Fe have been partially replaced by Si keeping the B percentage fixed, the general
composition being Fe9o.xSixBIO[ x = 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 ]. In Ni-based amOlvhous
ribbons Ni have been replaced by Fe, while the percentage ofB has been kept fixed, the
general composition being Niso.)'e)32o [ x = 20, 30, 40 and 50 ]. In Co-based
amol1Jhous ribbons Co have been slightly replaced by Fe, keeping the glass fonning

materials Si and B fixed, the general composition being Coso.xFexBlOSilO[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6
and 8 ]. TIle melt-spinning technique has been used for the preparation of the ribbons
and the amorphousity of the 'samples has been. confirmed by X-ray diffraction
technique. TIle preparation procedure, conditions for fonning amOlvhous material and

factors controlling the thickness of the l;bbons are discussed in chapter-2, A short
accowlt of other methods of preparing amorphous ribbon are also given in these

chapter along with a short review of others.

TIle class of amorphous TM-M alloys with TM = Fe, Co or Ni and M = B, P,
C, Al or Si have received much attention in respect of their favourable properties and

val;ous commercial applications such as power generator, transfonl1ers, magnetic

2



heads, and magnetic shielding. The study of the magnetic parameters of amorphous
ribbons are generally significant for a variety of applications. TIlese applications may be
detennined either by static or dc properties, or by dynamic or ac properties of the

ribbons.

In addition to the magnetic propelties, their temperature dependence and the
stability and cost of materials must be considered. TIle properties available in the
amo'11hons ribbons cover a wide range when the alloy composition is changed and heat
treated, as has been presented. TIle properties can also be varied by changing thc

induced anisotropy. TIle wide range of dc and ac properties provide characteristics

suitablc for different types of applications. Generally amorphous ribbons are

characterized by a high electrical resistivity, high mechanical strength, good corrosion
resistance, absence of crystalline anisotropy, structural defects and grain bowldaries.
Thc magnetic properties such as saturation flux density, Curie temperature,
magnetostriction and induced anisotropy can be controlled by the alloy composition
and a subsequent heat treatment. The Fe-based amorphous ribbon exhibit the highest
saturation flux density and the Co-based amorphous ribbons are characterized by low

magnetostriction, very high penneabilities and low magnetic losses.

Amorphous ribbons with high Br/Bs are practically suited to devices such as
switch cores, high gain magnetic amplifiers and low frequency inverters or transformers
where minimum losses are important. TIle high electrical resistivity and the small
thickness of the melt-quenched ribbons lead to low eddy current losses. TIle low
hysteresis losses, results in very low core losses which is of interest for power
electronics at high frequencies. For application in small electronic devices, the
amorphous ribbons have somewhat poorer losses and penneabilities than the
conventional Fe-Ni-B ribbon but have better performance than the Fe-Co-B-Si and Fe-
B-Si ribbons. TIle design optimization requires lower cost of amorphous ribbons,
higher induction compared to the Fe-Ni-B ribbons or lower losses compared to the Fe-
Co-B-Si, Fe-Si-B and the Fe-Ni-B ribbons at higher frequencies. Co-based amOl11hous
ribbons are also suitable as soft-magnetic materials for magnetic shielding due to their
high permeability. Anlorphous ribbon has many refined applications like development of

magnetic bubbles for computer memory, amorphous supper conductors etc.

Research in the theoretical understanding and development and application of

3m0'11hous ribbon can thus be profitable, specially at its present new phase. "1~
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Important thermodynamic parameters of amorphous ribbons like glass transition
temperature (1'.) and crystallization temperature (1',) have been studied by differential

thennal analysis (DTA). The DTA technique was first suggested by Le Chatelier (1.9)

in 1887 and was applied to the study of clays and ceramics. TIle study of thermal
bchaviour of carbonising materials by DTA was first introduced at thc 4th Carbon
Confcrcncc by Nakamura and Altas(l.IO) . DTA is thc proccss of estimating the heat
capacity of a spccimen by mcasuring the diffcrcncc in thc tcmpcraturc bctween a
thcnno-couple cmbeddcd in thc samplc and a thennocouplc in a standard inert material
such as aluminium oxide whilc both arc being heated at a uniform rate. TIle study of 1'.

and 1', of amorphous ribbons has bccn made by Naka et. al.(1.11) for thc serics Fe.o_
,M)'1.1C7' Luborsky (1.12) uscd the serics Fe8o_xNixP'4B6'Calorimctric mcasurcmcnts

wcrc madc at the hcating ratcs of S"C / min. and 40"C / min. rcspectivcly to dctennine
1', and 1'" the tcmperature ofthc beginning of the exothermic peak.

11lcrc is no dircct rclation bctwecn thc causc of fonnation and the rcsultant
stability of amorphous ribbons. Cohcn and Turnbull(I.13) noted that the composition

which is most favourablc for glass fonnation is ncar thc eutcctic; thc decpcr the eutcctic
thc bcttcr is thc glass fonning ability. Using the same principlc we looked for the glass
transition tempcraturc and crystallization phasc transition. Zhu et al. (1.14) and 1. Bigot
et. aJ<l.l5) fowld that the first DTA peaks corresponds to the precipitation of an

ordcrcd bcc u-FeSi solid solution cmbedded in an amorphous phasc and thc second to
thc crystal1ization of Fe-B-Si compounds. DTA trace of iron-boron ribbons with
composition Fc.

2
Bt8 and Fc.oB2o showed two exothcrmic pcaks in tempcraturc VS

time cu.vc. TIle first peak corresponds to T and sceond pcak to thc T by S.S.Sikder, .,

et. al. (I. 16).

TIle thcorctical basis of the stability of thc amorphous ribbons has bccn

discusscd in chapter-3 and expcrimental arrangcments for DTA is dcscribcd in chapter-
4. TIle rcsults of DTA for diffcrent compositions arc presentcd in respectivc chaptcrs
on Fc-based, Ni-bascd and Co-based ribbons, i.c in chapter-5, chaptcr-6 and chaptcr-7

respcctively.

Important magnctic charactcristics of thc ribbons that havc bcen studied arc
Curie tcmperaturc (TJ, coercivc forcc (HJ, rcmancncc (B,), initial pcnneabi1ity (1'),
saturation specific magnetization (oJ, induced anisotropy (KJ and hyperfine field

(HhJ It is important to study 1', at which thennal excitation of structural relaxations

and stress relief takc place. TIle relaxation of local atomic configurations perturb both

the magnetic and chemical environment, and as such, the moment distribution changes
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as observed by J.W.Cable(1.17) . Consequently, as temperature is raised towards T"

substantial irreversible changes in moment distribution and reordel;ng of paramagnetic
inclusions is expected. TIllis, although thc samples can preserve the amorphous state,
they arc structurally different on a local scale as compared to the as-quenched system.
TIlerefore, Tc has to be considered as the spin order-disorder transition temperature of
a relaxed system that preserves the amorphous state as explained by E. Figueroa el.

al. (1.18) and R.Malmhall el. al. (1.19)

TIle optimal, soft magnetic properties of amorphous l;bbons can be developed

through a variety ofthennal treatments. A significant increase of magnetic permeability
can usually be induced by thennal treatment at a temperature above the Curie point T,
of the material, as well as by field anneal at T < T" when the magnetic field is applied

along the longitudinal axis of the dbbon.

When the thennal treatment was perfonned in zero field at T < T" a

degradation of the magnetic properties of the material was observed by R.Valenzuela
el. al.(I.20) , K.Shiiki et. a1<1.21) and T.Sasaki el. al.(1.22). TIJis decrease in

penneability in binary magnetic alloys has been interpreted by HFujimori el. al'< 1.23)

on the basis of a directional ord.:ring of atom pairs in the domains, which leads to an
enhanced domain wall pinning. Thermal treatments at temperatures higher than the
Curie point result in a significant increase in the permeability value. TIlis effect is

explained as follows: TIle Curie temperature is determined by the volume average of
local magnetic interactions and any increase in T, in a single magnetic ion alloy

suggests that change in topological short range order occurs, resulting in changes in Fe-
Fe conelations within the first peak of the radial distribution fiUlction as observed by

K.Doi el.al.(1.24).

TIle dependence ofT, on the composition and the natnre of the metalloids is not
very systematic. T, of Fe-based metallic glasses increase while that of Co-based as well

as Ni-based amorphous alloys decrease with the increase of metalloid concentration.
Curie temperatures of alloys will, boron as glass forming material are higher compered
to there alloys with phosphorus as glass forming material. T,' s of FeHoG2o glass

decreases in the order G = Si, B, C, P, which shows no conelation either with magnetic
moment of Fe or with the valence of the metalloid as repOlted by H.S.Chen el.

al'< 1.25) . Addition of Ni or Co in Fe-based glass with fixed metalloid concentration
increases T, for low concentration but at higher concentration T, falls sharply.



The Curie temperature of most TM-M glasses increases by annealing at
temperature well below the erystalization temperature. TIle change in 1: depends on

the annealing time and temperature and also on the nature of metalloid cogent such
variation is caused by the relaxation of micro structural quantities like long-range
intemal stress. Topological and chemical short-range order is observed by C.L.Chen
and R.S.Hasegawa( 1.26) .

TIle present work involves the measurements of permeability as a timction of

temperature and the finding of Curie temperature from the sharp fall of the dM/dt
eUlve. TIle different e,,:perimental technique for detennination of T, has been described

in chapter-4. TIle results for the Fe-based, Ni-based and Co-based samples are
discussed in chapter-5, chapter-6 and ehapter- 7 respectively.

A dc current flowing in a ferromagnetic amorphous .Iibbon reduces the

coereivity and the Barkhausen noise ofB-H longitudinal loops which is repOlted by R.
N. G. Dalpadodo et. aA1.27) and G. Buttino et. aA1.28) . TIle 'as-quenched' TM-M

glasses always have anisotropy due to stress produced during the quenching process.
As part of it is averaged out, th" coercive fields (HJ is much reduced in glassy state.

By relieving the stress by annealing, H, can be reduced. TIlis makes amorphous

ferromagnet a magnetically soft materia!.

But at the same time the saturation moment (B,) and the remanance (B,) are

much reduced. TIle remanance B, ~ 0.45B, and H, ~ O.Oloe have been observed in

TM-M glasses by F. E. Lubrosky et. aA 1.29). TIle RE-TM glass except Gd- Tm are

magnetically hard matelial with large coercive fields as reported by 1. J. Rhyne el.

aA 1.30). TIle value of 'y,;, is then detennined. In the Fe4oNi4oP'4B(,amorphous alloy
'y,;, depends on the magnetic field and heat treatment used, for example, Luborsky el.

ar< 1.31) reported values of'y,;, up to about 0.9.

Our measurements involve the detennination of coercive force, remanance, the
ratio 'y,;, and maximum permeability from initial magnetization curves of the samples

chosen. TIle theoretical origin of coercive force is given chapter-3 and the experimental

technique is desclibed in chapter-4. TIle results are discussed in the respective chapter

ofthe different amorphous systems.

TIle low-field behaviour corresponds to the reversible initial penneability of

domain walls which are pinned due to inhomogeneities of the sample as reported by E.
Amano rt. aA1.32) and 1. T. S. Itvine(1.33) . TIle measurement of complex
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permeability gives us valuable infommtion about the domain wall movements.
Theoretical models have been proposed for describing the motion of 180" Bloch walls
as described by K. M. Polivanov el. at< 1.34), R. H. Pry el. at< 1.35), J. E. L.
Bishop( 1.36) and G. Ban el. oJ<1.37) . Earlier complex penneability measurements by

G. Ban el. aA1.38) perfonned on polycrystalline pennalloy and penninvar materials
could be fitted as developed by Polivanov el. 01.( 1.34) .lllC real and imaginary
components of the complex permeability in ac condition have been measured as a
function of the instantaneous value of a sine wave core current density by means of an
adapted ac bridge method as described by G. Buttino el. 01.(1.39). Actually under ac

condition the number of domain walls increases and more deeply pinned walls begin to
move as the frequency is increased as explained by S. D. Washko el. 01.(1.40).

11lC amolllhous ribbon specimens of ring-shaped cores with outside/inside
diameter = 34/30 were made from the as-cast ribbons. At room temperature the
frequency and field dependence of the complex permeability ~l= ~ll- i~LIIand the core

loss of the tape wowld core were measured by impedance bridge up to the MHz range
and by a core loss measuring equipment for Sine wave induction in the frequency range
f= I-300KHz by G. Lehmann el. oJ<1.41) and M. Schaefer el. 01.(1.42) .

llle magnetic permeability relaxation is of great importance to practical

applications. llle experiments have shown that the total penneability relaxation consists

of ordinary disaccommodetion (DA) and a continuous permeability decay of Fe82B'8_
xC, and Fe82BI8_,Si, metallic g~asses occurs as reported by Zhang Yan Zhong el.

01.(1.43), Y. Z. Zhang el. 01.(1.44-45) and K. Ohta el. 01.(1.46) .llle measurements of

penneability with increasing field were used for this purpose by Mizoguch, T. el.

01.(1.47) the penneability, which gradually decreases with time after demagnetization
undergoes a sudden drop with a certain time period which depends on the applied field
amplitude and frequency as weB as temperature as measured by Jagielinski el. 01.(1.48).

Our measurements involve the detennination of initial penneability, real patt of
the complex penneability, imaginary patt of the complex penneability, loss factor and

relative quality factor and their anneal effects on our samples. llleoretical aspects of

initial permeability is desclibed in chapter-3 and the experimental set-up in chapter-4.
l1Ie results for different amorphous systems arc discussed in the respective chapters.

Magnetization is the most common parameter of a magnetic material. A btief

discussion of amorphous alloys is repOlted by Alben el. 01.(1.49), which follows from
the ideas of local chemical bonding. llle atomic states of high spin have low electron-
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electron coulomb repulsion energies. TIle behaviour of the amorphous Fe-based ribbon
is very different from Co-based ribbons. Apparently a small amount of impurity is
neccssary to stabilize the strong ferromagnetism in the amorphous FcSi alloy as
rcp0l1cd hy Felsch( I. 50) ,hut this is not confirmcd hy thc resnlts of Shimada and
Kojima( 1.51) . Wright( 1.52) has reecntly rcviewcd the status of thc information

available on "pure" amorphous elements. In all eases it appears that the saturation
momcnt is the same or less than its value in the crystalline state, which shows that no

cffective electron transfer occurs from the magnetic atoms to the matrix.

Bcckcr el. 01.( 1.53) showcd that the rigid band model as above is some what

more satisfYing to the data as obtained by using individual moments varying with
composition. TIlis is described by Kouvel( 1.54) in his analysis of crystalline alloys_ TIIC

individual atomic moments of Fe and Ni are then given by
fll', = 2.20 + 0.80(1-x) and
flN; = 0.57 + 0.20x in FexNiJ_x

Beckcr( I. 53) studied the moment and Curie temperature of amorphous ribbons of (Fe-

Ni)Hu(P-B)2u'TIlc room temperature saturation magnetizations are of morc praetical

importance.

TIle Barkhausen jumps occurring dlll;ng the magnetization of the amorphous
Fe-Ni-B-Si alloys have been studied by the measurements of the derivative of

magnetization with respect to time (dM/dt). TIre peaks in dM/dt VS. applied field (H)
are reproducible after averaging over somc fifty cyeles of magnetization as obscrvcd by
1. Horvat el. 01.(I. 55). TIre derivative of magnetization with time (dM/dt) in respect to
Mm can provide a more direct justification of the use of the model for thc explanation
of the processes of magnetization in soft magnetic materials as suggested by J.. Horvat
el. 01.(1.56).

TIle temperature dependence of the magnetization was measured with a
vibrating sample magnetometer qnd the spin-wave measurements were carryout using
inelastic neutron scattering techniques. TIle magnetization is fowld to obey the usual
law M,(T) = M,( 0)[1- BTY,- CTY, - .]. TIlis dependence has been observed over

an unusually wide range of temperature in the present amorphous metal system, as wcll
as in many other amorphous ferromagnets by 1. H. Lynn el. al.( 1.57) and S. C. Yu

el.al. ( I.58) Fe-based ferromagnetie amOlvhons ribbons are mostly soft magnetic

materials. Fe-Cu-Nb-Si-B amorphous ribbon shows excellent soft magnetic propetties

after annealing at a relatively high temperature, where partial crystallization take place
as measured by Lu Bang el. 01.(1.59) and Y. Yoshizawa el. 0/(1.60).
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TIIC expcrimental tempe) ature dependence of magnetization [M( T)curves] of

the COHo.,B2oSi,[ x = 2 to 12 1 amorphous ribbons is presented. TIle magnetization
changes anomalously at the crystallization temperature. TIle Curie tcmpcrature
dccreascs and crystallization temperature increase with the increasing of Si content as
obscrved by Lc Minh et. al( 1.61). TIle magnetization process of FeHO.,B,ribbons havc
becn mcasurcd as a function of field and thc saturation magnetization for these ribbons
havc slightly higher values for higher percentage of iron as reported by S. S. Sikder ct.
al.(I.16).

TIle theories of magnetization in amorphous system as distinct from crystallinc

materials are discussed in chapter-3 and the experimental technique used is described in
chapter-4. TIle results and discussions for the Fe-based, Ni-based and Co-based
samples are includes in the respel:tive chapters (i.e chapter-5, chapter-6 and chapter-7).

Although amorphous materials are not likely to have magnetocrystallinc

anisotropy, it is an experimentally obselved fact that there is usually an induced
anisotropy technically produced due to the asymmetry of the preparation condition.
TIle kinetics of formation of the field-induced anisotropy has been investigated in the
past by Kay-Yuan Ho et. al.(1.62), J.D. Livestigated et. al.(1.63) and J. De wit et.
al.(1.64). Some works have been done by G. Herzer et.al.(1.65) with composition

C07lFe4B1SSilO.However, little quantitativc infonnation has so far been gained on the
cnsuing nature of the magnetization processes and their role on thc power losses,
whose control is basic to optimum applications of the Co-based amorphous ribbons.
TIle induccd anisotropy and its changes with time are taken as a basis for the
explanation of magnetic after etfects in amorphous systems by Allia, P. et.al. (1.66).

11le existence of induced anisotropy in various metallic glasses was experimentally
shown by Allia, p.et. al.(I.67), Miyazaki, T. et. al.(1.68) and Ohta, K. et. al.(I.69) on

the field-annealed samples from direct torque measurements

Kronmuller et. al. (I. 70) and Bourrous et. al. (1. 71) have shown that it is

possiblc to obtain important information about the nature of the amolllhous state
through studies of the induced anisotropy and the magnetic after-effect. Quantitative

discussions of the influence of reversible and irreversible relaxation processes on the
induced anisotropy and the coercive field have been reported for the amorphous ribbon

CO'HNiloFc,SiIIBl(; by Kronmuller et. al.(I.70). H. Kronmulle.{I.72) and A. M.
Scvcrino et. al.(I. 73) obtained spectra of activation energies using a micromagnetic

theOlYof the induced anisotropy for the amorphous ribbon C070.5Fe45SilSBIO.
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Magnetic anisotropic behaviour reflects the existence of short-range order in the
amorphous ribbon. It has become commonly known that in an ideal amorphous ribbon
the atomic scale anisotropy would be averaged away so that there would be no
anisotropy effects visible. Chi and Alben( 1.74) have shown from a simple model

calculation that when the local random anisotropy is small the coercivity induced is
small but high coercivities are abruptly obtained as the local anisotropy increases and
dominates the behaviour. Fujimori et. at.(1.75) studied the magnetically induced
anisotropy in (FexCOI.J78SiIOB12amorphous ribbons. Their results for the maximum
values of K" obtained by annealing in a field for 15min. at increasing temperatures are

shown by the solid circles. Sherwood et. at.(1.76) found for ferromagnetic-

antiferromagnetic "exchange anisotropy" in the amorphous alloy Fe37.sMn37.sPI6B6AlJ'
This appears to be the first demonstrated example of exchange anisotropy in an
amorphous transition metal-metalloid alloy.

Our measurements involves compositional dependence of stress induced
anisotropy and temperature dependence of the induced anisotropy up to ferromagnetic
transition temperature. Theoretical aspects of induced anisotropy is discussed in
chapter-3 and the experimental details are presented in chapter-4. The results of Fe, Ni
an Co-based amorphous ribbons are discussed in chapter-5, chapter-6 and chapter-7
respectively.

Mossbauer spectroscopy is a very powerful method to study the hyperfine field
ill amorphous materials which is affected by the nature and distribution of the
neighbouring atoms of the magnetic ions. From the study of the Mossbauer spectrum 3S

affected by the hyperfine field valuable information regarding the distribution and
nature of the constituent atoms can be obtained. Mossbauer spectroscopy studies of the
annealed amorphous Fe74B26ribbon shows that the width of the magnetic hyperfine
field distribution decreases for annealing temperature below lOOKas observed by S<l>
ren Lideroth(l.77), and leads to a narrowing of the absorption lines and the magnetic
hyperfine field distribution as measured by "Fe. 'Dle distribution and dynamics of the

magnetic moment in (COO.93.yNileoo7hsSiISBIOamorphous Pseudobinary alloys have
been studied mainly by means of magnetometric and Mossbauer techniques by L.
Dobrzynski et. al.(1. 78).This amorphous alloy is a ribbon with very low
magnetostriction and very high magnetic permeability as reported by KI. Arai et.
at.(1.79)
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Miissbaucr mcasurcmcnt for standard magnctic momcnt cstablishcs only thc
avcragc momcnt of metal atoms, duc to incquivalcncy of sitcs. It is not truc that cach
atom canics thc same avcragc moment. In fact, there is a disttibution in thc magnitude
of momcnts. TIICdistribution width is cxpccted to bc largest for 3d-ions and narrowcst
in rarc-carth's as 4f shell arc well shieldcd from its environments. Moment distribution
is best demonstrated by Mossbauer by T. E. Sharon et. al.(1.80) and by NMR
cxpcrimcnts by K. Raj et. al.(I. 81). Mossbaucr spcctrum of fcrromagnetic Fc7,!', ,C III

mcasurcd by T. E. Sharon et. al.<1.80) are fitted with asymmetrical distribution of
hyperfine fields. TIlis means that a considerable portion of Fe-nuclei are iu zero

hyperfine (h.f.) field by K. Raj et. al.(I.81). Infonnation about the distribution ofh.[

field fi'DInNMR are more direct and are liee fi'om fitting procedure which is important
for Mossbaucr analysis. Assuming the proportionality between h.[ field and magnetic
momcnt, the moment is found to decrease with metalloid conccntration in TM-M glass.

At CUlie tcmperature the typical Mossbauer spectra for amorphous

felTomagnetic alloys such as Fe7SP'sC,o show two peaks characteristic of quadrupole
splitting. Below the Curie temperature the spectra consist of six peaks symmetric with

respect to their centre, but very broad compared to corresponding crystallinc alloys.
lllC broadening is attJibuted to the random nature of the structure. TIlUSamDI1Jhous
FcRoll2o repOlted by Chien and Hasegawa( 1.82) has a naITowcr distJibution ofhypcrfinc

fields than Fc7SP,sC,o as reported by Tsuei and Lilcnthal(1.83) and in Fe4oNi4oP'4B"as
repOltcd by Chicn and Hasegawa( 1.84).

Mossbauer spectoscopy, because of the influence of the local environment on
thc iron momcnt, is directly reflected in the hyperfine field distribution studied by
Rodmarcq et. al. (I. 85), Chappert et. al. (1.86) and Chien et. al. (1.87). TIlC momcnt

variation can be directly derived from the hyperfine field distJibution, because the
proportionality between hyperfine field and magnetic moment was established from
crystalline by Gubbens et. al.(1.88)

Our studics involves the finding of how the iron moment is directly reflected in

the hypcrfine field distribution measnrements by Mossbauer spectroscopy, becausc of
the influence of the local environment. We have measured the Isomer shift (IS),
Quadlllp01c splitting (EQ), I-1yperfinc field (H hI)' Full Width Half Maximum (FWFM)

and absorption percentage. TIle pJinciplc of thcse measuremcnts arc given in thc
chaptcr-3 and dcscliption of cxperimental set-up and compnter analysis are prescnted in
chapter-4. llle results and discussion fiJr thc different systcms are given in their

respective chaptcrs.
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CHAPTER-2 PREPARATION OF AMORPHOUS RIBBONS
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2.0. Preparation of amorphous ribbons by rapid quenching method

2.1. Introduction

Since the discovery of metallic glass by Dewez el. al.(2.1) ,in the same year
Gobonov(2.2) predicted the possible existence of ferromagnetic ordering in non
crystalline solids on the basis of theoretical analysis. The interest in amorphous
materials is increasing steadily for teclmological application and scientific
understanding. A real technological interest developed after Pond and Maddin(2.3)
reported on the preparation of continuous ribbons of amorphous alloys. The
theoretically expected retention of ferromagnetic behaviour in amorphous solids was
first demonstrated by Mader and Nowick(2.4) in theirs work on vacuum deposited Co-
Au alloys and soon there after by Tsuei and Duwez(2.5) in their works on split-cooled
Pd-20at. % Si containing some ferromagnetic element partially substituted for the Pd.

Amorphous states of pure metals like Fe, Co, Ni etc can be obtained only al a
very low temperature. Alloys of the these metals with glass forming materials can be
obtained in the amorphous state by cooling the melt at a relatively lower rate of million
degrees per second which can remain in the metastable state over an extended range of
temperature. Two important classes of amorphous magnetic materials are being studied
intensively in recent time. They are the transition metal-metalloid (TM-M) glass and the
rare-earth transition metal glass (RE-TM) reported by T.Mizoguchi(2.6), R.A1ben el.

al.(2.7), E.M.Gyorgy (2.8)and G.S.Cargill(2.9). TM-M glasses are stable for
composition around 75-80% of TM (Fe, Co, Ni etc or in their combinations) and 25-
20% of the metalloid (P, C, Si, B or in their combinations). Typical composition for
RE-TM glass is RE33-TM67 where RE is one of the heavier rare-earth metals like Gd,
Tb, Dy, Y etc and TM is one of the 3d transition metals like Fe, Co or Ni. Recently the
metalloids in TM-M glass are replaced by non-magnetic metals like Zr, Hf etc by
T.Masumoto el. al.(2.10). TI,e new amorphous and metastable alloys prepared by such
techniques were used in the early works to e"..plore the many possibilities opened up by
these new rapid quenching techniques.

2.2. The structure of an amorphous alloy

The structures of amorphous alloys have been given by Cargill(2.11-2.12) and
also a detail discussion is given by Asgar(2.13). An amorphous material has no long
range order and the co-relations that exist must be of 5hOlt range order in the sense that

, -
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(2.3)

certain values of the interatomic distance r are more common than others. The stability

increases with the number of components in an amorphous ribbon. The disorder can be

classified into two types following Alben et. al.( 1977)(2.14)

(I). Stmctural disorder -- lack of periodicity in atomic arrangement and

(2). Chemical disorder --lack of periodicity in chemical environment.

The chemical species and relative positions of the nearest neighbours of an atom

are thus randomly altered in a chemically disordered solid. The stmctural arrangement

of the atoms in amorphous solids can be given in terms of a radial distribution function.

For identical atoms this describes the average number of atoms at distance between r

and r+dr from some chosen atom as origin. 111is is averaged by taking each atom in

tum as the origin. The average number of atoms between spheres of radii rand r+dr is
then given by 4rcr2p(r)dr, where p(r) is the atomic density.

The distribution function is sometimes presented in slightly differeut form
F(r) = 4rcr2p(r) (2.1)

as G(r) = 4rcr[ p(r) -Po] (2.2)

Ifwe consider the density Po as constant, theu F(r) = 4rcpor
2

Since the density is constant so F( r) follows the parabolic distribution.

W(r) = F(r) = 4Jrr~r)
47Z"f

2po 4 Jrrpo

W(r) = ~r)
Po

when p(r) = constant, then W(r) = 1

Theoretical curve of the radial distribution function as a function r is shown in Fig-2.1

I
I
I

The region of short--l
range-order I

F (r)

r •.
Fig;- 2.1 Short range order as a function of radial distance ~
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The structure of an amorphous solid can be discussed on many levels. For
cxamplc, interms of thc external sizc and shape of thc solid, interms of cracks, voids,
inclusions, composition gradients and other heterogeneeties resolvable by optical

microscopy or other technique.

AmOlvhous solids can be considered as a supercooled liquid. A metallic glass is
distinct /i.0I1l a liquid or a solid, becausc of its deviation from thcrmodynamic
equilibrium while both a melt and its corresponding crystalline phase have minimum
fi"eeenergy, an amorphous matelials because of its non equilibrium state is at a highcr

values offrce energy. Free energy as a function of temperature for a crystalline solid, an

amOIlJbous solid and a liquid is shown in Fig-2.2.

[

Amorphous
solid ..-

./.... ..-
./ /.••. / ....

/ ././
./ //

~-:.:::../ I

Crystalin~
solid 1

Tm
Temperature (T )

Fig:- 2.2 Free energy versus temperature curve

Fig-2.3 shows the reduced glass transition temperature "( = Tg/Tm tor
amOllJhous solids compered to crystalline solids. It is to be noted that for highcr values

01'1 only glass fonnation is possible.

When a melt is cooled too rapidly, its viscosity and relaxation time increase to

the point where the intemal equilibrium can no longer be maintained and the

equilibrium configuration become inaccessible.

Two ways of solidification
(I). Crystali7ation Process and

(2). By increasing Viscosity.
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Fig:-2.3. Glass fonnation as a function of reduced glass transition temperature

Mechanical heardness of the condensed mater is dependent on the viscosity
such that although amorphous materials structurally resemble a liquid state, their
viscosity become comparable to that of a solid and this detel1uines the stability of
alllolllhous materials. Fig-2.4 represents the variation of viscosity of amollJhous

materials with temperature.
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2.3. Conditions for forming amorphous material

It is very difficult to get pure metals in the amorphous state. It is necessary to

add glass forming materials to pure metals or alloys to get the amolllhous state and to
hring the cooling rate within a reasonahle rate. Usually around 20% of glass forming
mate,;als like B, Si, P, C etc which have atomic radii relatively small compare to these
of metallic atoms and the glass fonning atoms occupy the voids left between the higger
atoms of metals when they arc closely packed. It can be showed that when there is

random close packing of hard spheres there is about 20% voids created between these

atoms. llle glass fonning materials which have smaller atoms occupy these voids which

explain the impOltanee of the glass fonning material in the preparation of an amolllhous
rihbons. The glass fonning material also reduces the melting point of the alloys and
there by the separation between the glass fonning temperature and the crystallization
temperature is reduced. In fact Tg / Tonwhich is called the reduced glass transition

temperature is an important parameter detennining the glass fonning tendency of an

alloy.
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TIle more complex an alloy is greater is the possibility of forming thc
amOIlJhous state. -nlis is becausc the arrangement of the atoms in thc crystallinc form
of complcx systcm takes more timc which means a greatcr relaxation time. Thc
prcscncc of glass forming materials contributcs to this complcxity and thcre by
incrcases the relaxation timc. TIle stability of a metallic glass is also incrcased duc to
thc prcsence ofthc glass forming matcrial. Since a metallic glass is in a mctastable statc
the stability with respect to temperature is detcrmine by the local potcntial baITier
produced by thc disordered state of the amOIlJhous material. When '1',!l~n is largc thc

cooling rate ncedcd for glass fOllnation may bc rcduced, this mean that critical velocity

of thc coppcr disk can be reduced. TIle dependcnce of reduced glass transition

tempcraturc and the phasc diagram indicating thc depcndcncc of mclting point on

composition of the melt is shown in Fig-2.5.

To incrcase thc stability it is neccssary to introduce somc atoms of B. Si or P
(i,c atoms with smaller radius) in thc matrix. From statistics we know that thc
amorphous material has a porosity of 20% on the average thcrcforc TMxIIM!lt(M = n.
P, Si, C etc = 20% at atomic) is gcnerally introduced to form a good amOlvhous
material. From Fig-2.6 it is observed that the minimum linear velocity of thc drum is
around 10m/min for prcparation of an amorphous libbon by mclt spinning tcchnique.
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u
o
w
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Fig:-2.6 Experimental values of critical velocity versus reduced glass

transition tempcrature
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2.4. Conditions necessary for preparing amorphous materials

Intenns of viscosity and diffusion co-efficient we can find the condition

for fonnation of glass

[I] For metals atomic bonding is metallic and thc viscosity is lowcr than

thc diffusion co-efficicnt and molJility is high.
[Z] In the case of amorphous materials viscosity is very high and the

mobility and the diffusion co-efficient is low. Atomic bonds tends to be covalent as in

the case of silicate (SiOZ)'

2.5. Preparation technique of amorphous ribbon

TIlere are various tcchniques in use to produce a metallic alloy in an amorphous
state where the atomic arrangements have no long range periodicity. TIIC differcnt
experimental techniques developed to - produce amorphous metallic glass can bc

classified into two groups

[I] The atomic deposition methods. and
[Z]TIle fast cooling of the melt.

2.5.1. The atomic deposition methods

Deposition can be described in terms of whether thc added atom is
prcvented from diffusing more then an atomic distance before it is fixed in position duc
to cooling and increased viscosity. The atomic deposition methods includc

condensation of a vapour on a cooled substrate by

[a] Vacuum deposition

[b] Sputter deposition
[c] Electro deposition and
[d] Chemical dcposition

2.5.2. The fast cooling of the melt

For producing an amOIlJhous state by any of the liquid qucnching ()

dcviccs, thc alloy must be cooled through the temperature range from the mclting
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temperature (TJ to the glass transition temperature (Tgl very fast allowing no time for

crystallization. TIle factors controlling Tg and crystallization are both stmctural and

kinetic. 'nlC structnral f.1ctors are concemed with atomic arrangement, bonding and
atomic size effects. The kinetic factors as discussed by Tumbull(2. 15) arc the

nucleation, ctystal growth rate and diffusion rate compered to the cooling rate. 'nIC
interest in this method stems from the wide variety of alloys that can be made as well as
from the potential low cost of prcparation. In thc pioneering work of Duwez e/ a/

(2.16) , a number of devices have been reported for obtaining the neccssary high

quenching rates and for producing continuous filaments. TIle methods using the

ptinciple offast cooling of melt techniques are
[I] TIle gun teclllliques
[2] Single roller rapid quenching techniques
[3] Double roller rapid quenching techniques
[4] Centrifuge and rotary splat quencher techniques

[5] Torsion catapult techniques
[6] Plasmat-jet spray techniques
[7] Filamentary casting techniques
[8] Melt extraction techniques
[9] Free jet spinning techniques and
[I 0] TIle melt spinning techniques

Although the different methods used in preparing amorphous metallic Jibbons
are mentioned here, only the single roller rapid quenching technique which was used to

prepare the specimens for the present work will be discussed.

2.5.3. Rapid quenching method

As shown in a schematic diagram in Fig-2.7, the rapid quenching technique
apparatus consists mainly of a copper roller, an induction heater and a nozzle. TIIC
roller was driven by a variable speed motor via a tooth belt. TIle angular velocity was

2000 rev./min .. Use oflog wheel rotation enable us to very the surface velocity in the
rangc 20 to 30m/s. TIle diameter of the copper roller was 10cm. TIle use of copper for

the roller matetial was chosen for its good conductivity and mechanical softness, which

allowcd c1caning and polishing to be carried out easily. For room temperature work, it
showed no contamination of the ribbon from the roller material and the careful

preparation of the surface was more important than the matetial of the roller.
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In this process one has to consider that vibration of the roller should be well

below tbe high frequency vibration of the melt puddle to avoid any influence of it on

the geometry and uniformity of the ribbon, One has to be careful aud sec that the ribbon

docs not remain in contact with the surf:lce of the roller for a whole revolution and be

hit, fhm] the back, A bigger diamcter is thus preferred for the roller. 11lC induction

heater coil is madc of hollow copper tubing which is cooled simultaneously by

circulating water through its inner holc, The shape and diameter ofthc induction hcater

as also its winding is to be adjusted to produce proper temperature gradient. TIlis is to

avoid, sudden cooling of the melt in its way out of the crucible and blocking thc nozzle,

the qu:utz tubing having outer diameter 20mm which is nalTowed down conically to

Inll11with a hole for the nozzle 0.1 to 0.2nnll.

To motor /

- Pressure of
Argon Gas

High Frequenc y
Genera tor

R'j b bon of amorphous
metal

(old (opper disk

Fig:-2.7 lllin layer of molten allny intimatc contract with the outer surf:lce of

mctallic rotor is quenchcd in to amOlvhous
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The nozzle geometry is selected to minllnize the contraction in the cross-
sectional area of the molten zet as it leaves the nozzle orifice. Quartz tube is suitable for
repeated use in several successful runs and should be transparent to make the melting
process visible. It should withstand the sudden fast changes in temperature.

2.6. Experimental details of the preparation of amorphous ribbon

The amorphous ribbons are prepared in a furnace in an argon atmosphere (0.2
to 0.3 atms.). The buttons prepared are about 50 grams each. Care is taken to ensure
through mixing and homogeneity of the alloy composition, by turning over and
remelting each button few times. The mother alloys which are formed in the form of
buttons in a furnace by sudden cooling and is then cut into small pieces and is
introduced in the quartz tube. The quartz tube is connected from the top by rubber '0'
rings and metal rings to the argon cylinder through a valve and a pressure gauge.

After proper cleauing of the roller surface and adjusting its speed to the desired
value, as measured by stroboscope the induction furnace is powered using high
frequency generator. When the melting temperature is reached as observed through a
protective spectacle, the injection pressure is applied by opening the pressure valve. To
avoid the turbulence of the wind, arising from the high speed of the roller in disturbing
the melt puddle, cotton pad and metallic shield are usually used just beneath the roller.
To avoid oxidation of the ribbon during its formation an inert atmosphere can be
created around the roller by a slow stream of helium gas.

The speed of the roller, the volumetric flow rate, the orifice diameter, the
substrate orifice distance, the injection angle etc. are adjusted by trial and error to get
the best result in respect of the quality and the geometry of the ribbons.

2.6.1. Important factors to control the thickness of ribbons are:

[1] Rotating speed
(a) Angular velocity OJ ~ 2000 rev./min. and
(b) Surface velocity v ~ 20m/s

[2] Gap between nozzle and rotating copper drum h ~ 100 to 150llm
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[3] Oscillation of the rotating copper drum both static and dynamic have
maximum displacement 1.5 to 5~lm.

[4] Pressure = 0.2 to 0.3 argon atmosphere
[5] Temperature of metals 1;n '" 15000C

TIw temperature did not exceed l8000C otherwise quartz tube would be melt.
[6] Stability was ensured for the drop in the surface of drum.

2.7. Factors contributing to glass formation

TIlCre are three interrelated factors that detennine glass forming tendency.

TIlese are thermodynamic conditions that favour the liquid phase relative to the
crystalline phase, the kinetic ctlnditions that inhibit crystallization and the process
factors that arise due to experimental conditions .

.nIC thennodynamie factors for glass fonnation are liquidus temperature Tm at

which the alloy melts, the heat of vaporization and the free energy of all the phases that
arise or could potentially arise during solidification process. Viscosity of the melt, the
glass transition temperature T, and the homogeneons nncleation rate belongs to kinetic

parameters. The glass transition temperature is defined as the temperature at which the
supercooled liquid takes on the rigidity of a solid or more specifically at which the
viscosity approaches 15 poise.

Processing parameters are the cooling rate, the heterogeneous nucleation rate
and the supper cooling temperature interval. TIle temperature of the glass transition is
slightly dependent on the cooling rate. At each cooling rate the glass will freeze in a
different state ofintemal energy is shown in Fig-2.8

At the melting point Tm, the enthalpy H of a crystal includes latent heat of

fusion due to long range order. In tile case of rapid cooling of the melt the free energy
decreases since long range order do not take place, thus leaving the system at a higher
energy state. Heat treatment, relaxation and stability are thus important considerations

in metallic glass. TIle glass forming tendency also arises fi.om as size difference between
the constituent elements. It appears that appreciable size difference between the

components in the glassy alloy is a necessary condition for ready glass formation.

A single parameter that expresses glass fonning tendency is the ratio
glass transition temperature to the melting temperature defined as
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(2.4 )
T,=-'
Tm

Higher values of, obviously favour glass formation. For metallic glass to be formed by
rapid cooling, , should be greater than 0.45 by H. S. Chen(3.17). Based on alloy

composition there are two major groups that rapidly form glasses. In one of these
groups the metal is form Fe, Co, Ni, Pd or Pt and the metalloid is B, C, Si, Ge or P.
these metallic glasses constitute soft amorphous magnetic materials. Our working
sample prepared shown by table-I
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Fig:-2.8 Temperature dependence of enthalpy H. G and CJI correspond to glass
transition and S corresponds to the transition to the crystalline state

Table-l
Fe-based lbickness Co-based Thickness Ni-based lbickness
ribbons ribbons ribbons

Fe Si B 24 m Co Fe Si B 24 ill Ni Fe B 22 ill

Fe Si B 22 ill Co- Fe Si B 26 m Ni Fe B 20 ill

Fe Si B 26 ill Co Fe Si B 26 ill Ni Fe B 23 m

Fe Si B 34 ill Co Fe Si B 28 ill Ni Fe B 19 m

Fe Co Si B 21 ill
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2.8. Examining the amorphousity

TIle amorphousity of all the ribbons have been confirmed by X-ray
diffi'action using Cu-Ka radiation. All the ribbons were fowrd to be amorphous as

shown in Fig-2.9.
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Fig- 2.9. X-ray diffraction fi'om thc top surface of some amorphous ribbon

The Jibbons showed broad diffraction maximum and no low angle scattering.
TIrese ribbons were also ductile and those cases for which low angle scatteJing appear
and the broad diffraction peak are subdued there is some presence of micro elystalline
phase. lllese could be removed if the speed of the roller was increased. TIre thickness
of an amOlllhous is controlled by the linear speed of the roller, the gap between the
nozzle and the rolating drum which was about 1.5 to 5[ull, oscillation of the drum, both
static and dynamic. pressure and temperature of the melt and the stability of the drop

on the surfilce of the dnllll. TIre nature of the broad diffraction peak as observed is
shown in fig-2.9 for some of the samples.
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3.0. Theoretical Aspects

3.1. Stability of Amorphous Alloys

Amorphous alloys represent metastable states and tend to transfonn into stable
crystalline phases. At temperatures below the crystallization temperature, structural
relaxation effects take place and are caused by atomic rearrangements. TIle fonnation
and resultant stability of amorphous alloys are important topics both theoretically and
technologically. Which has been treated by tumbull(3.1) and Takayama(3.2) fi.om

thermodynamic view point. TIle ability of an alloy to be quenched into glassy state is

generally measured by the magnitude of the quantity.

(3.1 )

where Tonand Tg are the melting and glass transition temperatures respectively. In a

similar manner the stability of the glass after fOnJlation is generally measured by the
magnitude of the quantity

(3.2)

where T, is the temperature for the onset of crystallization. As the temperature
decreases from Tm, the rate of crystallization will increase rapidly but then fall as the
temperature decrease below Tg. TIlUSby quenching a molten alloy rapidly enough to a
temperature below T" a quasi-equilibrium amorphous phase can bc obtained. TIlere is

no direct relation between the case of fonnation and the resultant stability of an
amorphous alloy. TIle amorphous alloy cOlllposition IllOSt favourable for glass
fonnation is near the eutectic; the deeper the eutectic the better is the glass fonning
ability as noted by Cohen and Tumbull(3.3). At eutectic point the liquid is particularly

stable against crystallization. TIle crystallization is associated with nucleation and

growth processes. Since the fonnation of an amorphous alloy depends on the absence
of long range order, Change of composition is expected to affect Tg and T,. TIlis is

because, the long range ordering of atoms depends on the free energy difference
between the crystalline state and the amorphous state. TIle change of composition

affects the growth kinetics in a complicated way whieh can only the determined

experimentally.
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'l1lCtransition to the glassy state and the crystalline state is accompanied hy an
exothennie heat effect giving rise to a shall) peak in the temperature dependence of the
exothennic heat. TIlCrefore, differential thennal analysis (D1'A) is a widely used

technique to study thennally induced transfonnations in amorphous alloys and to
determine T" and T,. TIle magnitude of T, and T, are very different for amorphous

materials and depend strongly on composition. TIle activation energy ranges typically
between 2 and 6ev(3A).

'111Cdependence of T, on thc heating rate S = dT/dt can be used to dctennine

the activation energy of crystallization(3.5). Considering the fraction x of amorphons
matcrial transfonned into the crystalline state in time t and at temperature 1', one

obtains for the first order rate process

(0 X/O t)T = K( I-x). (3.3)

For thermally activated process, the rate constant K obeys an Anhenius type of

equations

K = Koexp( -::} (3A)

where Ko is a constant and i1E is the activation energy. Combining eqn(3.3) and

eqn(3A) and using dX= (0 x/o t),dt + (0 x/o t),d1' with (0 x/o t)dt == 0, one obtains

dx ( ) (-i1E)~ = K I - x exp -- .
dt" RT

(3.5)

(3.6)

. 2
At the peak of the exothermic heat, the change of the reaction rate d ~ is equal

dt-
to zero, yielding, with T = T"

(
-i1E) (i1E)K"exp -- = --, S.

RT, R1';
i1'I~for the stability of amorphous alloys as given by eqn(3.2) and is obtained Ii-DIn

D1'A. TIle values of i1E also appear to conelate well with the number of atomic

species in the alloy; the more complex the alloy the greater is i1E. Similar correlation
between thermal stability as measured by i1T,' and i1E appears to small.
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3.2. Magnetization of the Amorphous Ribbons

TIle saturation magnetization of material at a temperature of OaK is one of its
basic properties. Measurements are usually expressed as average moment per magnetic
atom ill units of the Bhor magneton, 1'/1' or as specific saturation magnetization for the
amorphous alloy, U." in wlits of Am2/Kg. TIICmoments of most amOlllhous alloys are

lower than those of the crystalline transition metals which they contain. However, the
direct effect of the structural disorder on the moments is very small. TIlis points out the

importance of chemical instead of structural disorder. The reduction is least in B-based

glass and highest in P-based glass. TIle observed moments on TM-M glasses can

approximately fitted to a fonnula(3.6).

(3.7)

Where I'TA! is tbe magnetic moment of TM-M atoms, taken as 2.6, 1.6 and 0.6

respectively in Bohr magneton .for Fe, Co and Ni. C's are respective concentrations.
111isclearly demonstrates the change transfer from metalloid to d-band of transition
metal and seems to suggest that I, 2 or 3 electrons are transfelTed from each of B, Si

(C, Ge) or P atom. The relative number of electrons donated can be listed as
- P"C7)- SI,BIO)- PI.B.Al,) - PI'B.) - Si,B,,) - B20 based on the relative magnitudes

ofM,.

Amorphous alloys are rather poor conductors, but their 3d-electrons are just as
"itinerant" as in crystalline transition metal alloys. Only itinerant exchange between 3d
moments is of importance in the transition metal-metalloid alloys. Itinerant exchange

arises because the single site exchange taken together with the intersite electron

hopping terms produce a cOlTelation between moments on different sites. TIlis
mechanism depends on the band structure and can lead to felTomagnetism,
antifelTomagnetism or complex spin alTangements. TIle theoretical treatment of spin
ordering in amorphous solids is a much more difficult problem than in regular

crystalline lattices and has not been satisfactorily solved. If the molecular field
approximation (MFA) is used, even though its use is doubtful, the paramagnetic Curie

temperature can be expressed as

•

T, = [2S(S+I)/3K]2:);j'
ij
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where S is the spin number, K is Boltznlann's constant and J '; is the exchange
interaction between atoms at the position r, and rj, and can be expressed intenns of the

radial distribution function.

In the first, a unique constant exchange interaction between the magnetic atoms
is assumed and the amorphous nature of the alloy is taken into account by calculating a
random distribution of the local anisotropy fieId(3.7). In the second approach to
treating this problem, a distribution of exchange integrals is assumed in order to reflect
the stmctural fluctuation in the amorphous alloy(3.8). Both approaches predict that the

M Vs T curve will flat below that for the crystalline counter part. TIle first model

however predicts that amorphous alloys should exhibit a stmctureless Miissbauer
spectmm, contrary to the observed spectra. Thus the second approach is preferred of

the val;ous theories the molecular field approach (MFA) and mean field theories.

3.2.1. Molecular Field Theory of Ferromagnetic Amorphous
Materials

The simplest theory which can explain the phase transition from the ordered
ferromagnetic phase (for T < Tc) to the disordered paramagnetic phase ( for T > Tc )
is the molecular field approximation (MFA). TIle original treatment as given by
Weiss(3.9) was purely phenomenological, but in our discussion here, the
approximation as applied to the Heisenberg exchange interaction for crystalline
ferromagnets will be considered. TIlis will help us to understand the changes that must
be incorponited in MFA for its application to amorphous ferromagnets.

TIle Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the presence of an extemal field H is

A = - LA'j)'j)'j - LgPIIJ;W,
ij j

(3 9)

where g is the lande 'g'-factor, ~tllis the Bhor magneton and describe the interaction of

spin Ji on the i-th site with the spin Jj on the j-th site via the exchange interaction
A,; = A(R, - RJ, A,; is a random variable with some distribution function law. In the

simplest case where only one kind of magnetic atoms g, = g and any sign J, = J are
used, we have
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l
LA;); )A = - L ;+H gPI.J;

j gpn

For j i ~ (J) quantum statistical average,

. {A(j)}.
H ~ 1.1 I J"= - L..., .. + H gpn j

j gpn

TIllis eqn(3.11) can be written as

(3.10)

(3.11 )

where the effective field H~rr= H~"h+ H. TIle energy of a magnetic atom at the j-th

site in the effective field H"T' is.

(3.13)

where the Brackets represents a thermodynamic average. But we can write

(3.14)

The argument of the Brillouin function

[

LA;j(ji) ]
U'nJ [Hj + H] = g,unJ; + H
KnT ",h KnT g,un

=_J_,LA;i(j:)+gPnJ H
Knl ; KilT

By introducing high temperature expansion (paramagnetic region), we get
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BJ(x)= l+lx
31

Thus we eqn(3.14) can be written as

(i') = 1(1+ I) [_1_" A (i') + gllB1H]
J 31 KBT -7' 'J' KBT '

where (i:) represents upper bar mean. Configuration average with random distribution'

function can be written as

From the quantum theory of paramagnetism we can write the equation for
spontaneous magnetism as

Ng2 1I~1(1+ 1)
= 3KBT H
1- 1(1+ I)Z.A

3KBT

(3.15)

where A is mean valne of Aij and Z is the number of nearest neighbonrs of the Pseudo

crystal. After annealing amorphous materials become crystalline, and approximated.
eqn(3.15) can be written as Curie Weiss law for amorphous material as
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C
=--
T-T,

Here C = Ng'p;,J(J + 1)
, 3K

Il

and T = J(J + I)Z.A.
, 3K

Il

(3.16)

T, is the Curie temperature at which the susccptibility tcnds to infinity. TIlis

mcans that M has a finite value when H is zero, which is an cvidcncc of spontancous
magnctization. TIlis spontaneous magnetization below the Curie temperature is shown
in fig.-3.1, where the magnetization decreases from a saturated value M = M,(O) at
T=O to zero at T = T,.

M

Ms(O)

o T = Tc T

Fig-3. I. Spontaneous magnetization below the Curic temperature.

Now magnetization

[
" A(l')]jL.J IJ 1

(l;)=J,B, gj'll i ,whcnH=O
KilT gJ'll
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Without external field, A;j= mean value part + fluctuating part
=A+ 6.Au

Eqll(3 .17) can be written as

(J;) = JB{~~~(J') +K~T(J')~M'j]
= JBJ[X+ Y~M'j]

JZA(- ) J (-)where X = -- J' and Y = -~ J'
KBT KilT

(3.18)

Expanding by Taylor series,

[ ]
B'(X) B"(X) 2( )2BJ X+YL6.Au =B(X)+--YL6.Aij+--Y L6.A'j + .

, 11, 21 i

The distribution functions for probability are

p(~Mu)=H{ ~M'j-ZA ]+{ ~M'j+ZA ]},

f(~Mu)= f d(~Mij}P( ~~~~j}(~Mij}

BJ(X+Y~Mu)= fd( ~M'j}P( ~Mij)BJ( X+Y~Mij}

and we have neglected the higher order correlations by assuming that the fluctuation in
Au are symmetric about A. Thus

o for n odd i.e. n = 2k+ I.

(Z6.)n for n even i.e. n = 2k.

and we can write eqn(3.l8) as

(1') = J~ {BJ(X+YZil)- BJ (X- YZil)}, (3.19)
\,

which can be solved for the reduced magnetization ill. A simpler closed expression
results, ifwe expand it in a Taylor series in the absence of the external field. Thus
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L\ Twhere (j=- and 't =-
A T,

TIle temperature dependence of m as obtained from eqn(3.20) is shown in fig-

(3.2). A finite value of 0 depresses the reduced magnetization curve compared to the
curve for 0 = 0 over the entire temperature range, as was later observed

expcrimentally. No m(T) curve fits experimental data for a single value of o.
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Fig-3.2. Reduced magnetization Clllves with (8", 0) and without (il = 0)
fluctuations in the exchange interaction.
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Considering that .MFA does not accurately reproduce the m(T) curves for
crystalline ferromagnets, tlIis could hardly be expected. Given the above restriction on
the applicability of the MFA, it is of value to investigate the effect of disorder within

the framework of other effective field methods based on clusters of atoms. Such
methods for crystalline magnets are well known(3.1O), and here we will explore their

applications to amorphous ferromagnets.

3.2.2. Mean-Field Theory for Temperature Dependence of the
Magnetization.

The lack of a general analytic expression to predict the temperature
dependence of M, had led to the use of simple approximations allowing at a least a

qualitative interpretation of the experimental data. The mean-field theory is based on
the Heisenberg model by assigning to the i-th atom a magnetic moment

,U;(T) = ,U;(O)(m,), (3.21)

where ,U;(O) = gPBJ; and (m;) = (~,) ; g, and J; are, respectively, the gyromagnetic
,

factor and the total angular momentum of the i-th atom, where the leter is composed of
the spin and orbital angular momenta. (m;) represents the time averaged projection of

the total angular momentum along the quantization axis and is defined by

where
mj=-l;

E; = -,U;(O)(H + H~"h)m;.

(3.22)

(3.23)

Here K
B
denotes the Boltzmann constant. In the molecular field approximation the

exchange field can be written in the form

(3.24)
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where the J;j represent the exchange constants and the summation in eqn(3.24) can be

perfolllled leading to the Brillouin function

() () 2J + 1 (2J + 1 ) 1 ( Z )III = Br. Z. = ' eoth ' Z. --Jcoth --'- ,, .,' 2J. 2J' 2' 2J
" ,

p(O)( .)where Zi == -' - H + H~xch .K"T

(325 )

Assuming all moments of the same atomic species to be equal, the sublattice
magnetization M;(T) is defined by

where N is the total number of magnetic atoms per unit volume and Xi is the fi'action

oftbe i-th species in the alloy. TI,e saturation magnetization is given by

,
M,(T) = LMi(T), (3.27)

i=l

where I' is the number of subnet works.

Structural disorder causes fluctuations of the exchange interaction repOlted by
Handrich(3.ll) and Jiiger(3.12). Restricting to nearest neighber exchange, eqn(3.24)

can be written as

. 2' n(J)( ) ()H~"h = ---L 'J 'J I+~;j Mj T , (3.28)
Ngp" j=1 gp"

where i and j now denote the subnetworks and nij are the number of nearest

neighbours.

Assuming the exchange fluctnation ~ij to be small (~ij« 1), the Brillouin

fimction can be expanded in a Taylor series, yielding in the absence of an extelllal field

for one-suhnet work alloy by Handrich and Kaneyoshi(3.13)

(3.29)

and for a two -subnetwork by Jiiger(3.12)
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where

.................................... (3.30)

(3.31 )

A corresponding equation applies to M,(T). TI,e average values I.\; arc

obtained fiom ("";,"";,) = "";,"";,. The mixed tenns (""I''''''') vanish because the

fluctuations of JII and J" are independent. For "";j = 0, these' equations correspond to

the molecular field equations applied to crystalline femmagnets. In this case (~;j= 0)
and the ClII;e temperature can be expressed intenns of the A;; by

T, = k{TlI+ T" + J(TlI - T,,)'+ 4T"T,,},

where the T;j are related to the A;j by

N(J; + 1).u;(O)x;T. = -~-~-~A
1.1 3K 1.1

"

(3.32)

(3.33)

TI,e relations given In eqn(3.29) and eqn(3.30) are used to calculate the

sublattice magnetizations regarding the exchange constants as adjustable parameters.
TIle calculations reveal an increasing flattening exchange fluctuation parameter ~ and
a pronounced shift of the compensation temperature towards lower temperatures. The
mean field theory does not aecowlt for spin-wave excitations at low temperatures and
does not account for cxchange fluctuations in thc rangc of the Curie tcmpcrature,

3.2.2.1. Transition-Metal based Alloys.

TIICtemperature dependence and the Curie temperature reflect the strength of

the exchange coupling. TIle structural disorder in amorphous alloys induces an
exchange fluctuation that causes a pronounced flattening of the M,(T) curves. 111C

temperature curve for the amorphous alloy lies substantially below that for the
crystalline compowld. TI,is reduction of M, was explained intenns of the mean field,

theory eqn(3.29) using an exchange fluctuation parameter

((~Mij)')
LJ;j
ij
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which is dcfined according to the ~i;introduced in cqn(3.28) and adapts values in the

range 0.4::; ~::; 0.6. TIle experimental data_lye typically below the theorctical cUlve lit
low temperature and above it at high temperatures. TIle calculated curve represcnting
an ovcrall fit was explaincd by Kaul(3.13) and Pan ct. 01.(3.14). '111is inadcquatc

description of the experimental data corresponds to the situation for crystallinc alloys
and has to be attributed to the mean-field approximations and the tempcraturc
indcpendent treatment of~. In general, ~ is a function of temperaturc. Using the
empilical relation(3.15).

(335)

deviation from the calculated line occur for T::: 0.2T, to 0.4 T, due to the neglcct of

critical fluctuations or the temperature dependcnce of the spin-wavc stiffilCss constant.
In thc corrcsponding crystalline compounds, deviations from thc T); law occur for
T :::O.IST,. However, not all amorphous fcrromagnets obey the T'i dependcncc. In

the case of Ni-based alloys, the weak itinerant ferromagnetism leads to a temperaturc
dependence of M, as given by

(3.36)

Am0'l,hous al10ys containing Co cxhibit significantly higher T, valucs duc to thc

stronger Fe-Co exchange as compered to the Fe-Fe exchange. Am0'l,hous Fc-Ni
alloys show sharper fall of m(T) around T, indicating non local exchange intcraction

and long range co-operative phenomena. It should be noted that thc pronounced
sensitivity of the exchange interaction on the structural disorder gives rise to a
dependence of T, on the preparation conditions.

3.2.2.2. Low Temperature behaviour of M, 'of Amorphous Ribbons

TIlc mean field theories do not account for local magnetic excitations and thus
cannot provide an accurate description of the low temperature behaviour of thc

magnetic properties. In the quasicrystalline approximation and the long wavelength

limit, thc spin-wave energy can be expressed by Keffer(3.16).

EK = Eo +DK2 +FK4 + ,
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where K is the wave vector of the spin-wave and D and F are the spin stiffilCss
constants. The presence of spin-waves gives rise to a reduction of the average

magnetization, leading to a temperature dependence of the form

M.(T) = M,( 0)[1- 8Th - CTL ], (3.38)

where M,( 0) is the saturation moment. TIle coefficients Band C arc related to the

spin-wave stiffiless constant D by

B =~(Y,)( gJiIl ) (lSL)\nd C = ~1t(r2)~(y,)( gJiIJ )(~ ..)Y;
2 M,(O) 4nD 4 2 M,(O) 4nD '

where g is the g-factor (-2.1), !.l is the Bohr magneton, ~(ti)= 2.612 and ~

(,1i) = 1.341 are the zeta functions and (r2) represents the average mean-square range

of the exchange interaction. D is directly proportional to the exchange constants. TIle
T"; terms comes from quadratic dependence of spin-wave on wave vector. With
increasing exchange strength, the slope of M,(T) versus Th decreases are e"lJected

from experimental results of alloys with increasing 1;,.

3.2.2.3. High Temperature behaviour of M, of Amorphous Ribbons

MJr)
TIle over all temperature behaviour of reduced magnetization m = M, (0) 111

TM-M glass goes to zero quite sharply at critical temperature 1;, and in many glasses
the phase transition is as sharp an in clystalline system. Near 1;" M,(T) = (1', - '1/
where the f3 is a critical exponent. At intennediate temperature there is flattening.
which is found in almost all TM-M glasses studied. The effect of high temperature has
been treated in two different approaches. The first approach as given by Harris el.

al'<3.17) considers a constant exchange interaction between are magnetic atoms and a
random distribution of the local anisotropy field is considered which changes with

temperature. TIle other approach is to consider a distribution of exchange integral is
assumed in order to take into account the fluctuation in the amorphous alloys as taken
by Handrich(3.18) . Both the approaches are unrealistic and infact no rigorous thcoty

of the high temperature behaviour for amorphous materials has been developed. We

have determined the experimental power low from the temperature variation of

magnetization in the high temperature range~
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3.3. Coercive force

TIlere arc several approaches to calculating the coercive force, H" in terms of

the amorphous material parameters. TIle B-H curve for the as-quenched material will
be a combination of two components. TIlere will be a square part that arises from thc
180" wall present ncar the centre of the ribbon. TIle remanence, B, will be rcduced due

to the regions where the local anisotropy is not parallel to the applied field. For 180"

walls, the coercive force can be written from dimensional analysis, as

H = 4(AK,Y'S
, M d ',

(3.39)

where S is a constant detennilled by inclusion size and density surface roughness,
fluctuations in anisotropy or other factors; A is the exchange constant, K" is the
anisotropy, d is the ribbon thickness and M, is the saturation magnetization.

TIle most significant point of the preceding discussion is that it has been
possible to describe the B-H curve and derive reasonable values of H, without

considering the amorphous nature of the material. Essentially all of the interesting
magnetic properties can be examined in tenns of simple models and domain

configurations that do not differ in a fundamental way from similar explanations

developed for magnetically soft crystalline materials.

In another approach Hasegawa(3.19) wrote

H, = 2:" f (3.40)
,

L:L'.Xwe assume reversal by domain wall motion where f = -- . Here L'.X stands for the
X

fluctuation in X within a region corresponding to the domain wall width.

Fujimori et. at. (3.20) assumed that the major contribution to the H, arose fi'om

the strain-magnetostriction anisotropy fluctuations so that

AH oc-', M,
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3.3.1. Remanence-to- Saturation induction ratio

As in crystalline materials the remanence-to-Saturation ratio of a magnetic
material is important theoretically and technologically. Its values is detennined by the
magnitudes and directions of anisotropies present. In amorphous alloys of the TM-M
type the anisotropies in the as-quenched ribbons appear to be dominated by the strain
magnctostriction interaction. Since the magnitude and the direction of thc strain may
vary with the details of the quenching the resultant anisotropy and thus '/(. would be

expected to magnetically soften the amorphous ribbons. 111e maximum dc
permeability, are often calculated as ';{, for a number of amorphous alloys in the as-
cast state. Sample with high oj{" are particularly suited to devices such as switch cores,

high-gain magnetic amplitudes and low-frequency inverters, where the square loop

charactel;stic is needed.
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3.4. Initial Permeability of Amorphous Ribbons

For application in small electronic device, the amorphous alloys havc some
what poorer losses and penneabilities than the conventional Fe-Ni alloys. but have
better performance than the Fe-Co and Fc-Si alloys in other respects. Where the dcsign
optimization requires the lower cost of the amorphous alloys, their higher induction
compared to the Fe-Ni alloys or their lower losses compered to the Fe-Co, Fe-Si and
the Fe-Ni at higher fi.equencies, the usc of the amOl11housalloys will be filvoured. Thc
complex magnetic properties of initial permeability (1',) may be strongly affectcd by

the presence of an electric current, particularly in ac condition. Moreover, the effects
are rather different in as-quenched amorphous ribbons. The measurement of magnetic
properties as a function of frequency and its analysis by means of the complex
penneability fonnalism has recently led to the resolution of several aspects of the
magnetizations process(3.21-3.23). The measurement of complex penneability gives us

valuable infonnation about the nature of the domain wall and their movements.

In dynamic measurements the eddy current loss is very impOltant which occurs
due to irreversible domain wall movements that are frequency dependent. A large
number of possible mechanisms can contribute to the magnetic loss such as local
variation of exchange energy, surface defects, compositional inhomogeneitics.
anisotropy and magnetostriction (3.24-3.25), whose relative values are detennined by

grain size, grain orientation and thickness of the sample. TIle present goal of most of
the recent amorphous ribbons researches is to fulfil this requirement. Before going into
the complexity of initial penneability measurement, we discuss in short the theories and

mechanism involved in frequency spectrum of initial permeability.

3.4.1. Theories of Permeability

TIle primary requirement is the highest possible permeability, together with low
losses in the fi.equency range of interest. TIle initial permeability 1', is defined as the

derivative of induction B with respect to the intemal field H in the demagnetization

state

dB
~l;=-,H -+ 0,13-+ 0
. dH

(342)

At microwave fi'equencies, and also in low anisotropic amorphous materials. dB and
dI-l may be in different directions, the penneability then has a tensor character. In the
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case of amorphous materials containing a large number of randomly oriented magnetic
atoms the permeability will be scalar, at low frequencies with

and the susceptibility X = dM = ~_I (B - H)
dH dH Jio

I= -(Ji-l)
Jio

The magnetic energy density

E=_I fH.dB
Jio

(3.43 )

(3.44)

(3.45)

For time harmonic fields H = HsinUlt , the dissipation can be described by a

phase difference 0 between Hand B. In the case of permeability is namely defined as
the proportional its constant between the magnetic field induction B and applied
intensity H;

B = JiH (3.46)

This naive definition needs further sophistication's. If a magnetic material is
subjected to an ac magnetic field as given below

B = Boe'mt, (3.47)

then it is observed that the magnetic flux density B experiences a delay. TIle delay is
caused due to the presence of various losses and is thus expressed as

B = B '(mt-S)oe ,

where 0 is the phase angle
permeability is then given by

(3.48)

and marks the delay of B with respect to H. The

B B e,(mt-s)
Ji- __ 0 __

-H- He''''
°B e-'" B B

= _0 _ = _0 coso- i-o sinO
Ho Ho Ho

=;.i-ij..l', (3.49)

Bwhere 111=_0cosoHo
and 1111= ~sinoHo
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The real palt 1" of complex permeability ~l as expressed in eqn(3.49)

represents the component of B which is in phase with H, so it corresponds to the
normal penneability. If there are no losses, we should have I' = 1". TIle imaginary pal1
1''' corresponds to that P3lt of B which is delayed by phase angle 90" from H. The

presence of such a component requires a supply of energy to maintain the altemating
magnetizntion, regardless of the OIigin of delay.

It is useful to introduce the loss f.1ctor or loss tangent (tanS). 'ne ratio of 1'''

to ,11'. as is evident fi'om eqn(3.50), gives

(3.51)

TIlis tano is called the LOSS FACTOR. TIle Q-factor or quality filctor IS

defined as the reciprocal of this loss factor, i.e.

Q=_l_
tanS

and the relative quality factor = ~
tan (j

(3.52)

(3.53)

TIle behaviour of 1" and 1''' versus frequency is called the penneability

spectrum. TIle initial pemleability of a ferromagnetic or felTomagnetic substance is the
combined effect of the wall permeability and rotational permeability mechanisms.

3.4.2. Wall Permeability

TIle mechanism of wall penneability alises from the displacement of the domain
walls in small fields. Let us consider a piece of material in the demagnetized state.
divided into weiss domains with equal thickness L by means of 180" Bloch walls
shown in fig-3.5. TI1Cwalls are parallel to the Y, 2 plane. TI1Cmagnetization M, in the

domains is oriented altemately in the +2 or -2 direction. When field H with a

component in the +2 direction is applied, the magnetization in this direction will be
favoured. A displacement dx of the walls in the direction shown by the dotted lines will

d I d
. b 2M .H,dx . ~ecrease t Ie energy enslty y an amount: .,. ..~.J,*,c

L '4,00,..

,::'".,:
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This can be described as a pressure 2M/I" exerted on each wall. The pressure

will be counteracted by restoring forces, which for small deviations may by assumed to
be kdx per unit wall surface. 111enew equilibrium position is than given by

d = M,H,dx
L

L L
I Ms dj-id

Z H r: V
I I

VIf': h;1 I \ I
Y I 1 ; I

1 I
I 1 MS1

I
X

Fig.-3,5. Magnetization by wall motion and spin rotation

From the change in the magnetization
t-M = 2M,d

L
thc wall susceptibility X" may be calculated, Let 1-1 make the angle 0 with Z direction,

111emagnetization in the direction becomes

(t-M)" = 2~,d case, and with H, = Hcose and d = 2M~H"

We obtain

(t-M)I/ 4M'cos'e
Xw = H - ~L

3.4.3. Rotational Permeability

(3,54 )

~
111e rotational permeability mechanism anses from rotation of the

magnetization in each domain, 11le direction of M can be found by minimizing the
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magnetic energy E as a function of the orientation. Major contribution to E comes
frol11the crystal anisotropy energy. Other contributions may be due to the stress and
shape anisotropy. TIle stress may influence the magnetic energy Via the
magnetostriction. TIle shape anisotropy is causes by the boundaries of thc samplc as
well as pores, nonmagnetic inclusions and inhomogenetics. For small angular
dcviations a, and a..or M, where

M M
a =-' and a =-''M y M

s s

fi'om thc cquilibrium Z-direction may be expresscd as

E - E +.l 2E +.la2E
- 0 2 a, " 2 y y,'

where it is assumed that x and yare the plincipal axes of the energy minimum. Instead
of E" and Eyy, the anisotropy field H~ and H~ are often introduced. TIleir magnitude

is given by

HA= E" and HA= Eyy

'2M y 2M'
s s

where H~ and H~ represent the stiffuess with which the magnetization is bound to thc

equilibrium direction for deviations in the x and y directions, respectivcly. TIle
rotational susceptibilities X,., and X,~ for fields applied along x and y directions,

respectively are

M M
X =-' and X =-'
f,X HA r,y HA

, y

For cubic materials it is often found that H~ and H~ are equal. For
H~ = H~ = HA and a field H which makes an angle e with the Z direction as shown in
fig-3.5 the rotational susceptibility, X", in one crystallite becomes

M.. 'eX =-' sm'
r,c HA (3.55)

A polycrystalline material consisting of a large number of randomly oriented

grains of different shapes, with each grain divided into domains in a certain way, the
rotational susceptibility X, of the material has to be obtained as a weighted average of
X of each crystallite, where the mutual influence of neighbouring crystallites has to '.'
r~ ,_

be taken into account. If the crystal anisotropy dominates other anisotropies, then ft
will be constant throughout the material, so only the factor sin2 e from eqn(3.55') has
to be averaged. Snoek(3,26) assuming a linear averaging of X, .• and found
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M
X, = 3H~

111etotal intental susceptibility

" "()4M;cos. 2M,
X-X+X-. +.

- w '--K~ 3HA•

(3.56)

(3.57)

If the shape and stress anisotropies can not be neglected, HA will be larger.
Any estimate of X, will then be rather uncertain as long as the domain structure, and

the pore distJibution in the mateJial arc not known. A similar estimate of X" would

require knowledge of the stiffilesS parameter k and the domain width L. l11ese
parameters are influenced by such factors as imperfection, porosity and crystallite

shape and distJibution which are essentially unknown.
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3.5. Physical Origin of Uniaxial Anisotropy of Amorphous Ribbons

The theOlies that have been proposed to explain the magnetic anisotropy of the
amorphous ribbons are basically the extension of the idea proposed for the origin of
anisotropy in crystalline and disordered solids. In amorphous Fe, Ni and Co-based
magnetic alloys we can assume the existence of disordered 3d shells where the Intra-
atomic dipole-dipole interaction between the spin magnetic moments may depend on
the direction of magnetization. TIle effect is similar to free elongated single domain
particles giving rise to anisotropy energy(3.27). Since anisotropy can be induced by

spin orbit interaction, in an amorphous material this can happen by the excitation of the

additional orbital states whieh depends 011 the direction of the magnetization in a

disordered 3d shell.

TIle effect of magnetic annealing on anisotropy was first proposed by
Bozorth(3.28) as due to magnetostrictive deformation which at high temperature gets

relaxed through the plastic flow of boundaries and of inclusion, but when cooled gets

locked up giving rise to elastic energy and hence magnetic anisotropy when this
domains are rotated by the external field out of the original direction. Using this
argument magnetostrictive anisotropy of K A = - Yo ,1.,0" has been proposed for

amol1)hous magnetic materials(3.29), Chikazumi(3.30) proposed directional ordeJing

due to distribution of atom pairs during the process of magnetic annealing, thus
blinging about change in magnetoelastic energy. Kaya(3.3 I) on the other hand

proposed shape anisotropy due to elongated ordered phase.

Another theory was proposed by Neel(3.32) and C. Ket!el et. al.(3.33) for the

mechanism of induced anisotropy by magnetic annealing, where due to precipitation of
elongated particles in the matrix of spontaneous magnetization, surface density ofT;'C,e,,. 'I'
poles appear which gives anisotropy energy when magnetization vector is rota led, ;

perpendicular to the long axis. TIle anisotropy in amorphous magnetic materials is thu~
explained often as pair ordeling(3.34), local co-ordination(3.35), shape anisotropy and

shaped void fonnation(3.36) etc. However, if several kinds of anisotropy are mixd~ up

in the magnetic specimen it is very difficult to give a quantitative analysis of its origin.
In the light of the experimental evidence of positive magnctostJiction jn Fcz,;Q,. " \ " .
amOlllhous ribbons and also the reduction of this magnetostriction~lic~.
annealing(3.37). We consider that our observed anisotropy is associate"d: \\0til~~'

magnetostriction which is induced by the strain during the preparation proC~S?~iil~f'", "~i~~;l~.
'%s;,,'1~L

.',.::.~'



casy dircction ofmagnctization is thc Icngth ofthc ribbon whicb is also thc dircction of

strain for positivc magnetostrictive materials.

3.5.1. Theories Based on the Localized Electron Model

In ordcr to understand the origin of magnetic anisotropy in amOlllhous solids,
we will first look at the theories developcd for magnctic anisotropy of crystallinc solids
bascd on thc localized electron model. Akulov(3.38) is the pioneer to drivcl thc first

,

theoretical cX"pressionfor the temperature dependence of magnetic anisotropy constant
K,. Using a simple classical argument and assuming a system of independcnt spins,

Akulov assumed that each spin had a free energy of thc form
K, = (a;a; + a; a; + a; a; ), where the direction cosines a, refer to a particular spin. A

simple statistical calculation gives thc relationship

(3.58)

betwccn K, and thc spontaneous magnetization M.

TIICnumber 10 arises from the stmctural combination of the direction cosines
in the usual expression for the anisotropy energy, a combination dictated solcly by thc
asymmetly of the crystal. TIle power law holds well for many insulators and r~rc-carth
mctals, for which the localized electron model is particularly applicable. But a~reement
with thc cxperimcntal data for nickcl and iron is not satisfactory; for cxamplc, in nickel
thc tcmperature variation of K, exhibits a dependence of the 50th powcr of thc

magnetization( 3.39).

In a further classical treatment of magnetic anisotropy ZenCl.(3.40), gCilcraliscd

the 10th power law to an :':(11+ 1) law assuming a system of independent spilis. Zcner
2

showed that, if the anisotropy encrgy E" is written in tenl1S ofsphcrical hanl1onics,

thcn

E, = ~)n(T)y;n(a)
n

k,,(T) = [M(T)]ir,,+,)
kJO) M(O)

(3.59)
I

Here the k.,(T) are linear combinations of the K,(T), and in particular
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k.('1') = K,(T) +~l K ,('r)+ <1nOk,(T) = K,(T). II . ." (3.60 )

I
(362)

TIle two assumptions basic to Zener's derivation arc:
(i) the existence of regions ofsOlt-range order of spins around each atom, inside which
the anisotropy constants arc temperature independent. TIllis the only effect ?f raising
the temperature is to introduce small perturbations in the direction of the local

magnetization.
(ii) the distribution of spins within each region is random so that the local anisotropy

energy may be averaged over all directions.

3.5.2. Pair Model of Magnetic Anisotropy

Magnetic anisotropy describes the circumstance that the energy of ,a system
changes with a rotation of magnetization. TIle relation between the change in energy of
a system with the change in energy of atomic pairs is called the pair model of
anisotropy. Van V1eck(3.41) first developed this theory. TIle most impOltant

interaction between the atomic magnetic moments is the exchange interaction. This
energy is only dependent on the angle between the neighbouring atomic moments.
independently of their orientation relative to their bond direction. In a view to explain
magnetic anisotropy we may assume that the pair energy is dependent on the direction
of the magnetic moment, 41, as measured /Tom the bond direction. In general we
express the pair energy by expanding it in Legendre polynomials,

w(cos<t» = g + { cos'<t>- ~) + g( cos4<t>- %cos2<t>+ I~ )+.......... (3.61)

TIle first tenn is independent of 41; hence the exchange energy is to be included in this
tenn. TIle second tenn is called the dipole-dipole interaction.

If the pan energy were due exclusively to magnetic dipolar interaction. it

should follow that
3M'

1=---
4lrJior

3

TIle actual value of I can be evaluated /Tom the wliaxial crystal anisotropy. In 1II0st

cases the estimated value is 10' to 103 times larger than that given by eqn(3.62). 'l1lC

origin of this strong interaction is believed to be the combined effect of spin-orhit
interaction and exchange or coulomb interaction between the neighbouring orbits. That

I
is if there are small amounts of orbital magnetic moment remaining unquenched by the
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clystalline field, a pat1 of the orbit will rotate with a rotation of the spin magnetic
moment because of a magnetic interaction between the two, and the rotation of the
orbit will, in tUI11,change the overlap of the wave function between the two atoms.
giving rise to a change in the electrostatic or exchange energy. 'n,is type of interaction
is termed as the anisotropic exchange. It should be noted here that the dipolar term of
eqn(3.61) docs not contribute to the interaction energy E" since the spins arc perfectly

parallel. The dipole tenns between the atomic pairs with different bond directions
cancel out as long as their distribution maintains cubic syrnmetly. If, however, the
crystal has a lower symmetry than the cubic crystal, as in a hexagonal clystal, the

dipole-dipole interaction gives rise to magnetic anisotropy.

Van Vleck pointed out that the dipole-dipole interaction does give rise to cubic
anisotropy since the perfect parallelism of the spin system is distributed by the dipolar
interaction itself llms if 1<0 and all the spins are parallel, the dipole-dipole interaction

gives lise to a large pair energy for <t> = ;. In such a case, a more stable configuration

of the spin pair will be an antiparallel alignment. Some of the spins will therefore lake

the anti parallel direction in an equilibrium state.

According to Van Vlcek's ealcnlation, the cubic anisotropy constants for an

fc.c. system due to dipole-dipole interaction arc

K =I
9NI'

SSMHm

at T = a" K, (3.63 )

whcre S is lhe total spin quantum number, M the atomic magnetic moment. and
the molecular field. In the classical picture, KI should vanish by letting S ~oc.

II
'"

Now, since NMHm" 109Jim' and NI" 10' Jim', the order of magnitude of

K I due to dipole-dipole interaction is

(NI)' (10')'
K "---,,--,, IO"J 1m'
I NMH 109

m

1l1is is sufficient to explain the magnitude of the observed anisotropy energy.

Judging from the origin of anisotropy, it would be practical to suppose that the

anisotropy constant decreases with increasing temperature and disappears at the Curie
point. Actually this does happen, and the temperature dependence is more drastic than

that of spontaneous magnetization. Zener treated this problem in a simple way and
explained the temperature dependence fairly well. He assumed that the pair energy is
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(3.65)

given by eqn(3.61) even for the thermally perturbed spin system, slllce thc
neighbouring spins maintain approximately in parallel alignment upto the Curie point,
where, because of the strong exchange interaction, parallel spin clusters prevail in the

spin system. Carr followed this method to calculate the crystal anisotropy constant for
iron, nickel and cobalt(3.42).

Let (al' a" a,) denote the direction cosines of the average magnetization, and
(;31'/3, ,/3.) the direction cosines of the local magnetization. Since we assume local

parallelism in the spin system, the anisotropy energy should be given by the average of

the local anisotropy energies, so that

EJT) = K,(O)(.o;p; +jf,fJi +13':..0;), (3.64)

where K,( 0) is the anisotropy constant at T = OOK and ( ) denotes the average over
all possible orientations of local magnetization. Using the polar co-ordinates (e,<I»,

where 8 is the angle between the local spin and the average magnetization, and <I>the

azimuthal angle around the magnetization direction, we have

l[(21Jr)1(.o;{f, +jf,fJ; +/f;.o;) In( e)d6U<I>
E,(T) = K,(o) • '

f n( e)de
°

where n(8)d8 is the number of spins which point in the solid anglc betwecn 8

and (8+d8). Since

I ,. I- fCtJ;{f, + jf,;J:, +{f;/fi) = -[ [- P4(COSe)]+ P4(cos e)( d,a; +a;d, + d,d,), (3.66)
2Jro 5 .

where P4(COSe)is the fourth order Legendre polynomial. 11lUseqn(3.66) becomes

(3.67)

(368)
. I.

•f P4(cose)n( e)de
where( P4(cos e)) = ~o-.----

f n( e)de
o

11. b d . I . I . . I kT I H' I °1 IliS can e expresse IIIa po ynomIa senes III - = -- W lere m IS tIe mo ecu ar
a MHm

field.

(3.69)
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On the other hand

M(T) = M(O)( cotha- ~) '" M(O)( \- ~)

so that

[~~~?r'"1- 1:+ ~ - I~?+. .

comparing eqn(3.69) and eqn(3.7\) we get

[
K/T)] = [M(T)]")
K1(O) M(O)

(3.70)

(371)

(3.72)

cqn(3.72) holds good for the temperature dependence of K1 of iron. Carr also
explained the temperature dependence of K I for nickel and cobalt by taking into

consideration the effect of thennal expansion of the crystal lattice. But, in constant to
zener's theory, Van Vleck obtained a much more gentle temperatnre dependence of
magnetic anisotropy. Keffer (3.43) investigated this point and showed that the Zener's

theory is valid at least at low temperature, while Van Vleck's theory is valid at high

temperature.

3.5.3. Single-Ion Model of Magnetic Anisotropy

TIle orbital state of magnetic ions plays an important role in dctcnnining thc
magnctic anisotropy. TIle orbital state of thc magnetic ion is influcnccd hy a givcn
crystalline field and the resultant orbital state gives rise to magnetic anisotropy. This
phenomenon is described by the single-ion model of magnetic anisotropy. 111ismodel

has been successful in interpreting the magnetic anisotropy of various anti-

fcrromagnetic and ferromagnetic crystals.

In free atomic states, every 3d electronic state has the same energy. In other
words, their energy levels are degenerate. When the atom is placed in a cubic field, thc

orbital states of 3d electrons are split into two 'groups. One is the triply degcncrate dE
orbits, the spatial distributions of which are expressed by Xl', yz or zx. 111eother is the
doubly degenerate dy orbits whose distributions are expressed by 2z' - x' - y' and
x' - y'- Fig.-3.3 explains that the dE orbits extends to (110) directions, while the dy
orbits extend along the co-ordinate axes. In octahedral sites, the surrounding anions

are found on the three co-ordinate axes, so the dy orbits, which extend towards the

anions, have a much higher energy than dE orbits, because of the electrostatic repulsion
between anions and orbits. For tetrahedral sites dy orbits are more stahle than dl: orhits

(Fig-H).
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Let us consider the case of the d electrons occupying the 3d energy levels. First
let us assume that the magnetic ion only 3d electron. This electron will naturally
occupy the lowest energy level. Now as the three de levels have the same energy, the

lowest orbital state is triply degenerate (triplet). Such an orbital degeneracy plays an

impOitant role in determining the magnetic anisotropy. If there are additional 3d
electrons, they should occupy exelusively the plus spin levels, because the exchange
interaction between these 3d electrons is much larger than the energy separation
between the dy and de levels. In the case of (3d)', the three electrons occupy the thrcc

dE Icvels, so that the ground state is non-degenerate (singlet). For (3d)', thrcc

electrons occupy the dE levels and remaining one occupies one of the two dy lcvels,
thus the state is doubly degenerate (doublet). In the case of (3d)', all electrons occupy

plus spin levcls, so that the ground state is a singlet. When there arc more than fivc
elcctrons, first five fill up the plus spin levels while the remaining electrons occupy the

minus spin levels in the same way as for the plus spin levels.

As for the Fe2+ ion, the sixth electron should occupy the lowest singlct statc,
so thal the ground state is non-degenerate. On the other hand, the Co'+ion has seven
electrons. so that the last one should occupy the doublet. In such a case the orbit has
the freedom to change its state in the plane which is nonnal to the trigonal axis, so that
it has an angular momentum parallel to the tl;gonal axis. Now since the angular
momentum is fixed in direction, it tends to align the spin magnetic moment parallel to
the trigonal axis through the spin-orbit interaction. TIle energy of this interaction can
he expressed as -lLSlcos~, where A is the spin-orhit parameter, Land S arc the

orbital and spin-angular momentum and 8 is the angle between the magnetization and
the trigonal axis. TIlis model was first proposed by Slonczewski(3.44), who explained
the magnctic annealing effect in Co fenite by this model. He also explained thc

temperature dependence of the anisotropy constant of cohalt-substituted magnctite. In
the normal, or non-magnetically annealed state, Co'+ ions should be distributed equally
among the four kinds of octahedral sites each of which has its tl;gonal axis parallel to
one of the four (Ill) directions, so that the cubic anisotropy can be obtained by
averaging the anisotropy energy -lLSlcost/;I over four direction of trigona I axes.

If the ground orbital state is non-degenerate, we cannot expect any orhital

angular momentum so long as the atom stays in the ground state; in other words, the

orbital angular momentum is quenched hy the crystalline field. In such a case wc
cannot c~q)ect an anisotropy as large as that of the Co'+ ion in an octahedral site.
'I1lere are, howevcr, val;ous sources which resnlt in a f.1irlysmall magnctic anisotropy.

which is nevclthelcss sufficiently large to account for the observed values. Yosida and
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Tachiki(3.45) calculated the various types of anisotropy and applied their results to tlie
Mn, Fe and Ni ferrites, which contain Mn'+ ,Fe'+ ,Fe2+and Ni'+ ions. Firstly, they

found that the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction is too weak to account for the
observed magnitude of anisotropy. TIle main source of anisotropy is thought to bc thc
distortion of the 3d shell from spherical symmetry. In a distorted 3d shell thc intra-
atomic dipole-dipole interaction between the spin magnetic moments may depend 01)

the direction of magnetization; tltis is similar to the dependence of thc magneto static
encrgy on thc direction of magnetization in a fine elongated single domain palticle, and

gives rise to anisotropy energy.

TIle anisotropy is also indnced through spin-orbit interaction. TIlat is, some
amowlt of orbital angular momentum can be induced by spin-orbit interaction by
exciting additional orbital states. In a distorted 3d shell this excitation is dependent on

the direction of magnetization, giving rise to anisotropy. Yosida and Tachiki showed

that the anisotropy due to these mechanisms should vanish for S = ~, I and :J., where S2 2
is the total spin angular momentum, and that anisotropy of this type cannot be
expected for Ni'+ and C02+ ions. Accordingly, the main source of the anisotropy of
Mn, Fe and Ni ferrites is considered to be the Mn'+ ,Fe'+ and Fe'+ ions. Sincc Ni'+

ion has no effect on the magnetic anisotropy in Ni ferrite, the difference in anisotropy
encrgy betwecn Fe and Ni fcrrites must be explained by the anisotropy duc to Fe'+

ions. Yosida and Taehiki also calculated the temperature dependence of the anisotropy

constant for Mn ferrites and fitted the thcory with experiment.

3.5.4. Theoretical Considerations for Uniaxial Magnetic Anisotropy in
Amorphous Materials

Amorphous magnetic alloys because of their noncrystalline structure are

expected to behave magnetically isotropic or to exltibit a low anisotropy. Howevcr in
the case of ,ibbons produced by melt spinning technique intrinsic stresses are induccd,
which may cause a stress induced anisotropy. For most alloys a uniaxial anisotropy

energy,

E" = K"Sin2B is observed, (3.73)
where K" is the magnetic anisotropy constant and (l is thc angle bctwccn

magnctization and the easy axis which is rclated to the direction of the strcss. 'lllC
magnitude of K" depends on the dcgree of shOlt-range order and thc magnetic

anisotropy pCI'atom In one-subnet work 3d based alloys, usually low anisotropics arc
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found originating primarily from the magnetostrictive coupling of the magnetization to
the internal stresses(3.46) or due to pair ordering(3.47).

Pair ordering and dipolar interaction lead to a relation between Ku and the

sublattice magnetizations that can be expressed in the form

Ku = LC"M,Mk (3.74)
i*k

using the sublattice magnetizations inferred from the mean-field analysis, K
u

IS

dependcnt on composition and temperature.

TIlese anisotropies are associated with short-range pair ordering and interstitial
or monoatomic ordering of the metalloids. The magnetostrictive effects in amorphous
alloys originate from the magnetoelastic interactions associated with the local

anisotropies and the. local strains controlling the local direction of the magnetic
moments. The origin of the local strains is discussed in terms of the Single-Ion model
with random local a,os(3.48-3.49). TIlese amorphous alloys are also susceptible to

stress induced ordering as studied by Berry and Pritchet(3.50) using internal friction
measurements. As in crystalline alloys, this ordering presumably occurs Via the

interactions of the strain produced with the magnetostriction, indicating that the stress
induced contribution

K"=_luA
u 2 R

(3.75)

where u and A., denote the stress and saturation magnetostriction constants. It is thus

concluded that stress induced directional ordering involves different atomic species or
motions than those involved in magnetically induced ordering.

3.5.5. Exchange Anisotropy of Amorphous Materials

Evidence for ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic "exchange anisotropy" has been
found in the amorphous alloy by Sherwood et. al.(3.51). Thus appears to be the first

demonstrated example exchange anisotropy in an amorphous transition-metalloid alluy.
TIlis rises some interesting, and unanswered questions concerning the atomic
arrangement necessary to dcvelop this effect. TIle anisotropy in the TM-M alloys, and

their type of magnetic ordering is detennined by the exchange interaction and. th~
strong single-ion anisotropy. The spins are coupled through the exchange interacti~l'

which can be one of the followings:
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(i) direct exchange between itinerant 3d states.
(ii) indirect RKKY (Rudennann- Kittel-Kasuya- Yosida) exchange and
(iii) superexchange

TIle superexchange is a sensitive function of bond angle and bond length and
therefore, can be very different in amorphous state compared to that in crystalline
state. TIle substances is ferromagnetic in amorphous state, although it is
antiferromagntic in crystalline phase(3.52). The long-range nature of RKKY exchange

is nearly washed out due to large reduction ofthe mean-free path of electron caused by
both chemical and topological disorder<3.53). The direct exchange is also short-range

one and it is more so in disordered solids. In either of the causes, the coupling is

described by Heisenberg model

(3.76)
ij

where J( RJ is the effective coupling and depends on the nearest neighbour distance

Rij As no two sites are equivalent in amorphous state Rij is random resulting in a

distribution of J . So a given spin couples with its nearest neighbours with varying

magnitude of J and even with different sign of J also. If both positive and negative
coupling with equal probability occure, the "frustration effect" appears(3.54). TIle

exchange is not isotropic, where superexchange predominates. TIle localized
description of metallic glass is an approximation, nevertheless, like in crystalline system

it provides an a qualitative understanding of magnetic phases.

3.5.6. Random Anisotropy Model of Amorphous Material

TIle simplest model Hamiltonian for an exchange coupled system with a

fluctuating uniaxial anisotropy is given by

H = - ~Jij(riJSi,Sj - ~Di(ni'SY,
ij

(3.77)

where J ij is the exchange integral between the spins Si and Sj' Di is the single ion

anisotropy of the i-th ion, n is the unit vector defining local anisotropy at i-th sites.
The easy axis direction varies randomly from site to site. Fluctuations of the anisotropy
axcs of an amorphous magnetic material lead to a non-linear magnetic structure. Alben
et. al.(3.55) have shown that behaviour of an amorphous ferromagnet changes sharply
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In fenomagnetically soft to magnetically hard material, when the anisotropy of the
single-ion local anisotropy becomes comparable to the exchange interaction energy.

However, the calculation based on local anisotropy leads to values which arc
much lower than the experimental values. TIle reasons for this discrepancy lies in the
technological factor introduced in the preparation process. Amorphous materials are
therefore anisotropic on the macroscopic scale due to fluctuation of the composition

and stress as caused by the preparation technique.
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3.6. Miissbauer Spectroscopy Analysis of Amorphous Materials

Mossbauer spectroscopy yields infonnation on the magnetic properties of
individual atoms rather than on assemblies of atoms as in conventional magnetization
measurements. Mossbauer spectroscopy is used for the identification of magnetic field
distribution of magnetic atoms in amorphous libbons by the evaluation of the collected
spectra. TIlis is a very useful technique for studying the hyperfine field distribution as
affected by the nature and number of nearest magnetic neighbours in an amorphous
alloy. As stated by Durand(3.56) the analysis of the data obtained for Fe-based

amorphous alloys shows that iron atom needs as many as 6-8 nearest neighbouring iron
atoms to assume a magnetic moment. Mossbauer spectroscopy has also been used to
detennine the average direction of magnetization by using the well known fact that for

the "Fe, the intensities of the six lines of the hyperfine spectra have an area ratio
3:Z: I:I :Z:3, where Z = 4;1( 2 ~, e being the angle between the direction of

/ 11+Cot OJ

magnetic field at the nucleus and the direction of y-ray emission(3.57). In "Fe the
strength of this magnetic field is H = 33T(3.58) at room temperature.

TIle value of Z varies from 0 for the axis magnetization in the sample plane to 4

for the axis of magnetization in the sample plane. Results by Chien and
Hasegawa(3.59) indicated that the magnetization stayed nearly completely in the atoms

of the ribbons for the as-prepared samples. The hyperfine field obtained from the
Mossbauer spectra is assumed to be proportional to the magnetization compered to
some amorphous ribbons. In order to determine the variation of the magnetic moment
in iron, as well as to see how well the hyperfine field on iron nuclei is defined, we
earned out Mossbauer effect studies on our samples. For the melt-spun samples, a

"Cold-front" moves through the melt and solidifies the melt. Although this front is
moving velY fast at the quenching rate of about 106oC Is, the atoms retain a high

mobility for a short while during which the alloys are prepared by the chemical
reduction method. The atoms are probably reduced to singles at this time and are built Ii
on the top of already frozen atoms. These atoms may not rearrange easily.

3.6.1. Miissbauer Parameters

Nuclear transItions emit y-radiations, which are not preceded by phonon
transitions. TIlese zero phonon y-transitions take place between the excited and ground

state nuclear energy levels of the nucleus which is bound in a solid matlix as rep0l1ed
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by Mossbauer(3.60). TIlerefore, the nucleus is no longer isolated, but fixed with the
lattice. In this situation the recoil energy may be less than the lowest quantized lattice
vibrational energy and consequently the y-ray energy may by emitted without any loss
of energy due to the recoil of nucleus. TIlis is known as the Mossbauer effect. TIle
important parametcrs which can be measured using Mossbauer spectroscopy are
described here.

TIle hyperfine parameters describe the interaction of the nucleus with the
surrounding atomic electrons. These parameters give information about the nature of

the chemical bonds, electric field gradient and magnetic ordering moments.

TIle Hamiltonian for the interaction between the nucleus and the surrowlding
changes may be written as(3. 61)

H = Eo+M, + E2+ , (3.78)
wherc Ell represents electric monopole coulombing interaction between nuclear charge

and the electron clouds which affects the nuclear energy levels, M, refers to magnetic

dipole interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the effective magnetic
field at the nucleus and E, represents the electric quadrupole interaction between

electric field gradient at the nncleus and the electric quadrupole moment of the
nucleus. Higher order tenus are usually very small and can be neglected.

3.6.1.1. Isomer Shift

Hyperfine interactions for the '''Fe nucleus is shown in fig.-3.6. The Miissbauer
transition energy will now be slightly different in the two materials and this will appears

as a shift in the Miissbauer spectrum as shown in fig-3.6(a). TIlis shift is known as the
isomer shift (IS), and is proportional to the difference in the electron densities at the
nuclear sites in the two materials. TIle IS measures the S-electron density at"the
nucleus. Experimentally, the IS is the shift of the centre of gravity of the spectl1lii"?
from thc zero velocity position. TIlis effect was first observed by Kistner and
Sunyar<3.62). TIlis shift of centre of gravity can be due to the isomer shift and second
order Doppler shift. TIle second order Doppler shift al;ses due to the temperature

difference between source and absorber.

The IS arises from the fact that a nucleus has a finite volume and S-eledrons

spend a fi'action of their time inside the nuclear region. The nuclear charge \th~l, .
~',,--
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interacts electrostatically with the S-electron charge. As a result of this interaction the

nuclear energy levels get shifted by a small amowlt, the shift depends upon the
chemical environment. Although, we cannot measure this energy change directly, it is
possihle to compare values by means of a suitable reference which can be either the y-
ray source or another standard absorber. TIle observed range of IS is within an onh:r
of magnitude of the naturallinewidth of the transition i.e. 10-' to I0-9 ev.

Let us consider that the absorber and source lattice are different in chemical

composition so that electronic. wave functions at the nuclei differ in the two lattices.

TIlis would cause differential shifts in the energy of the y-rays from the source nuclei
and the absorber nuclei. This difference in the energy can be written as(3.63)

IS = i\E -i\EA .~

=(2sJr)Ze2(R;,-R;)[ 111'(0) 1~-hll(O) I; ]

=(~Jr)ze2R2(d:)[ 1111(0)1~-111'(0)I; ], (3.79)

R" + Rg d"where dR = R" - Rg and R = 2 ' here R" and R, are the nuclear ra n

of the excited and groWld states, R is the average charge radius and I II'( 0) 1 A and
I lilt 0) I s refer to the electron densities at the nuclei of absorber and the source

respectively.

TIle expression shows that the IS is the product of two parameters: (I) dR, a
R

nuclear parameter and (2) 1111(0)I~-I~I( 0) I;,an atomic or chemical parameter. IS can

be positive or negative, depending on whether dR is positive or negative, and 111'(0)I~
R

So far we have consider that only S-electrons posses non-vanishing wave
functions at the nucleus(3.64). However, it is known that when relativistic effects are
taken into account not only S but also Py, electrons have a non-zero charge density at

the nucleus. But its contribution to IS is negligible because hilI', (0) 1
2 is small in the

y,

vicinity of the origin and secondly the occupancy of Pv states of the atomic orbitals in
/2 . .

the source and observer are identical; fulthennore, the mutual screening of Sand P" ,
can also be neglected. Thus only the S-electrons have a finite density at the nncleus.
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IS provides important information concerning the nature of the chemical bond
because the outer electrons (valence electrons) would be most affected by changes in
chemical surrounding and consequently the changes in the outer S electron densities
would contribute most to IS. Using the IS data it is possible to derive information
about the oxidation state and spin state of Mossbauer atom in different compounds.
Let us consider iron as Mossbauer atom Since their atomic configuration differ only
by a d-electron which does not itself contribute noticeably to the charge density hv(0) I
2 , the effect arises indirectly via the 3S-electrons. The electrostatic potential which
they experience there depends on the screening effects of inner electrons. Thus adding
a d-electron reduces the attractnie coulomb potential and causes the 3S-electron wave
function to expand, reducing its charge density at the nucleus. Thus increasing the d-
electron density decreases the electronic charge density at the nucleus resulting in an
increases in the IS. For 57Fe, since (do/.) is negative, it can be seen from eqn(3. 79) that

increase in charge density 111/(0)1;1-111/(0)I; at the nucleus rednces the IS.

There is a well defined range for IS for different oxidation states of an atom for
high spin complexes. For of an atom, the IS relative to iron metal are 0.8 to 1.5mm/s
for divalent iron and 0.2 to 0.5mm/s for trivalent iron(3.63-3.65). A large change in IS
is observed when the co-ordination number changes from 6 to 4. IS for octahedral
Fe'+ high spin complexes because in octahedral site co-ordination number is 6,
whereas in tetrahedral site the co-ordination nnmber is 4. As we known, increasing the
sheered electrons at octahedral Fe'+ nnclens causing more IS at octahedral Fe'+ site
than at tetrahedral Fe'+ site.

3.6.1.2. Electric Quadrupole Splitting

The interaction of the qnadrupole moment of a nncleus with an electric field
gradient (EFG) established at its site by the surrounding environment causes
quadrupole splitting in nuclear levels(3.60-3.66). An oblate (flattened) nucleus has a
negative quadrupole moment while a prolate (elongated) one has a positive moment.

Nnclei whose spin is <p or .!c are spherical symmetric and have zero quadrupole
2

moment and thus the ground state of "Fe with I =.!c does not exhibit quadrupole
2

splitting.

The diagonalized EFG tensor at the nnclear sites is completely specified by the
three components, viz., 8'%" "'I';',,' and "':Is,,; denoted by V"' Vyy and V"'
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(3.80)

respectively, where V is the electrostatic potential. Further V" the principal
component, is chosen to be EFG so that IV,,,I>IV,,I~ IVyyl.On applying the constraint

imposed by laplace eqn(V2V = 0), the number of independent components are reduced

to two, which can be chosen as;

V (V" - Vyy)
q = --". and ']= ..

e Yzz

11 is known as asymmetry parameter and can take values between 0 and I; q is called
the field gradient parameter. The Hamiltonian of the interaction between a nuclear
quadrupole moment (eQ) and the EFG (eq) can be written as(3.60)

H= e'qQ [31'-1(1+1)+ '7(12 +12)] (3.81)
41(21-1)' 2 + - ,

where 1+ and C are the raising the lowering operators, respectively and I, is Z

component of nuclear spin. Eqn(3.81) has the eigenvalues.

In "Fe, the first excited level with I =,% splits into two sub-levels
(corresponding to m, = :t,%and :ty,) having the energy difference known as
quadrupole splitting(3.63). m, values are the components of the angular momentum
along the Z-axis it is clear that the m, =:ty, states lie at lower energy than the
m, =:t,% states. If the electric field gradients is positive in sign the effect is as shown

in fig-3.6b, since the quadrupole split spectrum is symmetric about the centroid. For
nuclei other than ."Fe, involviug spins greater than 1=,%, the quadrupole split

spectrum is more complicated.

E= ('qQ )[3m;-I(I+l)][I+~]Y"
4121-1 3

where m, = 1,1- I, ,-I

(3.82)

I I
'" E = "2e'qQ = "2eQV" , (3.83)

If electric field is not axially symmetric i.e. V" '" Vyy'" V" then the splitting involves

the asymmetry parameter 11.

E = ~e2qQ( 1+ ': r (3.84)

The transition :t,%~ :t y, is called ll-compouent and the trausition :t y, ~ :t y, is

referred to as the (T-components. For a particular orientation i.e.
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I 3(1+Cos' 8)
-'- = --- (3.85)
la 5 - 3Cos'8 '

where e is the angle between V" axis and the direction of emission ofy-rays.

The quantity e'qQ or qQV" is usually called quadrupole coupling constant and
the sign of this quantity gives the sign of quadrupole interaction. The sign of coupling
constant can be determined by the following methods. First for single crystals the sign
can be obtained by measuring doublet intensity ratio I;{ in the Mossbauer spectra

recorded with different orientation with respect to y-direction. Another method is
based on magnetic field perturbation on the quadrupole split pattem(3.67-3.69). In the
presence ofa strong magnetic field the quadrupole doublet lines (:!:Y,and :!:y,) further

split into a triplet and a doublet. If the doublet lies at a higher energy than the triplet,
e'qQ is positive and if it lies at a lower energy, e'qQ is negative.

Now in brief we describe here the origin of electric field gradient at the
nucleus. In general, there are two fundamental sources which contribute to effective
EFG at the nucleus.

(I) Charges on distant atoms or ions surrounding the Mossbauer atoms in
noncubic symmetry constitute lattice contribution denoted by (V.J l.t,' As a matter of

fact, the Mossbauer atom distort in the presence of a non-cubic charge distribution of
the surrounding crystal lattice in such a way as to amplifY the lattice quadrupole
interaction. The net lattice contribution can be written as (1- rJ(V.J,,,.' where r. is
stemheirner antishielding factor. (1- rJ which has been estimated to be of the order of

10 for iron compounds.

(2) A non-spherically symmetric valence cell of the Mossbauer atoms gives rise
to valence contribution. Stemheirner has shown that valence contribution to EFG
(V••tl. is also modified due to screening of the valence electrons from the nucleus by
inner cell electrons and actual valence contribution can be written as (I - R)( V••t,.'
where R is stemheimer shielding factor(3.70-72). llms the total effective EFG at the
Mossbauer nucleus may be written as

(3.86)

In case the legend environment around the iron has cubic symmetry,
(V) - (V) - 0

3a lal. - aa val. -
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Fig-3.6. Hypcrfine intcractions for thc "Fc nucleus. On thc cx1rcmc left of cach
diagram arc shown the wlperturbed nuclear levels, the 1= Y, state being 14.4 KeY
abovc the I= Y, ground state The effect of increasing the S-electron density at the

nucleus is shown in (a). Relative to thc hypothetical point charge nucleus, the energies
of both statcs arc increased, but thc morc voluminous ground state is affectcd 1II0St.
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3.6.1.3. Magnetic Hyperfine Interaction

111c intcraction of thc nuclcar magnctic dipolc momcnt !1 with thc magnctic
ficld II at thc nuclcus givcs risc to zccman splitting of thc nuclcar Icvels with spins I (I
>0) into (21+ I) sublevels. TIlis field H may originatc either within the atom itsclf or
.within the crystal by cxchangc interaction, or it may bc an cxtcmally applied ficld. 'Illc
Hamiltonian of the magnetic interaction is (3.60)

H" = -,Ii.A = -gp).A (3.87)

whcre pN is the number magneton ( en ), g is the nuclear g-factor and mN is thc
2mNC

mass of the nucleus.

TIlc encrgy lcvcls obtaincd as a consequence ofthc intcraction are

(3.88)

(3.89)

where 11/, is the maguetic quantnm number representing the Z-component of I,

m, = 1,1-I,! - 2, ,-1

In the case of "Fe, according to selcction IUles t.m = 0, II, the possiblc
allowcd transitions are shown in fig-3.6(c). 'Illc rclativc line intensitics in a spcctlUm

containing magnetic spilt, six Iincs will be 3:Z: 1:1:Z:3 whcre Z = 4[" e bcing
I+co e

thc anglc bctwccn thc dircction of magnctic ficld at thc nucleus and thc dircction of y-
ray emission(3.57). In "Fe the strength of this magnctic field is H = 33KG at room

temperature. The intcmalmagnctic field at the nucleus has its origin from thc spin and
radial and angular distribution of the electron density in the atom. l11Cmagnctic field is
givcn byl3.60-3.63)

8 ,- _(I) (3(r.i\)r-r'S)
H=--npIIIII't(O) I S-2plI(l) ] -2pll , '

3 r r
whcrc I'll is Bohr magncton, S and I arc operators for thc spin and orbitalmomcnt of
the electron and I II't( 0) I 2 is the electron dcnsity at the nuclcus with +]1, spin

projcction.

Thc (irst tcrm in this exprcsslOn is known as Fcrmi contact tcrm which
dcscribcs thc contact magnctic interaction bctwccn thc S-electrons and a nucleus. Only
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S-electrons contribute to the Fermi contact term since the S-e1ectron have a non-zero
charge density at the nucleus. TIle field resulting from this source is very large
compared to that from other sources. TIle Fcnni contact field mainly arises from the

polarization of the spins of paired S-electrons by the wlpaired 3d electrons via
exchange attraction that exists between electrons of like spins(3.73-3.75}. TIle inner
core electrons (ISand 2S) produce a large negative field, whereas 3S and 4S electrons
produce smaller positive fields resulting in a net negative field almost of the
nuclei(3.76}.

TIle second term in the above expression is known as orbital current field and it

IS produced due to an interaction of the UlIquenched orbital moment of clectrons with
the nuclear magnetic moment. The third term known as Dipolar field arises due to the
dipole-dipole interactions operating between the electron spin and the nuclear magnetic

moment.

For observing a well resolved Zeeman splitting in the Mtissbauer spectnllll, t'NO

conditions have to satisfied

To> TI• and Ts> Tp (3.90)
where To is the life time of the nuclear excited state, Ts is the electron spin correlation
time and T,. is the larmour precession time of the nucleus. The first conditions states

that the Zeeman splitting mnst be larger than the natural line width. TIle second

condition states the relationship between the spin correlation time and nuclear Larmour
precession time. In paramagnetic systems the spin correlation time is so small, of the
order of 10-12 to 10-14 sec, that during on Lamour precession, the electron of spin

undergoes several fluctuations and hence the nuclei will not experience any hyperfine
field to precess around and hence no magnetic splitting will be absorbed. In

magnetically ordered systems, the strong exchange interaction helps to increase the
spin correlation times, thus the direction of the hyperfine field is steady and the nucleus
spin processes round it to lifl the degeneracy of the nuclear levels yielding hyperfine

split spectrum.
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4.1. The Differential Thermal Analysis

4.1.1. Introduction

TIle differential thennal analysis (DTA) is an imp0l1ant technique for studying
the structural change occurring both in solid and liquid materials under heat treatment.
TIlese changes may be due to dehydration, transition from one clystalline variety to
another, destruction of crystalline lattice, oxidation, decomposition etc. TIle principle of
DTA consists of measuring the heat changes associated with the physical or chcmical
changes that occur when a standard substance is gradually heated. TIlis technique can
also be used to identifY magnetic ordering of amorphous ribbons. In order to discuss

the possible applications of DTA in amorphous materials, we briefly define the various
temperatures, that are useful in characterizing an amorphous alloy.

TIle glass transition temperature T, is defined as the temperature at which the

alloy passes from the "Solid" to the "Liquid" state. For our purposes, it is sufficient to
describe T, as the temperature at which atomic mobility is great enough to allow

diffusive atomic rearrangement to occur in a matter of minutes. TIle crystallization
temperature T, defined as the temperature at which crystallization occurs with long

range ordering and is usually determined by DTA technique by a heating rate of
'" 10"C / min. Metallic glass ribb'Jns usually are ductile in the "as-quenched" condition,
but may ollen be embrittled by exposure to elevated temperature. TIle DTA techniqne
has been used in detennining Tg and T, of our amorphous ribbons with composition

Fe,o.,Si,BJO [x = 6,8, 10, 12 and 14], Nixo.xFexB20[x = 20,30,40 and 50] and Coxo.
xFexSiJOBJO[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 ].

4.1.2. The princi pIe of Differential Thermal Analysis

TIle DTA technique was first suggested by Le Chateher<4.1) in 1887 and was
applied to the study of clays and ceramics. DTA is the process of accurately measuring
the difference in the temperature between a thennocouple embedded in a sample and a
thermocouple in a standard iner1 material such as aluminium oxide, while both are being
heated at the unifonn rate. TIle difference of temperature is measured that arise dll(;.,~p

L

the phasc transition or chemical reactions in the sample involving the evolntion of heat

or absolVtion of heat due to exothermic reaction or endothermic reaction. llle
exothermic and endothennic reactions are gcnerally shown in the DTA trace as positive
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and negative deviations respectively from the base line. DTA curves indicat", a
continuos thennal record of reactions occurring in a sample.

t
T

Time •
Fig-4.I(a) Heating curve of sample and reference substance

When a sample and reference substance are heated or cooled at a constant rate

under identical environment, their temperature difference are measured as a function of
time and temperature as shown in fig-4.I(a). TIle temperature of the reference
substance, which is thermally inactive rises unifonnly when heated while the
temperature of the sample under study changes anomalously when there is a physical or
a chemical change in it at a particular temperature. For an exothennic reaction there is a
peak in the temperature versus time curve due to the additional heat supplied by the
specimen accompanied by the reaction. When the reaction is over the sample
temperature gradual1y catch up the temperature of the inactive specimen. TIle
temperature difference L',.T is detected, amplified and recorded by a peak as shown in
fig-4. I(b).

t~T

Temparature -

Fig-4.I(b) DTA curve
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For any endothermic reaction or change the active specimen absorbs heat which
is reflected in the corresponding trough in temperature versus time curve. The
temperature in the sample holder is measured by a thermocouple, the signal of which is

compensated for the ambient temperature and fed to the temperature controller. This
signal is compared with the program signal and the voltage impressed to the furnace is
adjusted. Thus the sample and reference substance are heated or cooled at a desired
rate. The temperature in the sample holder is digitally displayed on the DT-30 and is
also recorded on the recorder.

4.1.3. Apparatus

The apparatus for the differential thermal analysis consists of a thin walled
refractory specimen holder made of sintered alumina with two adjacent cubical
compartments of exactly the same size, lcm in length, as shown in fig-4.2. Of these one
is for the inert reference material and the other for the test material. The compartments
are separated by a Imm wall. The specimen holder is placed in the cavity of the heating
block which is operated in the centre of the cylindrical refractory tube of an electrical
furnace. This supplies a uniform heating rate. The furnace ( 9//X6//X9//deep) is peaked

with calcined china clay. The input of current into the furnace is secured through the
secondary of a Variac transformer, which controls the current. Fine chromelalumel
wires (28 gauge) are used for thermocouples. A cold junction is used for thermocouple
leads and the e.m.[ is recorded almost continuously, while the temperature of the inert
material is measured at 3 minute intervals. It is essential to use perfectly dry materials,
as otherwise errors will be introduced in the analysis. Approximately O.lgm anhydrous
alumina is used in the reference cup and the sample weights varies over a range 0.05 to
0.125gm; depending on their density. A heating rate of IODC per minute of the furnace
is conveniently choosen, and this gives satisfactory results in most cases. A block
diagram ofDTA as shown in fig-4.3.

The thermal analysis runs generally for I to 1.5 Itrs. Thermal analysis
curves are obtained by plotting heating temperature and the difference between the
temperatures of the test and reference substances. From these plots the reaction
temperature could be detennined. Under standard conditions of the experiment;
characteristic curves for different compositions of Ni-based, Fe-based and Co-based
amorphous ribbons. T, and T, points are indicated, by sharp exothennic peaks.
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Tref.

Chromel
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anhydrous alumina

Matched sample cup
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Procelain

/ Rubber stopper
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Chromel

Differential
ther mocouple

Fig.-4.2. DTA 111ermocouple assembly
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All experiments are run at atmospheric pressure in continuous flow of a purified
inert gas argon. Gausses are normally purged into the fum ace chamber at the lower end
through a purification train in whieh oxygen and water are removed by heated copper
wool and exhausted rrom the top into a condensate trap for collecting the condensable

volatile products.

Furn ace
atmosphere
control

S M R

Gas Voccum

Furnace

Sample block

Furnace
controller

de
Amplifier

x - y Recorder

Fig.-4.3. Block diagram ofa differential analysis equipment, (S) sample
thennocouple, (R) reference thermocouple, (M) monitor thennocouple.
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(4.1 )

4.2. Curie temperature determination from temperature dependence
of A.C. permeability.

TIlCCurie temperature which is mcasure of exchange interaction between the
magnetic atoms is quite complicated in the case of amorphous alloys and is very much
an experimental parameter. Because, theories are helpful only as a guide in rationalising
the results obtained experimentally. So, the detennination of Curie temperature (TJ

accurately is of great importance.

Our experimental set up for T, measurement is shown in fig.-4.4. we made use

of the excellent experimental facilities available at Magnetic Material Division, AECD.

TIle temperature dependence of AC. permeability was measured by using induction
method. A laboratory built technique using an oven in which a heating wire is wound
bifillerly and two identical induction coils are wound in opposite directions such that
the current induced flux in the two coils cancel each other. TIle whole set up is
introduced in an oven. By varying temperature, AC. permeability of the amorphous

samples of toroidal shapes as a function of temperature was measured. When the
magnetic state inside the amorphous sample changes from ferromagnetic to
paramagnetic, the permeability falls sharply. From the sharp fall at specific temperature
the T, is determined. This is the basic principle used in our experimental set up.

As shown in the fig.-4.4, the circuit consists of two parts. The primary part
consists of a low frequency generator, a multimeter and a resistance in series. The
signal generator generates an alternating signal of frequency up to 200KHz. A voltage
drop occurs at the resistance of value 390 ohm. TIlis voltage drop is measured by the
voltmeter. TIle secondary part of the coil comprises of only voltmeter. The voltage
induced in the secondary coil is measured by the voltmeter.

An AC. current i flowing through the primary of the toriodal ring shape sample
produces a magnetizing field. TIle dynamic field H within the primary is given by the
relation

H = O.4N,h!2
d '

where N, is the total number of turns in the pl;mary of the toriodal ring and d is given
by

(j =d_~1+_d~2
2
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where oJ anO 0., are the inner and outer diameter of the toroidal

induction B calculated from the relation

sample. Magnetic

(4.2)B= ExlO'
4N,fS'

where N, is the number of turns in the secondary of the toroidal rings, f is the

frequency of the balance the differential flux area of the cross-section of the toroidal

ring is given by S = dh where d = d, - dJ and h is the height of the toroidal sample.
2

Finally permeability is measured by the relation

B
f.l=-

H

N 2

A

E.d x 10'
- 4fN,N,Sx0.4iJ2

(4.3)

390 ..J\..

Fig.-4.4. Schematic diagram for the experimental set up for determination of

Curie temperature.
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At first we wind wires in the toriadal sample to make primary and secondary
coils. TIle number of tums in each coil is 10. TIle sample thus wound is kept in a little
oven with a thermocouple placed at the middle. The thermocouple measures the
temperature inside the oven and also the sample. TIle sample is kept just in the middle
part of the cylindrical oven so that gradient is minimized. The temperature of the oven
is raised slowly. If the heating rate is very fast then temperature of the sample may not
follow the temperature inside the oven and there can be misleading information on the
temperature of sample. The thermocouple showing the temperature in that case will be

erroneous. Due to the closed winding wires the sample may not receive the heat at

once. So, a slow heating rate is used to eliminate this problem. Also heating adjustment
of amorphous sample ensures accuracy in the detennination of T,. TIle oven was kept

thermally insulated from the surroundings.
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4.3.0. Determination of maximum permeability, maximum induction,
Coercive force and Remanence

4.3.1. Ballistic technique

1lle ribbons were wound into the toriodal cores having 13 to 15mm outer
diameter and 10mm inner diameter. Static magnetic properties were measured using the
Ballistic method. 1l1e saturation magnetic induction (BJ, remanence (BJ, the ratio

'1'. and coercive force (HJ have been determined for the as-cast ribbons /Tom the

experimental hysteresis loops. The toriodal ring shaped specimens were magnetized, so
that no lice poles are developed and the demagnetizing field is zero. Experimental
circuit diagram is shown in fig-4.5.

A current i flowing through the primary of the toriodal core produces a
magnetizing field H within the primary of the tOliodal ring. 1l1isfield is given by the

relation

H = O.:N,i, (4.4)

where N, is the total number of turns in the primary of the toriodal ring, d is the

average diameter of the tonodal ring and is given by d = d, +d2, where d, and d2 are
2

the inner and outer diameter of the toroidal sample.

To determine the ballist;e galvanometer constant C"" a standard solenoid IS

used and is given by the fonnula

o(4.6)

(4.5)C _ O.8nN;N~Si
"'- la

= 60.37,
where the number of turns in the primary of the solenoid N; is 500, the number oftums
in the secondary of the solenoid N~ is 1700, length of the solenoid I is 8gem, diamcter

of the solenoid d is 3.9cl1l, area of cross-section of the solenoid S is 1td2/4 and a
current of IOmA through the primary of the solenoid (i = 10mA) produces a

galvanometer deflection a = 47 division. B is calculated by the relation
I

B=_a_C2N A '!',
2
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where a/ is dcflectionin the ballistic galvanometer for different values of the current
and N, is the total number oftums in the secondary ofthe toriodal ring. Due to sudden

change in induction in the primary flux is linked with the secondary the galvanometer

E

/ TR 220V/ K

/

1'250 < 250'1100 0 100 B
It C ,,"

L2 N2 A~
/

I

r~~OO~;OQ1
I

N2
I
1
I
I

I

G

B-H curvE'

+

Fig.-4.5. Experimental circuit diagram for B-H curve measurement.
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(4.7)

. records a deflection, the magnitude of which is proportional to the change in induction
in the primary.

""B= Lla C
2N A '!'

2

TIIC operation is repeated with increasing value of the resistance R" so that

each new current is less then its previous value. TIle current and the corresponding

galvanometer deflection for each new operation is noted. The zero current point is
reached in this way at the remanence point. Band H for each value of the current is
determined by

B = Bmax. - ""B (4.8)

TIle cross-conducting strip of the commutator is the removed and the resistance
to the commutator is shown in circuit diagram-4.5. TIle experiment is repeated with
decreasing values of R2 until the current reaches the maximum negative value giving

the coercive force from the intersection of the CDE curve with the field axis. TIle
remanence and the coercive force are thus detennined from the B-H loop trace. The
maximum permeability and the maximum induction are detennined from the initial
magnetization curve.

TI,e important magnetic parameters that characterize ribbons of various

compositions Fe90_xSix BIO, NigO_xFe~2oand COgO_xFexBIOSilOare detennined by using
the B-H loop tracing technique.
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4.4.0. Experimental Techniques for Measuring Complex Permeability

4.4.1. Real and Imaginary Components of Complex Permeability

Detenninations of penneability nonnally involve the measurements of the
change in self inductance of a coil in the presence of the magnetic core. TIle behaviour
of a self inductance can now be described as follows. If we have an ideal lossless air
coil of inductance LIP on insertion of magnetic core with permeability ~l, the inductance
will become ,uLIi. TIle complex impedance Z of this coil can then be expressed as

Z = R + iX = iwLllP
= iwLIl (p' - ip"),

where the resistive part is
R = wLop"

and the reactive part is
X = wLop'

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4. II)

TIle r.f penneability can be derived from the complex impedance of a coil in
eqn(4.9). TIle core is taken in the toroidal form to avoid demaguetizating effects. TIle
quantity LII is derived geometrically as shown in section-4.4.3.

4.4.2. Preparation of the samples for permeability measurements

TIle amorphous ribbons were wowld into toroidal cores having outer and inner
diameters within 13 to 15mm and with the ratio of outer and inner diameter always
kept less than 1.2 in order to improve the homogeneity of the applied field, as also to
reduce the possibility of an inhomogeneous inductance response. A low capacitance;
coil with 8 to 10 tUIllS was wowld around the toroids to allow the application of
magnetic fields over a wide range of amplitndes. While measuring the penneability of
the amorphous ribbon cores at high frequency, the high electric resistance of these

materials generally precludes the trouble some skine effect found with ribbons.
However, the cross section of the amorphous ribbon core to be measured may have to
be kept small in order to avoid dimensional resonance phenomena. To avoid an increase

in resistance owing to skin effect, braided copper wire is used at fi.equencies higher

than 100KHz. TIle thickness of the separate wire stands being adapted in the measUl;ng
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liequency of up to about 13MHz. TIle thumb rule is that, the wire thickness in microns

must be smaller than the wavelength in meters.

At higher frequencies the capacitance arising from the winding gives inaccurate
values Rand L,. It is, therefore, necessary to keep the capacitance of the winding as

low as possible. Frequency response characteristics wcre then investigated on these ring

shaped specimens as a function of frequency.

4.4.3. Frequency Characteristics of Amorphous Materials

TIle frequency characteristics of the amorphous ribbon samples, I.e. the

penneability spectra, were investigated using an Hewlett Packart Impedance Analyzer

of model NO.-4192ALF. TIle measurement of inductances were taken in the frequency

range O. 5KHz to 13MHz. The values of measured parameters obtained as a function of

frequency and the real and imaginary parts of penneability and the loss factor. fL' is

calculated by using the following formula

LL = L II' or II' = -', or r L
o

and

tan" = fL" or 1''' = 1" tan",
fL'

where L, is the self-inductance of the sample core and

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)L = PoN'S
" d

where L" is the inductance of the winding coil without the sample core and N in the

number oftullls of coil (here N=8), S is the area of cross-section as given bellow

d -d
S = dh where d = 2 j , and h= height

2

and d is the mean diameter of the sample given as follows

d = dj +d2

2

'nle relative quality factor is determined for the ratio J~n O'
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4.5.0. Experimental set-up for Measurements of Magentization

4.5.1. The Principle of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer

All magnctization mcasurcmcnts havc bccn madc on EG and G Princcton
Applicd Rcscarch Co. makc vibrating samplc magnctomcter (Y.S.M.)(4.2-4.3). TIle

principlc ofV.S.M. is as follows: when the sample of a magnetic material is placed in a

unifonn magnctic ficld, a dipole moment proportional to the product of the sample

susceptibility times the applied field is induced in the sample. If the sample is made to
undergo a sinusoidal motion, an electrical signal is induced in suitably located stationary

pick-up coils. TIlis signal which is at the vibrating frequency, is proportional to the

magnetic moment, vibration amplitude and vibration frequency. In order to obtain the
. reading of thc momcnt only, a capacitor is made to generate another signal for
comparison which varies in its moment, vibration amplitudes and vibration frequency in
the same manner as does the signal from the pick-up coil. These two signals are appiied

to the two inputs of a differential amplifier, and because the differential amplifier passes
only difference between the two signals, the effect of vibration amplitude and frequency
changes are cancelled. Thus only the moment detennines the amplitude of the signal at

the output of the differential.amplifier. TIlis signal is in tum applied to a Lock-in
amplifier, where it is compared with the reference signal which is at its internal
oscillator frequency and is also applied to the transducer which oscillates the sample
rod. TIms the output of the Lock-in amplifier is proportional to the magnetic moment
of the sample only avoiding any noise of frequency other that of the signal. TIle Lock-in
action yields an accuracy of 0.05% of full scale. The absolute accuracy of this system is
better than 2% and rcproducibility is better than I%. Least measurable moment is

5x 10-4 emu.

Variable magnetic field is achieved with a Newport Electromagnet Typen 177
with 17.7cm diameter pole pieces. The magnet is mounted on a graduated rotating

base. The standard model is modified to provided an adjustable pole gap in order that

the highest possible field strength is available. TIle field can be varied from 0 to 9KG.

TIle field is measured directly by using Hall probe.
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4.5.2. Mechanical Design of the V.S.M.

11le various mechanical parts of the magnetometer are shown in detail in the
fig.-4.6. TIle base B of the V.S.M. is a circular brass plate of 8mm thickness and
250lllm diameter. A brass tube T of 25mm outer diameter and 0.5mm thickness mns
normally through the base such that the axis of the tube and the centre of the plate
coincide. TIle base and the tube are joined together by soft solder. The tube extends

60mlll upward and 24mm downward from the base. TIlere is a vacuum port on the

lower part of the tube 120mm below
Electrical connections from the audio amplifier to the speaker and from the

reference coil system to the phase-shifter are taken via the perspex feed-through. By

connecting the vacuum port of the tube T to a vacuum pump the sample environment
can be changed. TIle speaker SP is fitted 25mm above the tube T with the help of our

brass stands. TIle lower ends of stands are screwed to the base plate while the rim of
the speaker is screwed on the tops of the stands. The speaker has a circular hole of

10mm diameter along the axis of it. An aluminium disc having female threads in it is
fitted to the paper cone with araldite. The aluminium cOllllector having male threads on
it and attached to the drive rod assembly fits in the aluminium disc and thus the drive

rod assembly is coupled to the speaker. TIle drive rod assembly consists of two
detachable parts which are joined together by means of aluminium threaded connectors.
Each part is a thin Pyrex glass tubing of 4mm diameter. TIle upper palt has a small
pennanent magnet P situated 100mm below the aluminium connector attached to it. At
the lowcr cnd of thc drivc rod asscmbly a pcrspcx samplc holdcr having qnitc thin wall

can be fittcd tightly with the sample in it. A few perspex spears are also attached to the
driver rod throughout its length. TIle spacers guide the vibration of the sample only in
the vertical direction and stops sidewise vibration or motion. TIle total length of the

drive rod assembly is 920mm up to base. TIle lower end of the tube T is joined to a
brass extension tube L by a threaded coupling and an o'ring seal. Another thin tube K
made of gennan silver and of 8mm inner diameter IUns through the extension tube L
from the compiling point C to about 50mm below the sample position. Above the base
there is a hollow brass cylinder M of l80mm length and 130mm inner diameter, having
40unn wide collars at its both ends. TIle lower collar seats on an o'ring seal which is

situated in a circnlar groove in the base plate. On the upper collar, there rests an

aluminium top N with an o'ring seal. TIle brass cylinder M has a side port VP. 111isis

again a brass tube of 41mm diameter and 43mm length. TIle port has a collar at the end
away from the cylinder. A perspex vacnum feed-through is fitted at its end with o'ring

seal. TIlis port is cOlmected to the cylinder by soft solder.
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Fig.-4.6. Mechanical construction of the vibrating sample magnetometer.
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The base plate of the V.S.M. rests on three levelling screws above a brass frame
which in turn rests on an iron angle bridge. The bridge is rigidly fitted to the sidewall of

the room. TIle brass frame is provided with arrangements with the help of which it can

be moved in two perpendicular directions in the horizontal plane.

The levelling screws are used to make the drive rod vertical and to put the
sample at the centre of the pole-gap between the sample coils. The sample can also be
moved up and down by the levelling screws.

4.5.3. Electronic Circuits of the V.S.M.

The function of the associated electronic circuits are:

(i) To permit accurate calibration of the signal output obtained from the
detection coils.

(ii) To produce a convenient AC output signal which is directly related to the
input and which can be recorded.

(iii) To produce sufficient amplification for high sensitivity operation.

The block diagram of the electronic circuit used for the V.S.M. consists of a

mechanical vibrator, a sine wave generator, an audio amplifier, a ratio transformer, a
phase-shifter, a Lock-in amplifier, a pick-up coil system, a reference coil system and an
electromagnet as shown in fig.-4.7.

TIle sample magnetized by the electromagnet generates an e.m.f in the pick-up
coils PC. The strength of this signal is proportional to the magnetization of the sample.
The vibrating permanent magnet also generates an e.m.f of fixed amplitude in the
surrounding reference coils. TIlis reference signal is stepped down with the help of a

ratio transformer so that its amplitude is equal to that the sample signal. The two
signals are then brought in phase and put to the Lock-in amplifier.

TIle Lock-in amplifier works as a null dector. TIle ratio transformer reading is
to be calibrated using spherical shape sample S of99.99% pure nickel.
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Fig.-4.7. Schematic diagram ofthe electronic system of the V.S.M.

4.5.3.1. Sensitivity limits

Limits of sensitivity are determined by signal to noise ratio at the inpnt circuit,

where noise is defined as any signal not arising from the magnetic moment of the

sample. TIle major sources of noise are the Johnson noise of the wire nsed for the pick-
np coils, and the magnetic responses of the sample holder, which superimposes

undesired signals in phase with the wanted signal. Use of a minimum mass of weakly
diamagnetic material for a sample holder, carefully checked to contain no ferromagnetic

impurities, is essential to minimize this coherent noise contribntion. Corrections for the ..

small magnetic contribution of the sample holder can then be made by measurements .

with the sample removed. This correction is much less then the equivalent case with a

moving coil system.
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Our standard sample used for calibration was spherical shaped specimens of
mass O.0584gm. 11le different field susceptibility t.x ;;;5 x 10-10 could be observed after
synchronous phase detection with band width ;;;2 x 10-2 cps. The other tests used was

small current at 81Hz or an alternating current 81Hz passed through the coil which

remained stationary.

4.5.3.2. Stability Tests Differential Measurements

With only the Lock-in amplifier and the oscilloscope as a null detector, it was
fowld that the O.0584gm Ni-sample signal could be balanced reproducibly. Such

reproducibility indicated that the long time drifts caused by the combined effects of
vibration, amplitude changes and frequency changes a bridge sample position and other
effects were negligible. Chosen RYJIehronousphase detector added differential changes

about one-tength the size that could be recorded reproducibly.

4.5.3.3. Vibration Amplitude

The pick-to-pick vibration amplitude has been varied from less than o. \tum
upto 1.0mm in order to examine errors caused by amplitude changes. Such tests show
that the measured magnetic moment varied by less than :to.5% over these range of
amplitude, although at higher variation of amplitudes, because of the larger signals

involved.

4.5.3.4. Image Effects

Image effects were also examined with a small vibrating coil carrying a dc

current. 11le image effect was no greater than :t I% for fields upto 5KG produced in an
air gap of 3.6cm. Undoubtedly, there is an image induced in the magnet poles. It

appears, however, that when the sample is vibrated, the effective image vibration IS

reduced by eddy current shielding.
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4.5.3.5. Vibration Frequency

llle vibration frequency is not critical. High frequency operation is limited by
the driving mechanism and capacitive shunting in the detection coils. Frequencies of
100Hz or less permit the use of inexpensive components and minimize eddy current
shielding by the vacuum chamber. TIle measurements are completely independent of
eddy currents in the surrounding parts, if measurements and calibration are made at the

same temperature. The thickness of conducting parts has been minimized, so that the

temperature dependence of penetration depth is less than 1%

4.5.3.6. Vibration Problems

Mechanical coupling between the vibrating system and the fixed detection coils

must be avoided. Although the coils are arranged for minimum sensitivity to external

vibration, a noticeable backgrowld signal is obtained when the vacuum chamber
contacts the detection coils. Such mechanical effects are difficult to eliminate
electronically, because the spurious background signal has the same frequency as the

sample signal and maintains a constant phase differences with respect to the sample
signal. Usually the magnetometer and detection coils are both supported by the
magnetic coupling, so that some mechanical coupling may be noticed at highest

sensitivity .

. 4.5.4. High Temperature Magnetization Measurements

Magnetization measurements at temperatures above room temperature were
done using a high temperature oven assembly (EG and G. Princeton Applied Research
Co. ). TIle oven consists of an electrically heated outer tube assembly with vacuum and
reflective thennal insulation. The heater consists of an integral bifilar wounding heating
coil with a resistance of 80 ohms. The winding is therefore non inducting. TIle sample

holder consists of a quartz tube extension attached to a sample cup.

During operation of the high temperature assembly evacuation is accompanied

by continuos flow of nitrogen gas to eliminate reaction of the sample with oxygen. A

chromal-alumel thennocouple is used as a temperature sensor and the highest

temperature that can be achieved is 5000 C.
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4.5.5. X-Y Recorder

All the measurements of temperature dependence of magnetization were
plotted using LISEIS make X-V Recorder model LY18100. TIle magnetic moment
from V.S.M. and temperature form the potential differences in volts taken from panel

meter are plotted on X-Y recorder. Magnetic moment can also be plotted as a function
of time. A graph paper remains struck on an electrically charged plate during the

plotting in X and Y spales are calibrated and cau be reduced or enlarged as per need.

4.5.6. Calibration of the V.S.M.

TIlere are usually two methods of calibration of a vibrating sample

magnetometer(V. S.M.)
(i) by using a standard sample and
(ii) by using a coil of small size whose moment can be calculated from the

magnitude of the d.c. current through it.

We have calibrated our V.S.M. using a 0.0584gm spherical sample of 99.99%
pure nickel. TIle sample was made spherical with the help of a samplc shaping devicc.
The saturation magnetic moment of the sample has been calculated using the available
data. 'Ille ratio transfonncr rcading is obtaincd by actualmeasurcment fromthc relation

M=KK', (4.15)
where M is magnetic moment, K' is saturation ratio transfonner reading and K IS

V.S.M. calibration constant. But
M = mO", (4.16)

where (J is the specific magnetization and m is the mass of the sample. From eqn(4.15)

and eqn(4.16) calibration constant is given by

K = mO".
K'

(4.17)

TIle accuracy of this calibration, however, depends on the reliability of the

standard nickel sample; the accuracy of the ratio transformer and the gain of amplificr.

TIle equipment has been operated repeatedly with the same standard sample and

stability has been found to be within I part in 100.
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TIle absolute accuracy of the instrument depends on the knowledge of the
magnetic properties of the calibration standard and reproducibility of sample position.
WIlen the substitution method of calibration is used, the major error :tI% is introdu.:ed
by the estimation of standard nickel sample. The relative accuracy of this instrument

depends on accurate calibration of the precision resistor divider net work.

TIlCtotal error here can be kept less than 0.5%. A typical calibration curve of

magnetic field Vs ratio transfonner reading is shown in fig.-4.8
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Fig.-4.8. Calibration curve of magnetic field Vs. decade transfolTller reading (Y.S.M.)
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4.5.6.1. Calibration Data

(i) Refcrence signal with phase shifter and decade transformer in connection:

V =_I_xlO,uVxI9
cor, 0.01 20
= 9.5/N x 100 = 0.95mV

(ii) Reference signal with decade transfonner in connection:

1Veor,= -- x 1I,uV = I.ImV
0.01

(iii) Refercnce signal with direct connection:

V"r = 13x O.lmV = J.3mV,

Saturation decade transformer reading for pure Ni at 20ue is given as K' = 0.4386
Specific magnetization for pure Ni at 20° e is given by er,= 54.75 AmX,
Mass of the pure Ni-sample m = 0.0584 x IO-'Kg

Magnetic moment M = mer= 3.1975 x 10-' Am2

and hcncc V.S.M. calibration constant is found as

K = mer = 7.29 x 10-' Am2

K'
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4.6.0. Experimental Set-up for Anisotropy Measurements

4.6.1. Principle of the Torque Magnetometer

TIlC apparatus used is a sensitive Torque magnetometer with a Proportional
Integrating Differentiating (P.LD.) rcgulator following the technique used by
B.Westcrstrandh et.al.(4.4). TIlis apparatus allows measurements of the torque as a
function of direction cosines of the magnetic with respect to crystallographic axes. A

lascr source provides a coherent light beam of constant intensity which falls

symmetrically on two photo-diodes and illuminates them equally. Any deviation of the
beam from the symmetric position due to the rotation of the mirror fixed on the
specimen attached to this holder produces an out of balance photocurrent. TIlis
photocurrent is fed in to the P.LD. regulator which produces a compensating current

and scnds it to the compensating coil placed in a permanent magnetic field.

To avoid any spuratic torque due to the image effect in the pole pieces, the

spccimen is placed in the central position between the poles of a rotatablc magnet. TIle
centrc of the sample is made to coincide with the axis of the rotatable magnet and this
is cnsurcd by thc exact repctition of the torque value at cvery 180" rotation of the field.
A circular specimen was cut from the amorphous ribbon to provide maximum
symmetry about the axis of the rotating field. Torque against angle showed reasonable

reproducibility for fOlWard and reverse rotation of the field.

4.6.2. Mathematical Formulation of Torque Analysis

TIle inherent property of a magnetic material in a static magnetic field is to align

itself in order to minimise its energy. TIle energy variation with respect to sample
orientation is represented by a torque exerted on the sample. TIle torque L exerted
along an axis perpendicular to the magnetic field is related to the total anisotropy
cncrgy E, given by

L= _ dE, (4.18)
dql ,

where, ql is the angle between a fixed direction in the sample and the direction of the

magnctic field. TIlUS it is evident that by measuring the torque from a sample in a
magnetic field we can gain illfonnation about the magnetic anisotropy energy of a

matcrial. For ferromagnetic substances the anisotropy constants can be deduced from a
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Fourier analysis of the torque data as a fimetion of the angle tp between the magnetic

field and a direction fixed in the crystal.

Akulov(4.5) showed that E, can be expressed in tenns ofa series expansion of
the direction cosines of M, (saturation magnetization) relative to the crystal axes in a
cubic crystal, let M, make angles a, b, c with the crystal axes and let a" a" a, be the

cosines of these angles, then

E, = KII + K,( a;«, + «,a; + a;«.)+ K,( «.a~a;) (4.19)

where K",K"K, are the anisotropy constants. TIle first term, KII, IS

independent of angle and is usually ignored, because nonnally we are interested only on
the change in energy E, when the M, vector rotates from one direction to another.

When K, is zero, the direction of easy magnetization is detennined by the sign of K,.
If K, is positive, then E,""(EIIO (Ell" and (100) is the direction of easy magnetization.

If K, is negative, E",(Ello(E,oo' and (111)is the direction of easy magnetization. For

nickel K, is negative and for iron K, is positive.

TIle anisotropy energy expression for a hexagonal crystal can b.ewritten as

E" = KII + K,Sin
2B+ K,Sin4B+ . (4.20)

Thc in-plane anisotropy energy usually shows uniaxial synnnet.y by the
magnetic torque curve and can be expressed may be written neglecting K,

E,,=K,Sin'B, (4.21)
where K" is the magnetic anisotropy constant, S is the angle between magnetization

and the easy axis.

TIle anisotropy constants were detennined by measuring the torque as a

fiUlction of angle of the magnetic field with respect to the easy direction. A SinS curve
was obtained which was later Fourier analyzed using a computer program. For uniaxial

anisotropy the energy E of a system can be written as

E = K"Sin'B+ K'2Sin4B, (4.22)
where K", is the first anisotropy constant and K", is the second anisotropy constant.

F0ll11 FOln;er analysis it is shown that the K" value is negligible. In amorphous

materials there is an induced anisotropy due to the preparation technique. Instead of
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presuming uniaxial anisotropy before calculation, the uniaxiality of the amorphous

ribbons were con finned empirically.

Since the torque on the specimen per unit volume is given by

L = _ dE
dB

We get eqn( 4.22)
L = -(K", + K"2)Sin2B+(K")/,)Sin4B

(4.23)

(4.24)

From cqn(4.24) K", and K", are now detennined fi.om the Fourier co-efficient

K
A, = -(K", +Ku') and A4 = 2u'

and solving K", = -(A, +2AJ

TIllis the uniaxial anisotropy K u is given by

(4.25)

(426 )

4.6.3. Design and Working Principle of the Torque Magnetometer

.

A simple fonn of torque compensation can be achieved by suspending the
sample from a fibre with known torsional constant. When a magnetic field is applied,
the torque [Tom the crystal will twist the fibre, thus we can measure, by how much we
have to rotate the upper point of suspension of the fibre to bring the crystal back to its

original position.

Instead of rotating the torsion fibre a balancing torqne can be generated with a

compensation coil in a static magnetic field. TIle torque from the coil is proportional to
the current through the coil over a wide range of currents. Thus we can measure the

current needed for the crystal to maintain its orientation.

The principle drawing of a torque magnetometer with an automatic

compensation system is shown in fig.-4.9. TIle sample is rigidly connected to a mirror

and the compensation coil. TIle whole assembly is freely suspended in a thin quartz

fibre and tbe coil is located in a field produced by a pair of pennanent magnets. Now if

laser beam is shined on the minor, the image of the beam will move as soon as some
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torquc acts on thc crystal and thus tums thc mirror. TIle principle is to Ict a phto-
dctcctor detect the movemcnt of the rcflected bcam via an amplifier gcnerating a
current through thc compensation coil which inhibits the motion of the suspcnsion.

11lc simplest tupc of electronic compcnsation system with a photoscnsitive
feedback have becn dcsigned(4.4). TIlc simplest way is to let thc current through the
compensation coil to be directly proportional to the signal from the detector. Such a
feedback system is oftcn refened to as a proportional(P) regulator. If a torque acts on
thc crystal the tuming of the minor givcs rise to a dcflcction ofthc bcam shining on the

dctector, and the dcflcction from thc ccntre of thc dctector can bc made small by

increasing thc amplificr gain. Neverthelcss thc contribntion from thc rigidity of thc

suspcnsion may seriously affcct measurcmcnts of small torqucs. Neithcr thc gain of thc
feedback could be increased too much since the systcm will thcn become unstablc. To
improve the stability we have used thc oil damping. The viscosity of the oil damps
oscillations so that wc can increase thc amplifier gain. To enhancc thc clectronic

damping a differentiating amplifier has been nscd in parallel with the proportional
amplificr and hence improve the stability of the system. This type of compensation
system can bc characterised as a proportional differentiating regulator (PID). Sinee
large deflcction of the suspcnded system is a problem, the introduction of a
differentiating unit allows a vcry high gain and a small angular dcflcction.

4.6.4. The Sample Suspension

TIIC samplc is mountcd at thc end of a thin quartz rod. Quartz is a suitable
matcrial for this purpose as it is diamagnctic and has a low thcnnal conductivity. TIIC
uppcr end of thc quartz rod is attached to a brass rod, to which thc mirror and thc
compcnsating coils arc fixed. TIle wholc assembly is suspended by a quartz fibre. TIIC
quartz fibre is very suitable bccause of its largc tcnsile strcngth and small torsional
constant. Typical values of the torsional constant are 5 x 10-7 to 10 X 10-7 N'X,d.' TIlc

clasticity in thc longitudinal direction is very low, which prevents low frequcncy
oscillation along thc axis of suspcnsion. TIlc compensation coils have 10 layers of 100

tUIllS of 0.06mm coppcr wire. To minimise influence from the stiffilcss of thc copper
wire, thc Icads to thc coils have been spiralized. Below thc coil thcrc is, besidcs thc

mirror, an arrangemcnt for oil damping, effectivc against self oscillations.
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4.6.5. The High Temperature Oven

11le high temperature oven is constructed following the method devised by Dr.
Per Nordblad and Late Prof Leif Lundgren of the Department of Technology, Uppsala
University, Sweden. 11le schematic diagram of the oven is shown in fig.-4.1 o. 11le most
important feature in the construction of the oven is that the inner stainless steel tube
extends throughout the oven and the thennocouple unit is introduced from the bottom
end with the thermocouple junction placed immediately below the sample.

11le heater is wound directly on the inner tube. 11le heater consists of a MgO
insulated chromel-Constantan thennocouple with a stainless steel cover (0.0. Imm,
length 1.3mm, manufactured by OMEGA Corp.). 11lis thermocouple is flexible and to
obtain a finn contact between the heater and the inner sample tube, the thermocouple is
first wound on a tube with a some what smaller diameter, and the resulting spiral is

afterwards squeezed on to the sample tube. The thermal contact between the heater and
the sample tube is improved by adding some silver paint. 11le lower ends of the heater

wires are electrically connected by means of silver paint. Copper wires, connecting an
extemal power supply, are soft soldered on the. upper ends of the heater wires. 111e
silver paint is dried out at ordering atmosphere by passing some current through the
heater. 11le advantages to use this Chromel-Constantan thermocouple as a heater for
this oven are that it is readily available, non-magnetic, insulated, easily formed, and
gives a bifilar winding and close thennal contact with the sample tube. 11le heater has a

resistance of75 ohms at room temperature.

Five radiation shields, consisting of 50~lIn stainless steel foils are located outside

the heater. 11lese are tied directly on to the heater using reinforced glass fibre thread.
11le outer tube is at the bottom end connected to the inner tube via a phosphor-bronze
bellow, in order to allow for the difference in length of the two tubes at higher

temperature. a-ring coupling are used throughout to eable easy disassembling of the

oven in case of any fault.

Both the oven and the thermocouple are adjustable in height with respect to the

sample. 11lis gives a possibility to find a position of the sample in the warmest region of

the oven which gives a minimum temperature gradient between the sample and the

thenllocouple junction. 111e temperature gradient ~ over 10l11mof length in the
T -1;,

wanncst pal1 in the oven is approximately 0.1% and independent of the tcmpcrature.
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TIle special characteristics of the oven are:
(i) TIle oven can be heated from room temperature to I043K in less than

15minutes with a temperature difference between thermocouple and sample ofless than

IK at the final temperature;
(ii) At a constant heating or cooling rate of 5K1minute a temperature

difference of the order of 1K is established;
(iii) Due to small thennal mass of the oven, it cools from 1150K to

600K in about 30 minutes which enables a fast interchange of sample.

4.6.6. Calibration of the Torque Magnetometer

For the calibration of the torque magnetometer a thin niekel single crystal dise is
used. TIle disc is of mass 45mg and is oriented in such a way that the (100)
crystallographic plane lies on the plane of the disc. TIle sample is glued to a sample
holder and is suspended from a thin quartz fibre connected to a brass spindle. TIle
sample is thin placed in between the poles of an electromagnet. A 3.0KG magnetic field

which is strong enough to saturate the nickel specimen is applied along the plane of the
disc and measurements of torque is taken at every 10° angular rotation for a complete
360° rotation of the magnetic field. A total of 36 data points are obtained for a

complete rotation of the magnetic field. The whole process of measurements is
repeated for an applied magnetic field 0.775KG to 3.775KG. Fig.-4.11 shows the
torque curve at 25°C ofa nickel disc oriented in the (100) crystallographic plane.

'Ille measured data are entered in a computer programme for Fourier analysis.

TIlCFourier coefficients are equated with the standard equation for the torque curve.
'I11USfrom the known mass of the disc and the known value of the anisotropy constant

for nickel at room temperature, the calibration constant of the torque magnetometer is

determined.
Ivolt = 4.755 x 10-7joule

~,
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4.7.0. Experimental Procedure for Mossbauer Spectrometer

4.7.1. Instrumentation

Miissbauer measurement can be made in two different geometries, transmission
and scattering configurations. In the present work only transmission geometry was
used. In transmission type measurements, the intensity of y-rays transmitted through a
thin absorber are measured with the help of a suitable detector like proportional

counter. y-ray source is driven electromagnetically by a transducer so as to Doppler

shift the energy of emitted y-rays by small and known amounts. TIle absorption
Miissbauer spectrum is obtained by counting transmitted y-rays as a function of the
source to absorber velocity.

"I1le experimental set-up consists of three parts, an electromechanical velocity
drive system, a detection system and a data storage system. TIle Block diagram of the
e"perimenta! set-up is shown in fig.-4.12.

S~aker- Transduct'r
drive system

Triangular and Servo-
Velocity- squart' wove r amplifit'r pick up Speokt'r

gt'nerator coil LV I drive
syn. coil

IE- Sychronising puis.
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Prt'amplifit'r t- Proportional
0 -counter ,

r roy

Source

Main amplifier ~ Singlt' chann.' ....- Mulli channt'l onolyur ...•...
analyzer in MCS mod.

• +
Type Display Plot.

Fig.-4.12. Bloek diagram of the experimental set-up
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TI,e work reported here is based on Mossbauer spectroscopy of 14.4KeV y-

rays. For this "Co embedded in Rh matrix was used as the source. It cmits 14.4KcV y-

radiation nuclcar lcvcl decay scheme depicted in fig.-4.l3. TIle halflife of the source is

270 days.

o
14.4 Kl.'v( 99.3ns)

1 36. 4 Kev (89 ns)
sn

E2

1
-

3/2

lit

57
Fe

26

S7Co
27 712-, 270days

Ec (99.84"10)

Fig.-4. 13. Nuclear level decay scheme of "Co Mossbauer isotope

4.7.2. Velocity Drive System

In order to provide a Doppler motion to the source with respect to stationary

observer or vice-versa a velocity drive system is used. In the present work Doppler
motion is given to the source. For this an electromechanical system is used. It
comprises ofa velocity transducer and its related electronics(4.6). It works fairly linear

by upto a velocity of :!:25mm Is. To run this in constant acceleration mode tillS is

connected to computer and a power amplifier. Triangular wave is fed as a reference
signal to one of the transducer coils acting as a pick up coil. Also due to transducer
motion a signal is induced at this pick up coil. Also due to transducer motion a signal is

induced at this pick up coil subtracts from the reference generating an error signal,
which is amplified, integrated and then applied to a complimentary circuit to push-pull

power amplifier which drives the coil. In this way self sustained motion of the drive is

obtained. Pulscs of a repetition rate equal to that of the frequency of a tJ;angular wave
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fonned from the leading edge of the square wave obtained by differentiation of the
triangular wave. TIICse pulses are used to start and stop signals for scanning of 512
channels. Here synchronisation is achieved with the help of computer.

4.7.3. y-Source

A good Mossbauer source should have high recoil free electrons, long life time

and narrow line width. In the present work, Mossbauer studies using "Fe have been
reported. TIle y-ray of 14.4KeY emitted by it is used. Characteristics are as follows

Matrix: Rhodium; Matrix size: 8mm diameter; Matrix thickness: 6!lm; Source strength:
10mCi and Half life: 270days. More details are given in Table-4. I. Decay scheme for

"Co is given in fig.-4.13.

Table-4.1. Properties of "Fe isotopes.

Isotone ahlllldance (%) 2.19

Transition energy (KeY) 14.39

Spin and Parity I
- .

I. 2

I,
3-

--
2

Excited state half life (sec) 9.8 x 10-'

Internal conversion co-efficient 9.00

Cross-section [cm -2] 2.43 X 10-1'

Magnetic moment
p.(lIIn) 0.09024

pJnm) -0.154

Quadrupole moment
Q.(barns) 0.0
QJbarns) 0.285

Natural width (KeY) 4.655 x 10-12

Ohselvahle width wn("":x') 0.194

Recoil energy E,JeY) 1.956x1O-J

Recoil /Tee fraction of "Fe in Rh matrix (at 300K) 0.72
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4.7.4. Detection System

For 14.4KcY y-rays a proportional counter gives good performance with a high

efficiency and a fairly good resolution. Proportional connter has got a very poor
efficiency for 122KeY and J36KeY y-rays ..Dnring this work, we have used a Krypton
fillcd proportional cowlter which yielding 20% energy resolution. For further routing
the signal to detect it, a preamplifier, an amplifier and a single channel analyser were

used.

4.7.5. Pre-amplifier and Amplifier

11lC signal from the proportional counter is only 2mY. In order to selcct proper

encrgy pulses using a single channel analyser and to feed them to a multichannel
analyzer for storage, pulses of -2Y height are required. TIlis would need a high gain

amplifier. TIle proportional counter output is at an impedance of -I MD. TIlis has to be
rednced to a few ohms in order to reduce the noise level. For this purposc the

proportional counter output is fed to a preamplifier first, and its output is then fed to

the amplifier<4.7). TIle pre-amplifier serves as an impedance matching device.

4.7.6. Single Channel Analyser

In order to select 14.4KeY pnlses a single channel analyser is used. Since height

of the dctector pulse is proportional to the y-energy, a pulse height discriminator (or
analyser ) is employed. It yields the output pulse only if the linear input pulses fall
betwecn prescribed upper and lower levels, the so-called window. Further details of the

circuit perfonnancc may be fonnd in reference (4.8).

4.7.7. Data Storage System

TIle spectrum reported in this work has been recorded in constant acceleration

mode and so the data have been collected in multiscaling mode. For this a multi channel

analyser (MCA) has been used. TIlis MCA works in time scaling mode and each
channel opens for a constant dwell time ranging from O.2msec to 2msec. It has in all

1024 channels and has an option of using a minimum of 128 or integral multiple
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number of channels. TIle memory storage is magnetic type. We have used 512 channels.
A synchronisation is to be maintained between velocity ampltt;;de of the drive and the
channel number of MeA. TIle data are collected into two groups. First group of 256
channels pC11ainsto positive Doppler velocities and the second group of remaining 256
channels which is mirror image of the first pel1ains to negative Doppler velocities. TIle

representative spectrum of "Fe absorber is shown in fig.-4. I4.
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Fig.-4.14. Room temperature Miissbauer transition spectrum for relative counts

Vs. channels of "Fe absorber.
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4.7.8. Description of the workdone

Using the above Mossbauer set-up, with "Co as source and Natural Iron ("Fe)

as absorber, a Mossbauer spectrum is obselved. For this we have used an exactly
similar single channel analyser as discussed. Absorber is placed infront of the source at
a distance of IOcm. Velocity of the drive is set to O.3cm/s. TIlen using the MCA,
counts are obtained in 5 I2 channels. TIlen a graph between no. of counts versus

velocity is plotted. In order to calculate the velocity per channel, velocity between

peaks arc given in literature as in fig.-4. I 5. Using these standard values, velocity per

channel is calculated.

1----1.677 mmfs_

6.'67mm Is

10.657 mm/s

Fig.-4.15. Standard velocity between peaks of "Fe absorber

4.7.9. Calibration of "Fe absorber sample for measurement of
Mossbauer parameters

Using the Mossbauer set-up spectmm for "Fe absorber is obtained. TIle
number of counts versus velocity of the source is plotted in fig.-4.16. Energies

corresponding to the velocities are also denoted in the same figure.

We see that there are two groups of spectra which are mirror image of each

other, containing six lines each. In the case of "Fe, there is infact an intemal magnetic
field acting at "Fe nucleus. TItis causes the upper - X level to splite to four levels and
the lower -X level splits into two levels. Using the selection rule L'>m=O,:tl, for

transition to occur, one gets six possible transitions. TIle source in Rh-matrix is a single
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line source. Hence in order to match the source energy to each of the six allowed
energy difference, in Iron mctal absorber, one has to give six different velocities to the

sourcc. 'Iltis is automatically achieved in constant acceleration mode.
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Fig.-4.16. Room temperature Mossbauer trausition spectrum for relative counts

versus velocity of l1Fe absorber.

4.7.10. Computer Analysis of the Data

All the Mossbauer spectra have been resolved into Lorentzian components. F~r~.

this a tested compnter program developed by EricssOll4.9) and Kamal( 4.10) has bebt~,,"
used. l1tis program is written in FORTRAN-IV language which does a least Chi-squ~re /
(x') spectra curve fitting for over lapping Lorentzian lines. A non-linear variable
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matrices minimization technique is used iteratively to optimize the parameters of the
theoretical function by minimizing .t for the spectral data. First using the calibration
spectrum of "Fe recorded at the same drive setting at which the sample spectrum is
recorded, one linearizes the data and the two groups (mirror image of each other) are
folded, resulting in improved statistics. Also the parabolic effect in the base line, caused
by the periodic parabolic displacement of the source, gets cancelled as a result of the
folding. 111isfolded set of data is then used for analysis. The fitting is done in tenns of
the parameters of isomer shift (IS), quadrupole splitting (EQ), internal hyperfule field

(H"f)' full width half maximum (FWHM), probability distribution curve and absorption

percentage of the components in a magnetic pattern. Finally the experimental spectrum

and the filted fimction is plotted on screen to decide about the goodness of filting.
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5.0. Results and Discussion of Fe-based Amorphous Ribbons.

5.1. Differential Thermal Analysis oflron-Silicon-Boron ribbons as
affected by silicon content.

Iron-Silicon-Boron amorphous ribbons with composition Fe9o.xSixBIO[x = 6,8,
10, 12 and 14 ] are potentially important commercial materials with low

magnetostriction and are candidates for electromagnetic devices for power application

at high fi-equencies_ In particular, studies of early glass transition temperature Tg and

crystallization temperature Tx are detennined by DTA at a heating rate of 10°c/min.
Structural relaxation in Fe-B-Si alloys has enabled us to explain changes in the
electromagnetic energy loss behaviour due to heat treatment. Our work on the
ferromagnetic glasses of this alloys provide infonnation on the crystallization kinetics

Tg' T, and T; due to variation of the Si-content.

TIle DTA trace of amorphous Iron-Silicon-Boron of composition Feg2SigBIO is

shown in fig-5. 1. TIle three anomalies obselved in the temperature VS time curve were
at 4480c, 5550c and 6050c respectively. Both the peaks which correspond to release of

heat at these temperatures correspond to crystallographic ordering of the atoms. Fig-

5.2 shows the DTA traces of the different amorphous ribbons with composition Fe90.

,Si,B
IO
. TIle amorphous samples produced showed Tg well below Tx, so that there was

sufficient mobility of the atoms without the possibility of crystallization. TIle numerical

values ofT g' T
x
and T; for all the samples are shown in Table-5. I.

Table-5.1

Feo".,Si _B,n T Tv T',

x=6 458°c 545°c 595°c

x=8 488°c 555°c 605°c

x = 10 525°c 564°c 600°c

x = 12 545°c 568°c 600°c

x = 14 550°c 570°c 600°c
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Fig-5.3 shows the dependence of T., T, and T; on silicon content. T. is

increases with silicon content and reaches to a saturation value for 12 atomic
percentage of silicon. T, also increase slightly with the increase of Si-content. 11lC
secondary crystallization temperature T; remains unchanged with the addition of Si-

content. TIlese results arc important in the selection of composition for making

amolllhous rihbons to be used as core materials.
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5.2. Curie Temperatures of the Amorphous Ribbons

The curie temperature '1', is a basic parameter in the study of magnetic phase

transitions in ferromagnetic alloys. It is well known that T, of an alloy in the crystalline

and the amorphous state differ, and in spite of chemical and structural disorder, an
amOlvhous ferromagnet, most offen, demonstrate a well defined ferromagnetic ordering
temperature T, which has been confinned by magnetization versus temperature curves,
Mossbauer clfects and specific heat measurements(5.1). It is demonstrated that T,

determined for the magnetization VS temperature curve do not provide unambiguous

results due to structural disorder and chemical disorder. TIle accurate detennination of

the Curie temperature of the amorphous materials is quite difficult, because one has to
have adequate knowledge ofthe relaxation process that generally take place during the
heating of the sample. During the measurement of the Curie temperature the heating

rate should be adjusted in such a way that, no crystallization can take place.

It is shown that for temperatures below 100°c no noticeable effects in glassy

materials are produced(5.2). Curie temperature has been estimated from the ~lVs 'I'
curve, where T, corresponds to the temperature at which dMidt attains a maximum

value. It is interesting to note that the sharp fall of permeability at T, enables us to
detel1l1ineT, unambiguously. From the experiences during the course of this work it is
found out that the heating rate should be above IDOc/min. to detennine T, of an
amorphous sample in this system. It is also noticed that a higher T, and a lower heating
rate fails to detennine T" because, the longer time initiate nucleation of crystallites
which hampers the determination of T, of the perfect amorphous state. TIle sharp fall
of the A.c. initial penneability at T, indicates that the material is quite homogeneous

from the point of view of amorphousity. It is also observed from this curve that the
permeability increases with temperature and attains the maximum value just before T"

which we consider to be due to Hopkinson effect, as descl;bed by Kersten el. 01.<5.3).

5.2.1. Curie Temperature Measurements of Amorphous lron-Silicon-

Boron Ribbons

AmOlvhous Iron-Silicon-Boron l;bbons of composition Fe90_,Si,BIO [x = 6, 8,
10, 12 & 14] have been chosen for the determination oftbe Curie temperature (TJ,
using the ~lVs.T curves. Temperature dependence of A.C. initial permeability of the

samples subjected to a heating rate of 120C / min. and the constant frequency of 30KHz
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was used for excIting current from a signal generator as shown 111 fig.-S.4. TIle
numerical values of T, 's for all the samples are shown in Table-S.2.

Table-S.2.

Fe':IO_.~SixBln x=6 x=8 x= 10 x = 12 x= 14

T, 3S7"C 387"C 421"C 434"C 448"C

Fig.-S.4. shows that the A.C. initial penneability of Fe-Si-B amorphous system

increases with decreasing silicon content and has the maximum value at 8At.% of

silicon. Beyond this point there is a decrease in the penneability.
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Fig.-S.4. T, detennination from temperature dependence of A.c. initial
penneability of amorphous ribbons with composition FC'JlHSi,8,,,.

Fig.-S.S. shows the dependence of T, on the silicon content. It is observed that

T, increases with increasing silicon content. In the first place the addition of silicon as a
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third elcment makes the alloy system morc complex. 111iscomplexity of thc chemical
bonds betwccn thc constitucnt atoms should increase the relaxation time for thc
transformation fi.om amOlvhous to crystalline state. Sccondly, the diffusion of the

silicon atoms into thc interstitial positions bring about an increase in density.
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Fig.-S.S. Variation ofT, due to changc in the silicon contcnt in FC"IhSi,BIII

amOlvhous libbons.

Unambiguous and shaq) values of T" obtained from our measurements, SUPPOlt

the fact that, in spite of chemical and stl1lctural disorder, feITomagnctic glass have well
defined magnetic ordering temperature. A quantitative understanding of magnetism in
amoq)hous solids is very difficult and is as yet an unsolved problem, because, the

chemical and stlUctural disorder change all the important parameters like magnetic
moment and exchange integral of the system. However, the coupling of the moments in

an amoq)hous system arising ii.om single site exchange, which takes place by the inter

site hoping electrons, produce a cOITelationbctween the moments at different magnetic
atoms. Since the exchange interaction in amOlvhous transition metal metalloid alloys is
assumed to be of RKKY type, the magnitude of cxchange integral is quite likely to
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depend on the interatomic distance between the magnetic atoms. Our observed increase
of T, with incrcasing silicon content can be understood, in principle, as arising from the

dcpcndcncc of J iJon riJ' 'nlc cquation guiding thc mechanism can be written as

'1',= [25(5+ I) I3K]"LJi,(riJ,
ij

(5. I)

assuming a molecular field approximation, where S is the spin number, K is Boltzmann
constant and J ij is exchange integral between atoms at position ri and ri. 111e results

reported by Durand et. 01.(5.4) on the Fe-P-B al10ys shows that with fixed
concentrations of P, there is an increase of T, with increasing boron. lllis is quite in

kecping with thc rcsults, that thcre is an increase in T, when iron atoms arc replace by

silicon atoms with the number of boron atoms remaining fixed.
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5.3. Determination of Maximum Permeability, Maximum induction,
Coercive force and Remanence of Fe-based Amorphous Ribbons

Amorphous Iron-Silicon-Boron ribbons having composition Fe')O_,Si,BIII [ x =

6, 8, 10, 12 & 14 ] are of great interest as a soft magnetic material for their static

measurements. For static magnetic characteristics like saturation magnetic induction
(BJ, coercive force (HJ, maximum permeability (p",) and the ratio ('><") have been

obtained for the as-cast ribbons from the experimental hysteresis cUtves. TIre libbons

were wound into the toroidalting cores having 13 to 15mm outer diameter and 10mm
inner diameter. In the as-quenched state these magnetic materials show very soft

magnetic propelties with rectangular hysteresis curves. From the hysteresis curves of

amo'lJhous Fe-based ribbons with IOAt.% boron and 6 to 14At.% of Si as glass
forming matelials, static magnetic characteristics have been measured using a low static
field up to 34A/m for all the compositions. The coercive force and the hysteresis losses
are controlled by the process of magnetization reversal and thus depends on magnetic
domain nucleation, irreversible rotation of magnetic domains and domain wall motion.
TI1Cremanence B =:0.86 to 0.89B and H =:4.6 to 7.8A/m have been observed in Fe-

r S C

based Fe,o_,Si,B
III

amorphous ribbons. TIle results of our obselvation are shown in

summary from in Table-5.3.

Table-53
FC'Jo_xS1xBIO x =6 x=8 x =10 x =12 x=14

H,(A/m) 7.8 4.6 5.0 5.6 6.8

B,(m1') 763.98 731.61 722.74 702.68 716.52

B, (1111') 859.04 850.86 837.32 817.66 803.90

'j{; 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.89
II,

Jim 29,467 36,484 33,723 32,195 30,670

Numerous intrinsic and exuinsic propetties and the conditions which detellnine

the magnetic B-H hysteresis curves are shown in fig.-5.6(a) and fig.-5.6(b). TI1C
saturation induction B, is an intrinsic propetty and is typically dominated by the aHoy

composition and structure. Structural defects have minor effects. All other
characteristics of the B-H curves depend on numerous properties and factors affecting

the reversal of magnetization during a change of the applied magnetic field. For
example, a low magnitude of the stress induced anisotropy constant Ku leads to a low
coercive force H, required for magnetically soft materials, because spin rotation is

independent of the lattice. TIlerefore, amorphous metals, which have no crystal lattice

and low induced magnetic anisotropy behave as ideal soft magnetic materials.
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Fig.-5.6(a) and fig.-5.6(b) in combination with Table-5A represent the design

parameters H~, B I" Bs' I~. and I'm.

Thc rectangular shapes of the hysteresis curves show that matelials are

magnetically very soft and need ve1Y low field for saturation magnetization. The
smooth nature of the experimental data which feat the hysteresis curve show the
domain wall movements. One special feature of the initial magnetization curve
represcnted by the dotcd line. Fig.-5.7 show:; the variation of B" B, and H, of
Fe'JlHSi,B," alloy system, where x valies from 6 to 14 atomic pcrcentage. It is
observed that B, decreased slowly with increasing percentage of silicon, and B,

decreased slowly up to increasing 12 atomic percentage of silicon and then increased
with thc increase of silicon. TIle H, of the alloy system initially decreases with

decreasing silicon up to 8 atomic perccnt and thcn increases with decreasc of the Si-

content.
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Pcrmcability duc to static extemai field from 0.4 to 34A/m for thc ribbons with
composition Fe,,,_,Si,B

lII
arc shown in fig.-5.8. "nlC maximum pcrmcability occurs at

diflcrcnt fields 16.79, 12.66, 11.44, 11.37 and 14.15A/m for the compositions
Fe,.,Si"B",. Fe"Si,B,,,, Fe",Si,,,B,,,, Fe"Si12BlII and Fe",Si'48", respectively, and
hcncc corresponding values of Ji", are shown in Table-5.3. TIle 1'", values are very high

and are nearly thc samc for all the compositions. TIlUs ~lbecomes independent of H at
values of H for which d~l/dH = 0 and the operating point should be elose to the field
that corresponds to maximum penneability and this will ensure high value of

permeability and the field independence ofthc permeability.
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5.4. I)ynamic Magnetic Properties of Fe-based Amorphous Ribbons.

Dynamic magnetic properties of as-quenched Iron-Silicon-Boron system with

composition Feoo.,Si,BlO [x = 6, 8, 10, 12 & 14 ] have been detennined using the
impedance analyzer. TIle dynamic measurements of these amorphous alloys have been
carried out to determine the fi'equency dependence of complex penneability, loss factor
(tan S) and relative quality factor h{.,,,,). TIle initial penneability (~l,)of the amorphous

ribbons, which is extrapolated to zero frequency and for vanishing magnetic field is

estimated. Since the penneability cannot be measured without applying some field, the

~liof the amolllhous Jibbons at very low fi'equency in our dynamic measurement, is
assumed as a limiting case that corresponds to a static field. TIle ~liof the Jibbons with

composition Fe'Jo.,Si,B
IO
is calculated from the low A.C. magnetic field dependence of

permeability in the limit offi'equency 0.5KHz and vanishing magnetie field as shown in

fig.-5.9. TIle results arc shown in Table-5.4.

Table-SA

Fe""..Si•.B,n x =14 x=12 x =10 x=8 x=6

H 524 547 566 571 394

As shown in fig.-5.9, the ~liin the vanishing magnetic field region for all the

ribbons, exccpt for the composition Fc7XSi'2BIO'remain almost constant for slight
vaJiation of the field. Initial permeability is controlled by the irreversible patt of the
domain motion and the preparation tcchniqnc detcrmincs the defeds and the associated

energy barriers to domain wall motion. Another accurate way to detennine the ~livalue
is for plot the imaginary part of the complex penneability (~lll) against the real palt of

the complex penneability (~l/). For any applied field, this representation shows a
semicircle for the high fi'equency range. For low fi'equencies , if the applied field is
lower than or equal to the propagation field, a shOlt; veltical spike is obselved. TIle ~li
value is determined fTom the semicircle's diameter i.e. from the intersection of the
semicircle with the ~ll axis. In the representative fig.-5.\ 0, the results for the as-

quenched sample with composition FeROSilOBlOis given. TIle calculated parameter of all
the samples shown in Table-5.4 agree well with the values detennined by extrapolation

technique.
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Fig.-5. II shows that the ~li of Fe-Si-B amorphous system increase with

decreasing of Si-content upto 8At. %, and beyond this point there is a decreases with

decreasing Si-eontent. 11le increase in the initial permeability upto 8 At.% of silicon

may by mql\ained as due to the decrease in magnetoslliction as occurs in crystalline Fe-

Si alloy. 11le decrease tli when the percentage of Si is increased beyond 8 At. %, is

explained as due to the decrease in the. magnetic moment alising £i'om the dilution of

the magnetic system. One does not of course expect identical behaviour for amorphous

and crystalline solids. But we find the general trend to be similar
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Fig.-5.11. Variation of initial permeability due to change in the Si-eontent in

Fe
90
_,Si,B

III
amorphous ribbons.

11re measurements were perfonned at room temperature using an A. C. fields

with a very low constant value ofH = O.IA/m and £i'equency range 11'om O.5KHZ to

13MHz. 11le frequency dependence of the real palt of complex penneability is shown in

fig.-5.12. 11le Ilat region up to the frequency I to 3MHz indicates that except the

ribbon with composition FenSi12B,o, all the other four samples of composition

Fe
7
(,Si, 4

13
10' Fe

xI
Si

IO
B,", Fe

x2
Si
x
B," and Fex4Si(,BIO respectively appear to be very

suitable as core materials at low lields.
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Thc imaginary p311 of thc complex permcability and loss factor for diflcrcnt
compositions ovcr thc fi.equcncy range O.5KHz to I3MHz are shown in fig.-5.13 and
fig.-5. 14 respcctively. TIle origin oftbe loss factors can be attlibuted to vaIious domain
dcfects( 5.5 l, which includc nonunifonn and nonrepetitivc domain wall motion, domain
wall bowing, localized variation of flux dcnsity and nucleation and annihilation of
domain walls. TIle principle. cause of eddy current loss in amOl11hous ribbons is
attributed to non sinusoidal and repetitivc motion of domain walls. At low fi.equcncies
thc loss is controlled by hysteresis losscs and at high fi.equency thc flux penctration

becomcs low and loss is controlled mainly by interaction between the grains.

I Thc rcsults show that the effects of grain sizc, grain orientation and specimcn
thickness arc imp0l1ant. TIle precipitation of very small percent ofpal1iclcs improvc the
high fi.equcncy losscs and penncability<5.6). TIIC Si-contcnt has imp0l1ant cffcct and

exccpt thc Iibbon with composition Fe7HSi12BIO' the other four samples having

composition Fc7"SiI4BIO, FexoSiIOBIO'Fex,SixBIOand Fex4Si"BIOshow almost identical
behaviour in their performances and have low loss factors at fi.equencies up to 3MHz.
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5.14. Frequency dependencc ofloss factors of amolllhous ribbons with
composition Fe,"_/; i,B",
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The frequency dependence of relative quality factor is shown in fig.-5.15. The
relative quality factors as controlled by the real part of the complex permeability have

quite high values in the range 45KHz to 800KHz for the two ribbons having

composition FegZSigBIOand Feg4Si6BIO,this range is from 20KHZ to 500KHZ for the

ribbons having composition Fe76Si14BIOandFegOSiIOBIO.These four rihhons, as a result,
have low loss factors. The other ribbon with composition Fe78Si12BIOhave high loss

factors and its relative quality factors is observed to be poor.

25000
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5.15. Frequency dependence of the relative quality factor of amorphous ribbons
with composition Fe,o_,Si,B,o'

Fig.-5.16 shows the effect of almealing on the initial permeability (~) of
amorphous ribbons with composition Fe,o_,Si,BIO. The initial permeability of all the

sample as affected by annealing at different temperatures with annealing time of one
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hour in each case is measured at low fi'equency (I KHz) and in vcry low field (H =

O.IA/m). ~li increases with annealing temperature and goes to maximum for the
annealing temperature 400" C for the ribbons having composition Fe7(,Si'4B,o and'

Fe7XSil,Blo, and then decreases sha'1Jly when the annealing temperature is further
increased. For the other two samples with compositions FexOSi,oBlll and FeX,SiXBlllthe
corresponding maximum annealing tempcrature is found to be 350"C and for the
sample with composition FeX4Si(,BIOthe maximum annealing temperature 300"C. TIle .
significant increase in the ~liof the annealed samples as observed with respect to the as-
quenched samples, is explained as due to the removal ofloeal strain and energy barriers

in the sample. For annealing temperaturcs which are above the Curie temperature, the
absence of domain walls leads to a random distribution of the short range order
configuratinn and hence, to a significant decrease in domain wall pinning.

---Annealing temperature in °c •

5000
Fe90-XSiX B10
--0-<>- X =144000 ~ X= 12
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>- 3000 H=O.lA/m-
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E 2000~
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.Q-co 1000-

o
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Fig.-5.16. Initial permeability versus annealing temperature of am0'1Jhous
ribbons with composition Fc",,_,Si,Bill'
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5.5.n. Specific Magnetization Measurement of Fe-based Amorphous

Ribbons

Thc magnctization of thin Iron-Silicon-Boron ribbons is mcasurcd as a function
of magnctic field using a V.S.M.(5.7). 11le ribbon samples were cut into circular

shapcs, weighed and glued to a standard sample mount. TIle magnetometer was used as
a field mcasuring devicc which was not affcctcd by the presence of samplc for its low
susceptibility. TIle lock-in action of V.S.M. yields an accuracy of 0.05% of the filII
scalc. l1le absolute accuracy of this system is better than 2% and the reproducibility is
bcttcr than I%. Least measurable moment is 5 x 10-4emu. TIle proportionality constant

accounting for the particular coil geometry and susceptibility is obtained by calibration
with a high purity circular disk shaped nickel sample. TIle sample has a saturation
moment of about 54.75Am' / Kg with a saturation flux of about 4KG. A rclative

accuracy of about I% is obtained with the double coils, the absolute accuracy depends

on the calibration method.

5.5.1. Specific Magnetization at Room Temperature

111e Specific magnetization of these Fe-Si-B ribbons with composItIOn Feyo.

,Si,B]O [x = 6,8, 10, 12 & 14] in as quenched condition is measured, using a V.S.M.
TIle magnetization process of the amorphous ribbons with different fields are shown in~
fig.-5.17. TIle saturation magnetization for these libbons have higher values for higher
percentage of iron. TIlis is quite understandable fi'om the consideration of higher
contribution of magnetic moments in iron-rich ribbons. It is observed that while thc
ribbon with composition FeXOSi]OBIOreaches its saturation value around 3.0KG field,

Fe7XSi12BIOrequires 2.5KG, Fe76Sir4BIOrequires 2.0KG, Fex2SixBro requires 3.5KG
and Fc"Si,,13]0 requires 3.7KG. Magnetization is also evaluated as a function of field to
find the dependence of magnetization on the domain structure. The saturation specific
magnetization (oJ for different samples as calculated are shown in Table-5.5.

Table-5.5.
FCqn.,SiR", x=6 x=8 x = 10 x = 12 x =14

(5 in Am' / Kg at 162.97 159.92 156.91 148.88 134.21,
room tcmn.
(5.,(0) in Am' /Kg 168 166 163 150 136

atOK
T 358"C 388"C 418"C 434"C 444"C
c
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Fig.-5.17. Specific magnetization versus magnetic field ofamOlvllOus ribbons
with composition FC9n_,Si,B,o.

'ne U., decreases with increasing Si-content, as shown in fig.-5.18. 'I1tis IS

agreement with the moment per atom of the Fe-Si-B system where the moment IS

reduced due to the effect of electron transfer from the metalloid atoms to the Fe atoms.
1l1ese results agree reasonably well with the rigid band model using the moment 2JJI'lI

for Fe and assigning an integral number of electron transfer from the metalloids, this

number being I for Band 2 for Si. lltis can be well studied by Miissbauer

spectroscopy, because the influence of the local environment on the iron moment is

directly reflected in the hyperfine field distribution as shown section-5.7.

Magnetic saturation can be achieved only for Fe-based alloys. In this case, the

local anisotropy is small and the next nearest neighbour exchange coupling leads to

fenomagnetie order. llle critical composition for the disappearance of fenomagnetism
can be estimated fi'olll the extrapolation of the fall off CUTV.eof u, with the addition of
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Si, wherc thc ncarest ncighbour coupling is no longcr dominant and an intennediatc
rangc occur, giving risc to a significant pOition of anti ferromagnetic intcraction.
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Fig.-S.18. Variation of saturation specific magnetization due to changc in the
Si-content in Fe,,,_,Si,BJO amOillhous libbons.

5.5.2. Temperature Dependence of Specific Magnetization of Fe-based
Amorphous Ribbons.

TIle effect of variation of temperature on specific saturation magnetization for

amorphous ribbons with composition Fe90_xSi,B10are shown in fig.-S.19. TIre high

tempcrature range, where the effect of clustering is important for the transition /Tom
the magnetically ordered state to the paramagnetic regime is shown in fig.-S. i9.
T, corrcsponds to the tempcrature at which the intemal magnetic field almost vanishes.
Results for 1: by this method agrees with the values obtained fi.om temperature

dependence of initial pcnneability as discussed in section-S.2; fig.-S.S.
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T, dcpcnds on thc transitionmctal spin valuc and the exchangc constant. TIlc

disorder stmcture causes variation in the nearest neighbour distance and the number of
nearest neighbours producing local fluctuations of the magnetic moment and the
exchange conpling. Random fluctuations of the exchange coupling constant leads to an
increase 01''1'" provided the felTomagnetic coupling is maintained.
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Fig.-5.19 Specific saturation magnetization as a function oftemperature (or
Fe90_,Si,BIIl amorphous ribbons.

A typical temperature dependent saturation specific magnetization measured
with H=4KG is shown in fig.-5.19. Saturation specific magnetization, CT,(O)at 1'=0 are

obtained by extrapolating to OK, the CT,(T) values measured at various temperature.

TIle extrapolated values CT,(0) for different Jibbons are value as shown in Table-5.5.

Plots of experimental data with mean field results of reduced magnetization,

CT,(T) . I ddT fi d'ffi S' I' fim = -' (-) WIt1 re uce temperature =- or 1 erent I content are s JOWlIIII g.-~O ~ .
5.20. TIlis description of the expelimental data conesponds to the mean field

approximation and the temperature independent treatment. Fig.-5.20 shows that the
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nuctuations in the exchange interaction, hence the reduced magnctization ariscs fi'om

structural disorder. TIle full lines were calculated fi'om the mean field theory, which are
in good agreement with the experimental results for various Fe-Si-B ribbons. TIle best

fit thus obtained is ofcourse no indication for high accuracy of the extracted values for

I I d d .. oJT) T "tIe exc lange constant. Re uce magnetIzatIon 111 = -. (-) versus - curves .or
C5.~ 0 T~

amorphous ribbons with composition Fe90_,Si,BIO lie substantially below that for

clystalline iron. 11lere is no complete theoretical understanding of this behaviour at
present. a number of effective field approaches can be advanced to interpret the

experimental data.
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5.6. Stress Induced Anisotropy of Fe-based Amorphous Ribbons

The apparatus used is a standard Torque Magnetometer with proportional-

intcgrating differcntiating compensation which allows continuous registration of the
torque as a function of the direction of the field. TIle laser source provides a coherent
beam of constant intcnsity thus making the system free from light noisc. To avoid any
spuratic torque duc to the image effect in the pole pieces, the specimens wcre pleased

in thc ccntral position. TIle ccntre of the sample was made to coincide with thc axis of
the magnetometcr and this is eusured by the cxact repetition of the torque value at
every 180" rotatiou of the field. A perfectly circular shape was cut from the ribbon to
provide maximum symmetry about the axis of the rotating field. Samples were prepared
as circular discs to avoid any shape anisotropy and associated demagnctizing effect.

Torque against angle showed perfect reproduction for f01ward and reverse rotation of

thc ficld and for differcnt samplcs cut from the same ribbon.

Thc field dependence of the torque versus angle curves are measured for as-

qucnchcd Fe-Si-B ribbons with composition Fe9o.,Si,BlO [x = 6, 8, 10, 12 & 14]. l11e
rcprcsentative torque versus angle curve of the field dependence of anisotropy of
am01vhous libbon with composition FCx2SixB 10 increases with increasing ficld as shown
in fig.-S.21. This is explained as due to thc competing contribution 11'0111Fc atoms to
anisot ropy cncrgy. Wc assumc that thc origin of magnetic anisotropy in thcse ribbons.
formcd by melt spinning technique, is magnetostrictive strain. TIlis conccpt is supp01ted
by thc fact that thc induced anisotropy dcveloped in these ribbons is unidircctional and

is coincident with thc moving direction of the roller.

Amoqlhous ribbons have no crystalline structure and thercforc arc not likely to

have magnctocrystalline anisotropy nonnally. However the Fc-Si-B systcm has a
positive magnetostriction arising from the preparation technique and is attlibute to the

presence of Fe atoms which has positive magneto stricti on in the bulk state. When a
material with positive magnetostriction is strained it develops an easy direction of
magnetization along the strain axis. hI our prepared specimens the strain is induced

along thc length due to the tension on thc ribbon produced by the centlifugal force. It is

explained that for high percentage of Fe the magnetostrictivc effcct of Fc and thc

corresponding anisotropy will dominate( S. 8).

It is, however, not possible to find any quantitative relation bctwecn anisotropy

and composition in the case of amorphous materials, because the contribution of
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different magnetic atoms through their random configurations in the amorphous state is
too complicated. Our results are thus explained only in a qualitative way, considering
the origin of anisotropy as due to magnetostrictive strain induced technically during the

preparation process.

3
Fe82 SiB BlO
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~ ].525KG
~ 2.275KG

1
~ 3-025KG
.--'-'- 3.775KG

==a>
c.-
••::>
CT~
a - 10-

- 3
o 90 180 270

---Angle---
360

Fig.-5.21. Field dependence of torque versus angle for amorphous libbon with
composition Fe'2Si,BIII

TIICuniaxial anisotropy (K.) constants calculated from the torque versus angle

curves by Fourier analysis for each set of temperature and field. TIle sensitivity of the
torque magnetometer is calibrated to be IVolt= 4.755 x 10-7 J and by the use of
different scale of sensitivity. Fourier coefficient as detennined from the torque versus

~ curve for different values of the angle between the preparation axis of the ribbon
H
and the applied field, and by extrapolation of the field up to H ~oc are shown in fig.-

5.22 and fig.-5.23.
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Experimental values of the anisotropy constant K" for different compo~ition of

Feoo.,Si,Bl() ribbons for different field are shown in fig.-5.24. TIle anisotropy constants

are obtained by extrapolation K" values against ~ as shown in fig.-5.25. TIle results

are shown in Table-5.6.

Table-5.6
Fe,,"_Si B,n x =6 x=8 x=IO x= 12 x = 14
K" in Jim' 3119 2025 2153 2263 2482
at room
temn.
K"inJ/m' 3950 2700 2650 2400 3200
at OK

J: 360"C 3900 C 420°C 440°C 450°C
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J 2000E
"-...•
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~X.f>
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Fig.-5.24. Field dependence of experimental values ofK" for different

composition of Feoo_,Si,BIO
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Fig.-5.25 Extrapolated value of K" for infinite field for different composition
of Fe90_,Si,BIO

TIle compositional dependence of stress induced anisotropy constants with
silicon contents are shown in fig.-5.26, which shows the minimum value of K" at 8

atomic percent of silicon and then goes on increasing with increasing value of Si up to
14 atomic percent of Si. TIlis result agree with the results of the dependence of
coercive force on composition as in fig.-5.7. K" controlled by H, in Fe90.,S(BIO

amorphous ribbons. Higher coercivities arise from elastic stress centres, because they

represent much stronger obstacks for domain movement through the magnetostrictive
coupling, than the effect of anisotropy on initial penneability. The amorphous ribbon
with composition FeS2SisBIO has the minimum value of H, ~ 4.6A 1m, and minimum

value of K" = 20251 1m J, giving the maximum value of j..l; = 571, thus indicating the

importance of stress induced on the softness of the amorphous ribbons. K" in ribbons

are associated with short range pair ordering and interstitial or monoatomic ordering of '. i..••,
the metalloids silicon and boron. (:,
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Fig.-5.26 Compositional dependence K" of amorphous ribbons with

composition Fe9().,Si,BIO

5.6.1. Temperature Dependence of K"

TIle anisotropy constant K" strongly depends on composition. TIle temperature

dependence of anisotropy constant of amorphons ribbons of compositiou Fe90_xSi,BIO

for Si content is shown in fig.-5.27. There is almost monotonous decrease of anisotropy
with the increase of temperature, for all the samples the fall being sharper for the
sample with 6 At.% of Si. Although these results are of interest from a practical

viewpoint they are difficult to interpret quantitatively interms of directional order
theory because of the uncertainty as to the temperature dependence of K" and the

uncertainty as to whether equilibrium was achieved at any temperature. Directional
order theory predicts a dccrease in Ku with increases temperature and vanishes at Curie

temperature. We have extrapolated to K" zero value to calculate the ferromagnetic
transition temperature T, as shown iu Table-5.6. TIlis results are nearly the same as the
value of T, measured from the temperature dependence 0:, and Il, values. TIle
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anisotropy constant K" is calculated in Jim' for different temperature as shown in

Table-5.7.
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Fig.-5.27 Temperature dependence of K" of amorphous libbons with
composition Fe,o_,Si,8,o

Table-5.7.

Fe91l.,Si,811l x=6 x=8 x =]0 x =]2 x=14
K" in Jim' K"inJ/m' K"inJ/m' K"inJ/m' K" in Jim'

25"e 3119 2025 2153 2263 2482

50"e 3092 2010 2065 2163 2116

75"e 3024 1924 1858 2150 2075

lOo"e 2984 1687 1708 2140 1912

125°e 2645 ]594 1521 2074 1800

]500e 2175 1565 1483 ] 830 1729

175°e 1611 1458 1342 1719 1658

2000e 1335 1436 1323 ]675 1444

225°e 1067 1271 1173 1633 966

2500e 1009 1235 1169 1469 926 .1'/'.. I
•••••" ,I

791 743 '---275°e 1113 967 1252

3000e 567 919 873 ] 165 682
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'I11c strcss induccd auisotropy, K,,(0) at T=O is obtain cd by cxtrapolatiilg the
tempcraturc dcpcndcnce curvc of K,,(T) to OK. Thc extrapolated values K,,(p) for

different tibbons of composition Fe90_xSi,B1O, are shown in Table-5.6. '

Table-5.8

. [K.,(O)] [0)0)] ri11lCcorrespondmg curves for In ("') versus In --~'(-) for thc amol))hous
K" I 0" T II

tibbons with composition Fe90_xSixBlofollow straight lines as shown in fig.-5.2~(a) to
fig.-5.28(e). TIle temperature dependence of K" is an interesting property for
undcrstanding these matetials. According to Zener the effect of temperature up~n Ku

II
aties solely fi'om the introduction of local deviations in an elementary regiob and

,

resultants from a large number of independent deviations. The influence of thes~ local
deviations upon the K u is most conveniently expressed by representing the ma~netic

energy as a selies of surface harmonics. l11c coefficient of n hannonic is found to vary

1"[K,,~~] i
hueI')as follows: ,,= ~~~~ The K u ansmg from the disorder caused by ran'~omly

1"["5(02]' ,I

"SCI) ,I

" IIorientcd easy axes follows a power law; ~,,((T)= [<T,,((o))] where 2<n<4. TIle valres of
Ku 0) <T, 1 l,'

n are shown in Table-5.8. ~
I

Fenn_..Si .Bln X =6 x=8 x =10 x =12 x =14

n 3.29 1.88 3.08 3.27 4.12

1.25

I
Slope:3.06

lOO

- 0.75 m = vertical-
0 I- 1= 03658- -
::l ::l 0-50

"" ""

-= 0.25

0.00
0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Inl(j"s(~I_
(fs(T)

. [K (0)] [o.(Ol] ..Flg.-5.28(a) In u versus In _5_ curve of the amorphous nbbon WIth
Ku(T) °s(T)

composition Fe,oSi",8J11
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5.7. Experimental Results and Analysis of Mossbauer Paramete:rs for
Fe-based Amorphous Ribbons.

TIle Mossbauer spectroscopy technique in constant acceleration mode hps been
used to study hyperfine structure of soft magnetic material of amorphous ribbons with
composition Fe90_xSixBIO[x = 6,8, 10, 12 & 14] in amorphous state. The experiments
were perfonned at room temperature in transmission geometry, using "Co in a

rhodium matrix. Pure "Fe thin foil has been used as the reference mat~rial for

standarization of results. TIle number of COWltSversus velocity of the source is plotted

in fig.-4.16. The data are collected into two groups. Each group is of256 chan~els and
the second group gives a mirror image spectrum of the first group. TIle representative

spectrum of amorphous ribbon with composition FexoSilOBIOis shown in fig.-5.29.
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We linearize the data and the two groups are folded resulting in improved

statistics. TIle parabolie effeet in the base line, eaused by the periodic parabolic
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percentage of absorption of the components in magnetic pattem.

displacement of the source, gets cancelled as a result of the folding. 11lis folded: set of

data is then used for analysis and the representative origin graph with composition
FeHOSiIOB,ois shown in fig.-5.30. 111e fitting is done in tenus of the Mossbauer
parameters of Isomer shift (IS), qudrupole splitting (EQ), intemal hyperfine magnetic

field (H,), line width as measured by full width half maximum (FWHM) and
I

2c:
"ou

1440000

1420000

1400000

1380000

1360000

1340000

~ •,
•'"11••

~ Recorded data
• Folded data for

mirror image

o 50 100 150

Channels
200

•
250 300

Fig.-5.30 11le OIigin graph with composition FesoSilOBIOfrom the folded set

of data.

In this case of "Fe there is an intelllal magnetic field acting at "Fe nuclei. 11lis
causcs thc upper - y, Icvel to split to two levcls. Using the selection rulc I1m= O,:t I for

transitions to occur, we get six possible transitions. In order to match tbe source energy

to each of the six differcnt velocities of the source. 111isis automatically achieved in
constant acceleration mode. Room temperature Mossbauer spectra, typical of as-
prepared amorphous ribbons, are obtained and the changes in the spectra cOITesponding

to the different compositions of the system Feryo.xSixBIO[ x = 14, 12, 10 & 8 ] are,,_,
.'t~i

shown in fig.-5.31. Fig.-5.32 shows the spectrum for the sample Fe84Si6BIO.
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A comparison of the spectrum of pure iron with those of the amorphous libbons
of different compositions shows the shift in the spectral lines and their broadening. TItis
is caused by the change in the number of nearest neighbour iron atoms and also, therc
intcratomic distances. TIle numerical values of IS, Eo, FWHM, Hhr and absotption

percentagcs are shown in Table-5.9.

Tablc-5.9.

Sample IS, mm/s Eo mm/s Hhr Tesla FWHM Absorption'%

:to. 005 :to. 005 :to. IT mm/s, :to.OI ,

"

'''Fe
,

Pure 0.058 33 0.18 11.38 'I............ I'

foil

Fe7r.Si'dB,n 0.242 0.175 24.07 1.20 4.76 i
"

Fe7QSi"B,n 0.213 0.213 24.61 1.00 5.32

FeonSi,nB,n 0.206 O.I 75 24.98 1.083 5.27

Fe"Si.B,o O.114 0.058 25.53 1.05 3.89

FeoASi"B,n 0.338 0.213 25.71 1.083 2.74
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TIle coulombic interaction alter the energy separation between the growld state
and the excited state of the nuclei, thereby causing a slight shift in the position of the
observed centroid of the spectrum, which are different for various amorphous ribbons
with different compositions giving rise to isomer shifts. TIle velocity scale is calibrated
by a room temperature measurement on a thin natural iron foil sample. The IS's are
given relative to the centroid of this spectrum as shown in Table-5.9. IS of all the
samples are given relative to the centroid of this spectrum. The centroids for the

ribbons are calculated relative to the centroid of these spectra from the centroids of the

vclocity scale of a thin "Fe foil sample. TIle IS's of the iron atoms in amorphous

ribbons with composition Fe90_xSixBlOis observed to be in the range 0.114 to
0.338mm/s, indicating that the iron atoms behave as trivalent ions in this system.

Quadrupole splitting is the electric quadrupole interaction between the
quadrupole moments of the nuclei and the electric field gradient at the nucleus due to

the asymmetric distribution of charges on the ions. TIlis provide information on the
nature of chemical bond. TIlC EQ of the iron atom in the amorphous ribbons with

composition Fe90_,Si,BlO is observed in the range 0.058 to 0.213mm/s as shown in
Table-5.9.

Absorption percentage, as compared with pure iron, decreases in Fe-Si-B
ribbons. These absorption percentage slightly decreases with decreasing Si-content

except for Fe76Si'4BJO. TIlese results are shown in Table-5.9. The effect of change in
the composition of Fe-Si-B amorphous system on the transition line width as measured
by FWHM is also shown in Table-5.9. The experimental FWHM of pure ;7Fe foil is

0.18mm/s, FWHM of the amorphous ribbons broadening is 5.5 to 6.5 times.

Using these standard results, the experimental spectra for the as-prepared
samples of Fe-Si-B ribbons of different composition have been obtained by the best fit
for the distribution of the hyperfine field. TIlis is carried out by FORTRAN IV language
which does a least y spectra fitting for over lapping Lorentzian lines. TIle curve

through the experimental spectra is the best fit obtained by using the best fit with a

probability distribution of hyperfine fields as shown in fig.-5.33. TIus solid curve
indicating the probability distribution of magnetic Hhr has been observed as a single

peak which corresponds to amorphous state. TIlCresuIts of average magnetic hyperfine
field (Hhr) of the as-quenched amorphous ribbons with composition Fe90_,Si)3](r"are

show in Table-5.9. TIle Hhr is increases with decreasing Si-content as shown in fig.-

5.34.
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TIle HhP IS and EQ for the sample with composition FesoSilOBIOhave not

changed by annealing at temperatures up to 300" C for one hour. The numerical values
ofIS, Eo' FWHM, Hhf and the absorption percentage of annealed amorphous ribbon

with composition FesoSilOBIOare shown in Table-5.10.

Table-5. 10

sample IS, mmls EQ, mm/s HhP Tesla FWHM Absorption %

Fe.oSi,08,o :1:0.005 :1:0.005 :1:0.IT mm/s, :1:0.01
At room 0.206 0.175 24.98 1.083 5.27
temoerature

200" C(lhr.) 0.231 0.117 25.53 1.083 4.72
300" C(lhr.) 0.125 0.117 25.71 1.083 4.98

The results of IS, Eo, Hhf and FWHM of the al1l1ealedsample FesoSilO81Oare

nearly the same as those of the as-quenched ribbon. Just slight gives the Hhr shows a

increase with annealing temperature. TIle Effect of al1l1ealingis shown by the fitting th{i;;:::
'. !o' .•

results to a solid curve foi the distribution of magnetic Hhf of amorphous ribbon with~ f
"'''P,,;tim,F,.S',,"," ",ho~ " 'g.-5.35. \ ,

~:\ . '.
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Fig.-5.35 shows that annealing did not alter the amorphousity, and the average
hyperfine field changes very slightly due to annealing. It has been obselved that

although very small change is ob~elved iu the average hyperfine fields due to annealing,
the change in the distribution of the Ilyperfine field is more appreciable.
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CHAPTER-6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF Ni-BASED
AMORPHOUS RIBBONS

6.1. Differential Thermal analysis of amorphous Nickel-Iron-Boron ribbons as

affected by Nickel content
6.2. Curie temperature measurements of amorphous Nickel-Iron-Boron Ribbons
6.3. Determination of Maximum permeability, Maximum induction, Coercive force

and Remanence ofNi-based Amorphous Ribbons
6.4. Dynamic Magnetic Properties ofNi-based Amorphous Ribbons
6.5. Specific Magnetizations ofNi-based Amorphous Ribbons
6.5.1. Temperature Dependence of Specific Magnetization ofNi-based Amorphous

Ribbons
6.6. Stress Induced Anisotropy Measurements ofNi-based Amorphous Ribbons
6.6. I. Temperature Dependence of K"

6.7. Results and Analysis of Moss bauer parameters for Ni-based Amorphous

Ribbons
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6.0. Results and Discussion of Ni-based Amorphous Ribbons.

6.1. Differential Thermal Analysis of amorphous Nickel-Iron-Boron
ribbons as affected by Nickel content

Nickel-Iron-Boron amorphous ribbons with compositions NigO_xFe)32o [ x= 20,
30, 40 and 50 ] are of special interest, because these magnetic elements having different
structures in their crystalline states and opposite magnetostrictions provide

opportwlities for tailoring the magnetic properties by change of composition. The glass
transition temperature Ts' the crystallization temperature Tx and the secondary

crystallization temperature T,; of the amorphous alloys are detennined by DTA at a
heating rate of 10°C / min. hi fig-6.1 J;., Tx and T: are shown which corresponds to

respective exothenmc picks of the alloy composition NisoFe30B2o'Fig-6.2 shows the
DTA curves, of the different samples. TIle large peaks in these curves correspond to
the crystallization temperatures, while the simple hum like peaks correspond to the

glass transition temperatures.

It is observed that both T and T decrease as the nickel content increases. Thes x

decreases of T, with nickel content may be explained as due to the increase of the
melting point with the increases of the nickel content. The difference between T, and Ts

is found to be nearly the same for all composition, being in the range 20°C to 30°C.
TIlis difference ill !l.T signifies that all the alloy composition are not eutectic, rather they
dcviatc form the eutectic composition. In the abovc mentioned graph the third peak
shows that the secondary phase transformation take place almost at the same

temperature for all the alloy compositions Ullder study. In fig-6.2 the results are

presented in summarised form for a comparison to be drown between the samples of
different compositions. TIle numerical values of Ts' Tx and T: for all sample are shown

in Table-6.1.

Table-6.1
Ni."_,Fe B," J;. T, T,;
x = 50 450°C 480°C 575° C
x=40 435°C 455°C 575° C

x = 30 400°C 422°C 575° C f
\

X = 20 395°C 415°C 575°C

Fig-6.3 shows the dependence of Ts' Tx and T: on composition and nickel content.
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6.2 Curie temperature measurements of amorphous Nickel-Iron-
Boron ribbons

Amorphous Nickel-Iron-Boron ribbons having composition Ni.o.,!e)J2o [ x =
20, 30, 40 and 50 1 have been chosen for the determination of Curie temperature, using
the !l VS T curves. TIle 1;, corresponds to temperature at which the sharp fall of

pemleability occurs. Temperature dependence of penneability of the samples subjected
to a heating rates of 12°C / min. are shown in fig-6.4. TIle numerical values of 1;,'s for

all the samples are shown in Table-6.2.

Table-6.2

Nioo.Fe B,o x = 50 x=40 x = 30 x= 20

1;, 445°C 413°C 333°C 261°C

3000

Niso_xFex 620

2500 • • X =50
--<>-<>- X = 40
0 0 X =30
• x= 20

2000
Heating rate = 12°C Imin

::l..,.,
~ 1500 --i5
t1
01
E~
01

10000..

500

400
o
o 100 200 250 300 350

Temperature (oC) ---- __

450 500.

Fig.-6.4. T, determination from temperature dependence ofpenneability of

amorphous ribbons with composition Niso_xFexB2o.
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Although the chemical disorder appears to be largely responsible for reduction
of Curie temperature 'J: in amorphons ribbons, the effect of non-crystallineity is also
significant. TIle dependence of'J: on the composition and the nature of the metalloids is

not very systematic. 'J:'s of amorphous Nickel-Iron-Boron ribbons with composition

Ni.o.,Fe,B2o decrease with the increase of Nickel content as shown in fig-6.5. Addition
of Ni to replace Fe, with fixed concentration of boron, decreases 'J: rather slowly for
low concentration, but for higher concentration of Ni T, falls sharply. It is noticed that
'J: decreases monotonically with increasing Nickel content. It is explained as arising

from the weakening of the exchange interaction between the magnetic atoms due to the
replacement of Fe atom by Ni atoms.

500

200
20 40 60

---- Ni (Atomic "/0)----0-
80

Fig.-6.5 Valiation of'J: due to change in the Ni-content in Ni,"~,Fe,B2o

amorphous ribbons.
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6.3. Determination of Maximum Permeability, Maximum induction,
Coercive force and Remanence of Ni-based Amorphous Ribbons.

Amorphous Nickel-Iron-Boron ribbons are of great interest as a soft magnetic
material for their static applications. Amorphous ribbons of Nickel-Iron-Boron alloys
having composition Ni8o.,1exB2o[ x = 20, 30, 40 and 50 ] have been chosen for static
magnetic characteristics like saturation magnetic induction (BJ, remanence (BJ,

Coercivity (HJ,maximum permeability (p,,.) and the ratio ('X,). TIle ribbons were

wound into thc toroidal corcs having 13 to 15mm outcr diametcr and 10mm inncr

diamctcr. In thc as-qucnched statc thcsc magnctic matcrials show vcry soft magnctic
properties with rectangular hysteresis loops. In ordcr to gain information which will

hclp the development of advanced soft magnctic matcrials, a detailed study of thc

proccsses associatcd with thc magnctization in such materials is requircd.

As-quenched ribbons of amorphous Nickcl-Iron-Boron alloy system have bccn
studied cxperimcntally to dctcnninc B" B" H, and Pm from thc hystercsis curves by

varying the applicd ficld up to 32A1m. TIlc coercive field and the losscs arc controlled
by thc proccss of magnctization reversal, which depends on magnctic nuclcation,
irrcvcrsiblc rotation of magnctic domains and domain wall motion. But at the same timc
thc saturation magnctic induction B, and the rcmanence B, are much reduccd. TIlc
rcmanence B, ~ 0.85 to 0.90B, and H, = 3.6 to 6.8A1m havc bccn obscrvcd in Nixo.

xFe~20 amorphous ribbons. The results of our observation are shown in summary f0I111
in Tablc-(d.

Table-6.3.

NiR".,Fe,B,,, x = 50 x=40 x = 30 x=20
H,(A / m) 5. I 6.8 5.8 3.6
B,(mT) 242.5 231.5 202.5 170.0
B,(mT) 286.58 255.96 233.95 ]96. ]

'X 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.87",
Pm 12,794 9,346 11,350 13,621

Fig-6.6 shows thc hystcrcsis curvc for Ni8o.,1exB2o[ x = 20, 30, 40 and 50 ].

TIle rcctangular shapes of the hystcresis curves show that matcrials are magnetically

very soft and need very low field for saturation magnetization.
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TIle smooth nature of the experimental data which feat the hysteresis curve
show that the domain wall movements have least Barkhausen noise. One special feature
of the initial magnetization curve represented by the doted line is that a higher field is
needed during the first magnetization cycle. TIlis is explained by assuming that pinning
effect decreases in successive magnetization cycles. TIle comprehensive results are
shown in fig-6.7.
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Fig.-6.7 Magnetic induction and coercive force valiation with atomic percent of
Fe-content in amorphous ribbons with composition Ni,o_xFe.,B,o'

From Table-6.3, we find that with increasing percentage of iron B" B,

and H, increase alhnost monotonically with the exception of NiJOFeSOB2osample in

which case coercivity decreased in spite of high percentage of Fe. As expected, the
maximum permeability of these samples decreased with increasing Fe content,
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consistently with the corresponding coercivity values. The maximum permeability of
13,62 I was obtained for Ni6oFe2oB2owhich shows that this particular composition is
most suitable for soft amorphous magnets. The values of 'Yo. remains more or less

constant for all the samples showing that magnetization mechanism is similar for all the
compositions ..

Since iron and Nickel have opposite values of magnetostriction, it is expected
that their combination will give interesting effects on their alloys. TIle mechanism
involved in these amorphous materials is very complicated, because no two magnetic
sites are, in the strict sense, identical and their magnetic moment can vary from point to

point. Also the variation of concentration due to the preparation technique involved

produce stress induced anisotropy which again depends to co-ordination number of
each magnetic site.

Permeability due to statk extemal field from O.5Nm to 35Nm for the ribbons
with different compositions are shown in fig-6.8. TIle maximum penneability occurs at
different fields 5.8, 14.95, 15.1 and 17.6Nm for compositions Ni6oFe2oB2o,
Ni,oFesoB2o,NisoFe,oB2oand Ni4oFe4oB2orespectively and their corresponding values of
Pm are shown in Table-6.3. The field corresponding to the peaks of the penneability

curves are different for different compositions, the minimum field corresponds to the
maximum percentage of nickel. This shows that even in the amorphous state the
pennalloy characteristics is maintained.

Magnetostriction and anisotropy along with surface defects (6. I), volume
pinning effect of domain walls( 6.2) and relaxation effects due to local structural
rearrangements and clusters of chemical short range ordered( 6.3) regions-all contribute
to coercivity. However, we consider that magnetostriction' is the major origin of
coercivity in our specimens. Thus the variation of coercivity with composition;;:is

••••. -t';;l;:

explained as originating from the complex combination of magneto stricti on arising.frol~..'.'.
iron and nickel atoms and the anisotropy introduced by the magnetostrictive str~i1i'sin'
the ribbons during the preparation process. Since the initial permeability depends very
much on the magnetic field, these materials cannot be used in low fields, where
penneability although maximum is highly field dependent. One should rather choose the
operating field at a relatively higher value where the penneability is more independent

of the field. "f~;;.
l-~l! l!

\
"
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6.4. Dynamic Magnetic Properties of Ni-based Amorphous Ribbons

Dynamic magnetic properties of as-quenched Nickel- Iron- Boron system with
composition Niso_,Fe,B2o [x = 20, 30, 40 & 50] have been determined using an
impcdancc analyzer. At room temperature the frequency and field dependence of the.
complex permeability 1.1= 1.11- il.lll and the Core losses of the tape wound cores were
measured by an impedance analyzer up to 13MHz and relative quality factor (I.I/tano)
and the loss factors have been detennined from the direct value tano = (1.II/he).

TIle initial penneability (1.1)of the amorphous ribbon, which is extrapolated to
zero frequency and for vanishing magnetic field, is estimated. Sinee penneability calillot
be measured without applying some field, the initial permeability for the vanishing field
is estimated by extrapolation of the initial penneability of the amorphous ribbons at
very low frequency in our dynamic measurement. It is assumed that the limit of low
frequency corresponds to static field. TIle l.Ii of the ribbons with composition Niso_
xFexB20 is calculated from the low AC. magnetic field dependence of penneability in

the limit of freqnency 0.5KHz and in a vanishing magnetic field as shown in fig.-6.9.
TIle results are shown in Table-6.4.

Table-6.4

INis!hFexB2!!

l.Ii
I x = 30
382

As shown in fig.-6.9, the initial penneability in the vanishing field region for all

the ribbons except the one with composition Ni30FesoB2o,remains ahnost constant with
slight variation of the field. TIle ribbon of composition Ni30FeSOB2()shows a large
increase in the permeability with field even in the low field region which is quite.
interesting and is rather complicated. TIlis shows that special barriers to domain waIl-v'
motion exist for tllis particular composition. TIle results are shown in Table-6.4. Initial
permeability is controlled by the irreversible part of the domain waIl motion, and the

preparation technique determines the defects and the associated energy barriers. It is
difficult to explain the values of these parameters quantitatively, because of the various
contributing factors.
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Another supporting method for the accurate determination of J1, is to plot the

imaginary part of complex permeability (~lll) against the real part of complex
permeability (~l/).For any applied field, this representation shows a semicircle for the
high frequency to the low frequency. TIle J1, value is determined from the semicircle's

diameter which intersects the ~l/axis corresponding to a low applied field H=O.IAim.
Fig.-6. 10 gives the representative results of the as-quenched sample with composition
Ni30FesoB2o'TIlis fig.-6.1 0 produces a short vertical spike, and the evaluation of the
permeability corresponds exclusively to the relaxation, separating it from the low
frequency dispersion. TIIChigh frequency end of the semicircle does not coincide with

the origin of experimental data, presumably due to the existence of an additional

dispersion.

Fig.-6.11 shows t1lat J1, of Ni-Fe-B amorphous system decreases with
decreasing Fe-content upto 3OAt.% of Fc, beyond this point there is an increase of J1,

with decreasing Fe-content.
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Fig.-6.11 Variation of initial permeability due to change in the Fe-content in
amorphous ribbons with composition Ni,o_,Fe,B,o'
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TIle measurements were perfonned at room temperature using an ae fields with
a very low constant value of H = O.lAlm and a frequency from 0.5KHz to 13MHz.
From the real part and the imaginary part of the complex permeability, the quality

factors as a function of frequency have been calculated for different compositions. The
frequency dependence of the real part of complex penneability is shown in fig-6.12.
The flat region up to the frequency 3MHz indicates that except the ribbon with

composition Ni6oFe2oB2o,all the other three samples of composition Ni30Fe50B2o,
Ni.oFe.oB2o and Ni50Fe30B2orespectively are very suitable as Core materials at low

fields.
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Fig.-6.12 Frequency dependence of the real part of complex permeability of
amorphous ribbons with composition Ni,o_,Fe,B20

TIle imaginary part of the complex permeability and loss factor for different

compositions over the frequency range O.5KHz to 13MHz are shown in fig-6.13 and
fig-6.14 respectively. The origin of the loss factors can be attributed to various domain
effects, which include nonuniform and nonrepetitive domain wall motion, domain wall

bowing, localized variation of flux density and nucleation and annihilation of domain

walls. The principal cause of eddy current loss in amorphous ribbons is attributed to

non sinusoidal and repetitive motion of domain walls.
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At low frequencies the loss is controlled by hysteresis and eddy current losses
and at high frequency the flux penetration becomes low and loss is controlled mainly by
interaction between the grains. As a result grain size, grain orientation and specimen
thickness become important. It has been reported before that the precipitation and
specimen thickness become important factors. TIle precipitation of very small percent
of particles improve the high frequency losses and penneability (6.4). TIle Nickel
content has important effect in this case. Except the ribbon with composition

NiliOFe2oB2o,the other three materials having composition NisoFel0B20' Ni4oFe4oB2oand
Nil0FesoB20respectively are almost identical in their performances and have low loss

factors in frequencies up to 2MHz.

TIle frequency dependence of relative quality factors are shown in fig.-6.15. TIle
relative quality factors as controlled by the real part of the complex penneability have
quite high values in the range 15KHz to 3MHZ for all the three ribbons, having low

loss factors as mentioned before.
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Fig.-6.16 shows the annealing effect of fl., of amorphous ribbons with

composition NigO_)'e)32o' .fl., of all the samples are studied for their dependence on

annealing temperature at very low field H=O.INm at low frequency (1KHz). All

samples are annealed at a constant annealing time of one hour. In general the value of
fl., increases with the annealing temperature which are different for different samples,

and then decreases with further increase of the annealing temperature. The initial

increase is explained as due to the removal of pinning centres and the final decrease in
fl., is explained as due to the nucleation of crystallites and their growth.
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Fig.-6.16 Initial permeability versus annealing temperature of amorphous

ribbons with composition Ni80_,Fe,B,o'
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6.5 Specific Magnetization Measurements of Ni-based Amorphous
Ribbons.

TIle specific magnetization ofNi-Fe-B ribbons with composition NigO_xFexB2o[
x = 20, 30 40 & SOlin as-quenched coudition is measured using a V. S.M. TIle specific
magnetization process as a function of field are shown in fig.-6.17. TIle saturation
magnetization for these ribbons have lower values for increasing replacement of Fe by
Ni. It is observed that while the ribbon with composition NiJOFeSOB2oreaches its

saturation value arowld I.9KG field, the ribbon with composition Ni4oFe4oB2orequires

1.5KG, for the compositions NiSOFeJOB20and Ni"oFe2oB2othe required fields are 1.3KG
and 1.6KG respectively. TIle saturation specific magnetization ( IT, ) for different

sample are calculated as shown in Table-6.5.

Table-6.S
NiQo_vFe.B_- x= 20 x = 30 x=40 x =50

0'., in Am' / Kg 82.66 93.74 121.36 127.14

at room temu.
0'.,(0) in Am' / Kg 84 95 123 131

at OK
T, -_ .. _____ ,2'iRoC ~ Do" C 410°(' 443° e._ ---'.~-
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Fig.-6.17 Specific magnetization versus magnetic field of amorphous ribbons
with composition Ni80.,Fe,820
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TIle (5., decreases with increasing replacement of Fe by Ni as shown in fig-6.18.

For Ni-Fe-B amorphous alloys with fixed metalloid B, there is a reduction in moment in
the Fe-Ni series with increasing Ni-content in place of Fe. A simple approach is to
replace a randomly varying local field at the moment site of Fe by Ni. TIle data agree
qualitatively with the rigid band model using the sample moments 0.61'" for Ni and
2.11'II for Fe. TIle results indicating that the average moment of the transition metal

alloy decreases with the replacement of Fe with Ni. However, the rigid band model is

not strictly followed.
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Fig.-6.18 Variation of specific magnetization due to change in the Ni-content in
Ni,o_, Fe,Bzo amorphous ribbons.

6.5.1 Temperature Dependence of Specific Magnetization of Ni-based
Amorphous Ribbons.

TIle temperature dependence of specific magnetization of amorphous ribbons
with composition NigO_xFe)32o is shown in fig.-6.19. The T, is determined from the

point of vanishing of magnetization with temperature. Ni-Fe-B alloys with T" above

the beginning of thermal excitation due to structural relaxations and stress relief have to
be considered carefully. TIle relaxation oflocal atomic configurations will perturb both
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the magnetic and chemical environment, and therefore, the moment distribution will
change. Consequently, as temperature is raised towards T" substantial irreversible

changes in moment distribution and reordering of paramagnetic inclusions is present.
TIle values obtained for T, decreases with increasing Ni-content which have the same

nature that offig.-6.5. TIlis results is discussed in section-6.2 indicating that in Ni-based
alloys, the weak itinerant ferromagnetism leads to an unusual temperature dependence
of (Y ..,
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Fig.-6.19 Specific saturation magnetization as a function of temperature for
Ni,,,_,Fe,B20 amOl]Jhous ribbons.

A tYlJical temperature dependent saturation specific magnetization measured
with H = 4KG. TIle T = OK saturation specific magnetization, (Y., (0) are obtained by
extrapolating to OK the ajT) values measured at various temperature. TIle

extrapolated values of (Y., (0) for different ribbons are shown in Table-6.5.
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A comparison of experimental data of reduced magnetization m = oJ(T)) versus
0:, 0

reduced temperature, ~ using mean field theory is shown in fig.-6.20.
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Fig.-6.20 Reduced magnetization m = o:,((T))versus ~ for amorphous ribbons
0:, 0 T,

NiHO_xFexB20

TIIC graphs represent mean field calculations for different Ni-Fe-B ribbons, the

exchange fluctuation parameter in the exchange interaction lead to the structural
disorder. The temperature effect of o:JT) arises from thermally excited fluctuations in

both topological randomness and chemical bonds disorder. It should be natural to
consider an exchange interaction disorder. However, no complete theoretical

wlderstanding of this behaviour exists at present. Reduced magnetization versus ~
T,

curves for amorphous ribbons with composition Niso_)'exB2olie substantially below that

for crystalline nickel.
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6.6 Stress Induced Anisotropy Measurements of Ni-based Amorphous
Ribbons

TIle field dependence of the torque versus the angle between the magnetic field
and the direction of the preparation axis of Ni-Fe-B ribbons with composition Niso_
,fe,B2o [ x ~ 20, 30, 40 & 50 ]. The representative curve for torque versus of the
ribbon with arbitrary angle of the amorphous ribbon with composition Ni,oFesoB2o for

different fields are shown in fig.-6.21. TIJere is a small increase in the torque with
increased field. TIlis is origin explained as due to the competing contribution from Fe-
Ni pair ordering mechanism for involved. However, a small contribution to Ku' present

in alloys which contain only iron as the magnetic species, must be attributed in the

orientation of some other stIUctural mohf or defect. It is also possible that larger scale
defects or inhomogeneities, such as voids or regions of composition somewhat different
from the average, may acquir\;) a characteristic shape and OI;entation during the
preparation of ribbons and there by contribute to stress induced anisotropy (KJ.
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- I • 1.525
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• • 3.775
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Fig.-6.21 Field dependence of torque versus angle for the amorphous ribbon
with composition Ni,oFe'oB2o
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For an as-qucnched Ni-Fc amorphous Jibbons with POSlltVC magnetostnctlon

duc to thc prcscncc of Fe-atoms thcre is positive magnctostJiction in the bulk state.
Torquc of thc mctallic tibbon also rcspond to field. Such cffccts arc best obscrved in
samplcs that havc bccn totally stress relivcd in order to climinate magnctostJictivc

cffects.

l11C K" is calculatcd from thc torque vcrsus anglc curvcs by FouJicr analysis for

each sct of tcmpcraturc and field. TIlC scnsitivity of the torquc magnetometcr is

calibrated to be I volt = 4.755 X 10-7 J of diffcrcnt scalcs of scnsitivity arc uscd

dcpcnding on thc spccimcn. FouJier cocfficicnt as dctcnnined by computcr program
and fTom thc torquc versus angle data for different valucs of the anglc bctween the
applied field and thc axis of the amOIvhous ribbon for cach sample of composition
Nixo.,Fc,B2o, and by extrapolation ofthc field up to H ~oc arc shown in fig.-6.22 and

fig.-6.23.
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Fig.-6.22 FouJier coefficient for infinitc ficld by cxtrapolation from A, versus
1/ H curvc fOTdiffcrent compositions of the systcm Ni"HFc,B",
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Experimental values of field dependence of Ku for different ribbons with
composition Niso_,Fe,B2o as shown in fig.-6.24. TIIC Ku against I/H as obtained by

extrapolation to saturation anisotropy values are shown in fig.-6.25. TIle results are

shown in Table-6.6

Table-6.6

Ninn_.Fc .B.n x = 20 x = 30 x =40 x =50

Ku in J / m' 492.43 939.46 1163.43 902.06

at room temp.
Ku in J / m' 740 1350 1480 1320

at OK

T, 260"C 340"C 420"C 445"C
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Fig.-6.25 Extrapolatcd value of Ku for infinite field for diffcrcnt compositions

of NiKIl_, Fe,B2I) system
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TIle experimental resnlts ofnonnalized Ku for amorphous Ni-Fe-B alloys, have

almost compositional dependence as predicted by the ordered pair model and hence it is
qualitatively established that in both crystalline materials and glasses the field induced

anisotropy arises fi'om ordered pairs. However, to obtain this agreement it is necessary

to subtract li0111 the measured anisotropy the small but non zero anisotropy obtained in
the amorphous ribbons with Ni present. At present, these discrepancies and whatever
doubts this cast on the pair ordering model have not been resolved. However. it is clear
that, large values of Ku require the presence Fe.

TIle compositional dependence of K u in ribbons with Fe contents as shown in
fig.-6.26, gives minimum value of Ku at 20 atomic percent of Fe. TIlis dependence of

coercive force on composition has the same nature as that of fig.-6. 7 and an opposite
contribution to J1; is fowld in fig.-6.11. Ku is found to be controlled by H, and J1; in

Niso.,Fe,B2oamorphous libbons.
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Fig.-6.26 Compositional dependence Ku of amorphous ribbons with

composition Ni,o~,Fe,B2o
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6.6.1. Temperature Dependence of K"

TIle temperature dependence of stress induced anisotropy of amorphous ribbons
with composition NigO_xFexB2ois shown in fig.-6.27. TIle origin of K" in this case is

most likely the intemal stress. In this case, it should be possible to substantially reduce
K" by the stress relieving due to the increase of temperature, and this is indeed
observed. TIle value K" decreases with increasing temperature, above T" K.,is
obselved to be nearly zero. TIle extrapolation of K" to the vanishing value corresponds
to the calculated value ferromagnetic transition temperature T, as shown in Table-6.6.
'Jllese results are almost nearly the same as the value of T, measured for the
temperature dcpendcnce a.,. and fI,. The K" is calculated in J / m' for different

temperatures as shown in Table-6.7.

Table-6.7.

Nigo_xFe,B20 x =20 x= 30 x=40 x =50
K" in J / m' K" in J / m' K"inJ/m' K" in J / \11'

25"e 493 940 1164 902

500e 442 874 1159 758

75°e 436 800 1152 700

loo"e 431 651 1101 640

125"e 338 623 946 635

1500 e 322 534 923 629

175"e 290 443 871 597

200"e 212 363 765 570

225"e 97 358 608 544

2500e 43 303 491 511

275°e 5 197 390 423

300"e 123 322 375

TIle T= OK stress induced anisotropy K.,(O) are obtained by extrapolating

K.,(T) to OK. TIle K.,(O) for different values of ribbons with composition NigO_xFexB2o

are shown in Table-6.6.

. ,
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Fig.-6.27. Temperature dependence of Ku of amorphous tibbons with

composition NiBO_,Fe,B20

11ICcon-esponding curves In[~:i~~]versus In[ ;'i~~]in amorphous ribbons

with composition Niso_xFe)32o follow the straight line as shown in fig.-6.28. TIle Ku

arising from a disorder caused by randomly oriented easy axis follows a power law:

K.,((T))= [a:J(T))]n with in 2< n < 6. TIICvalues ofn are shown in Table-6.8.
Ku 0 0, 0

'(',.V.
Table-6.8

I Niso.,Fe,B2D

n

I x= 20
2.01

I x= 30
2.12
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6.7. Results and Analysis of Mossbauer parameters for Ni-based
Amorphous Ribbons

Miissbauer spectroscopy is a very useful technique for studying the hyperfine
field distribution as affected by the nature and number of nearest magnetic atoms in an
amorphous alloys. TIlis has been used for identification of magnetic field distribution of
magnctic atoms in amorphous ribbons with composition Niso_xFexB2o[ x =20, 30, 40 &

50 ] by the evaluation of the collected spectra. TIle spectrum has been recorded in

constant accelcration mode and the data have been collected in multiscalling mode. TIle

data are collected into two groups. Each group is of 256 channels and the second
group gives a mirror image spectrum of the first group. TIle representative spectrum of

the amorphous ribbon with composition Ni4oFe4oB2ois shown in fig.-6.29. TIle
Miissbauer spectroscopy technique in constant acceleration mode has been used to
study hyperfine field and Isomer shifts of Ni-Fe-B system in amorphous state. Pure
"Fe thin foil has been used as the reference material for standarization of thc results.
TIle number of cowIts against velocity of the sonrce is plotted in fig.-4.16.

Room temperature Miissbauer spectra typical of as-quenched amorphous
ribbons are obtain cd and the changes in the spectra corresponding to different

compositions of the system Ni8o_xFexB2oare shown in fig.-6.30. A comparison of the
spectrum of pure iron with those of the amorphous ribbons of different compositions
shows the shift in the spectral lines and their broadening. This is caused by change in
the number of nearest neighbours iron atoms and also their interatomic distances. The
numerical values of IS, EQ, Hh" FWHM and absorption percentage are shown in

Tablc-6.9.

Table-6.9
Sample IS, mmls EQ, rnm/s Hh" Tesla FWHM Absorption

:to.005 :to.005 :to.IT mm/s, :to.0 I %

Pure "Fe 0.058 33 0.18 11.38

foil

Ni,oFe,oB,o 0.338 0.087 26.07 1.04 4.59

Ni4oFe4oB,o 0.360 0.175 24.43 0.96 5.06

Ni,oFe,nB,o 0.367 0.204 23.34 0.90 3.07

Nir,oFc,oB,o 0.231 0.117 20.60 0.85 2.20
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Fig.-6.29 Room temperature Mtissbauer transition spectrum for relative counts versus
channels of the as-quenched amorphous ribbon with composition Ni4"Fe4"8,,,

TIJe coulombic interaction alter the energy separation between the ground state

and the excited state of the nuclei, thereby causing a slight shift in the position of the
observed centroid of the spectrum, which is different in various amorphous ribbons
with different compositions giving rise to isomer shifts. TIIC velocity scale was
calibratcd by a room temperature measuremcnt on a thin natural iron foil sample. TIle
IS's are given relative to the centroid of this spectrum as shown in Table-6.9. IS of all
the amorphous ribbons are calculated relative to the centroid of these spectrum /Tom

the centroids of the velocity scale ofa thin "Fe sample. As shown in Table-6.9, the IS
of the Ni-Fe-B system increases with increasing Ni, till the amount of Ni becomes 50
At.%, and then with further increase ofNi content IS decreases. TIle iron atoms are in

the trivalent state in amorphous ribbons as reflected in the IS value which varies /Tom

0.231 to 0.367mm/s.

Quadrupole splitting is the electric qnadrupole interaction between the
quadrupole moments of the nnclei and the electric field gradient at the nucleus due to

the asymmetric distribution of charges on the ions. This provide infonnation on the
nature of the chemical bond. Jnst like IS the EQ also increase with increasing Ni wltil

the amount ofNi becomes 50 At.% and then decreases with further increase ofNi.
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Absorption percentage as compered with pure iron decreases in Ni-Fe-B
ribbons. TIlese absorption percentage decreases with increasing amount of Ni except

for Ni4oFe4oB2o.TIlis is explained as due to the inver effect which occurs due to
contributions of magnetostriction of opposite signs fi.Oln Ni and Fe atoms. TIlese
results are shown in Table-6.9.

TIle effect of change in the composition of Ni-Fe-B amorphous system on the

transition line width as measured by FWHM is also shown in Table-6.9. Wllile
experimental FWHM of pure iron foil is O.18mm/s, FWHM of the amorphous ribbons
broadening 5 to 6 times. TIle average magnetic hyperfine field (H hI) of the iron foils is
33T which corresponds to iron magnetic moment of 2.211'8. Using these standard

results, the experimental spectra for the as-prepared samples of Ni-Fe-B ribbons of

different composition have been obtained by the best fit with the distribution of the
hyperfine field. TIJis is carried out by FORTRAN IV language which does a least X2

spectra curve fitting for over lapping Lorentzian lines. TIle Hhr decreases with
increasing Ni content as shown in fig.-6.31. TIle Hhr values for different composition of
the ribbons agree consistently with corresponding (X, values, 0:, being larger for

samples with higher iron content as expected.
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7.0. Results and Discussion of Co-based Amorphous Ribbons

7~1.DTA Results of amorphous Cobalt-Iron-Boron-Silicon ribbons as
affected by Iron substitution

! '

Cobalt-Iron-Boron-Silicon amorphous ribbons with composItIOn,; CORO.
,Fe,BIOSi,o [ x = 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 1 are of special interest because, these Ihagnetic
systems with high Co content and small amount of Fe content, can help us to

wlderstand why the magnetostriction of amorphous 3d metals diffcr so markedly from
that of their crystalline cowlterparts. An interesting way has been the investigation of
the crystallization of Fe-Co-metalloid alloys and the strong correlation between ,positive

and negative magnetostriction and the local symmetry. ,I
I

TIle compositional dependence of the glass transition temperature; Tg and

crystallization temperature T, of amorphous Co-Fe-B-Si alloys are also studied. It has

been observed that the crystallization temperature of these alloys, with constant Si and
B changes with Fe content as measured by DTA when the heating rate is maintained at
IOue I min. In fig-7.1 T and T. correspond to observed exothennic picks ofth~ ribbon

g - I
with composition ConFe2BIOSilO. TIle two anomalies observed in the temperature

,

versus time curve were at 430u C and 5700 C respectively. Both the anomalies showed
peaks, which corresponds to the release of heat at these tempcraturcs duc to changc in
the ordering of the atoms. We identifY the first peak as Tg, when the ribbon was

tnmsfonning li'om amo'lJhous state to crystallinc statc. 111csccond pcak is cOI)sidcrcd
to be duc to the formation of crystalline phase T,. I

In fig-7.2, the results are presented in a summerized fonn for all the different

samples with compositions CORO.,Fe)3IOSilO'For all the samples the eutectic points
remain unchanged. TIlis shows that all the compositions are equally favourable for
producing amorphous ribbons. Fig.-7.3 shows dependences of Tg and T, on the Fe
content in the amorphous alloys. TIle glass transition temperature Tg of amorphous

CORo.)'e,B10SilOalloys depends 011 the Fe content. The glass trallsition temperatures of
these alloys increase sharply with the increase of Fe-content. TIle crystallization
temperatures T, of CORo.,Fe,BIOSilOalloys are higher than Tg and has almost nearly the
same value for all the compositions. TIle numerical values of Tg and T, for all samples

arc shown in Tablc- 7. I.
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Fig.-7.2 Detennination of Tg and T, from DTA graph of amorphous ribbons with

composition Co,o_,Fe,BIOSilO[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6 & 8 ].
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Table-7.1

CO"HFc,8,oSilfl Tg T,

x=O 418"C 564"C
x=2 430°C 570"C

x=4 433"C 558° C
x=6 442°C 560°C

x=8 455°C 5650 C

C 80- X FeX 8'0 SilO

I
600 -l>r--I>r- Tx

-0-0- Tg

I
550u

0

<II•..
~-c... 500<IIa.
E
<II
t-

450

10
400

o 2 468
-----Fe (AtomicOf. ) ------

Fig.-7.3 Variation ofT, and T, due to change in the Fe-content ill

COgo_,Fe,B,oSilO amorphous ribbons.
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7.2 Curie temperature measurements of amorphous Cobalt-Iron-
Boron-Silicon ribbons.

Curie temperature has been estimated from the ~lVS T curve for amorphous

Cobalt-ITOn-BoTOn-Silicon ribbons witb composition Co.o_xFexBIOSilO[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6
and 8 ]. Temperature dependence of penneability of the samples subjected to heating
rate of 12°C / min. are shown in fig-7.4. TIle numerical values of To for all the sample

are shown in Table-7.2.

Table-7.2

COO"_ Fe B",si," x=O x=2 x=4 x=6 x=8

T. 407°C 421°C 429°C 438°C 443°C

2000

Do-frGOno

-<>-0-- X= 0
--0--0- X =2
• • X=4

--ii.----l>r- X = 6
•• X=8

450 500400350300
I

25020015010050
o
o

:t

>--~ 1000-
.D
Cl••e~•••
Q.

o------Temperalure C------

Fig.-7.4 T, determination from temperature dependence ofpenneability of

amorphous ribbons with composition COgO_,Fe,B,oSilO
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Fig-7.5 shows the dependence of To on the iron content. 1: of Co-based
amorphous ribbons increases with the increase of Fe-content. TIle spread of To

indicates that there is an enhancement of the Co-Fe interaction. When the disorder is
small, so that the above trends continuos, the correlation also continuous to grow
leading to the norrnal phase transition, and perrneability falls sharply as observed in the
~lVS T curve. TIllis amorphous ribbons with increase of iron content are more
convenient when these materials are used at an elevated temperature.
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Fig.-7.5 Variation ofT, due to change in the Fe-content in Co,,,_,Fe,B,,,SilO

amorphous ribbons.
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7.3. Determination of Maximum Permeability, Maximum induction,
Coercive force and Remanence of Co-based Amorphous Ribbons

Magnetization processes of as-quenched Cobalt-Iron-Boron-Silicon system

with composition COso_,Fe)3lOSilO[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 ] have been measured in static
field. Maximum permeability (~lm) ,saturation magnetic induction (B,), remanence (B,),

the ratio ('X) and Coercive force (HJ have been calculated for different specimens

from the experimental hysteresis curves. TIle ribbons were wound into the toroidal ring

cores having 13 to 15mm outer diameter and 10mm iuner diameter. From the hysteresis
curves of amorphous ribbons of Cobalt-Iron alloys with 10% boron and 10% silicon as
glass forming materials, static magnetic characteristics have been measured using a low
static field up to 32A1m for all the compositions except the iron free sample with

composition CosoBIOSiJO'A high static field up to 190Alm was used in the case of

CosoBIOSi,oribbon for its high Coercivity.

Since Cobalt and Iron have opposite values of magnetostriction it is convenient
to tailor this alloy systems by continuously altering the relative proportions of the two
metals. Besides finding the optimum magnetic characteristics of these amorphous alloy

as controlled by composition; the system provides an interesting medium for
understanding the mechanism of technical magnetization process and the dependence of
magnetic parameters characterising soft magnetic materials. TIle results are shown in

summery from the Table-7.3

Table-7.3
COllo_xFexBIOSil(J x=O x=2 x=4 x=6 x = 8.

H,(A/m) 15.0 5.2 4.8 2.8 6.0

B,(mT) 374.66 505.78 578.06 650.74 653.97

BJmT) 407.17 559.58 625.08 695.11 701.36

'X 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.93",
~l 3,296 36,606 35,866 74,956 36,406

Fig-7.6 shows the hysteresis cUlve for four samples with composItion COso_

,Fe,B,oSi,O [x= 2, 4, 6 and 8] and fig-7.7 shows the hysteresis curve for CosoBIOSilO.
Low H, values from the hysteresis curves show that materials are magnetically very

soft, and very low fields are needed for obtaining saturation magnetization in all the

samples except in CosoBlOSi10'
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Fig-7.9 shows the variation of B" B, and 1-1,of the COxo.,Fe,BIOSilO alloy

system where x varies !Torn 0 to 8 atomic percent. It is observed that both B, and B,

increases appreciably with increasing percentage of Iron. This is quite expected because
Iron atoms have higher magnetic moment. However, the increase of Br and Bs are not
linear which indicates that the electron transfer mechanism in the 3d band is not very
simple.
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Fig.-7.9 Magnetic induction and coercive force variation with atomic percent of

Fe-content of amorphous ribbons with composition Co",_, Fe, BillSi",

TIle Coercivity of the alloy system initially decreases with increasing Iron up to
6 atomic percent and then increases with the increase of the Fe-content. TIlis is

explained in tenns of the compositional dependence of magneto stricti on which becomes

almost zero at 6 atomic percentage of iron in the system. TIle penneability which is
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mcasurcd from thc initial magnctization curvc bccomcs by far the largcst for this
particular composition and have a valuc of 74,956. TIlUs thcre is a 24 fold incrcasc of
pcrmeability ofthc C074Fe(,BIOSilOsample as compcred with thc iron free samplc.

Pcrmcability duc to static cxtemal field from 0.5Nm to 32Nm for thc ribbons
with composition COso.,Fc,BIOSilO[ x= 2, 4, 6 and 8 1 arc shown in fig-7.10. TIle
maximum penncability occurs at diffcrcnt fields 80.95, 10.30, 11.17, 6.28 and

11.60Nm for compositIOns COSOB10SilO' C07sFc2BIOSilO' C07(,Fe4B1OSilO'
C074Fc(,B1OSiIOand ConFcsB1OSi1Orespcctivcly and hcncc corresponding value of flm
arc shown in Tablc- 7.3. TIle field corrcsponding to thc peaks of the pcnneability curvcs

arc diffcrent for diffcrcnt picks. Fig-7.8 shows thc pcrmcability due to static extcmal

field from 0.5Nm to 190A/m for ribbon with composition COSOBIOSilO'
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7.4. Dynamic Magnetic Properties of Co-based Amorphous Ribbons

Dynamic magnetic properties of as-quenched Co-Fe-B-Si system with

composition C08o.xFe,BIOSilO[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6 & 8 ] have been detennined using an
impedance analyzer. TIle compositional dependence of initial penneability ( I-li ) is
determined for different values of x and their frequency dependence of complex
magnetic characteristics, like real and imaginary parts of initial permeability, loss factor
and relative quality factor are analyzed. Frequency measurements were perfonned with

an impedance analyzer in the frequency range 0.5KHz to 13MHz at room temperature

and with various applied field. TIle I-liof the ribbons with composition C08o.,ye,BIOSi1O
is calculated from the low AC. magnetic field dependence of penneability in the limit
of frequency 0.5KHz and vanishing magnetic field as shown in fig.-7.11. TIle results are
shown in Table- 7.4.

Table-74
Co", ,Fe,B,oSilll x=O x=2 x=4 x=6 x=8
u: 488 1533 1753 1956 1069

0 '" ""'"
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Fig.-7.11 Penneability versus AC. magnetic field of amorphons ribbons with
composition COso.,Fe,BIIlSilll
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As shown in fig.-7. 12, fli in the vanishing field region for all the ribbons except
for C074Fe6BIOSilOremains almost constant with the slight variation of the field.
Another accurate way to determine the fli value is to plot the imaginary part of the
complex penneability (fl") against the real part of the complex permeability (flt). The fli
value is determined fi'om the semicircle's diameter i.e. from the intersection of the
semicircle with the flt axis. In the representative fig.-7.12, the results of the as-
quenched sample with composition C074Fe(,BIOSilOis given. The calculated parameters

of all the samples are shown in Table-7.4.
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Fig.-7. 12 Complex permeability fl" Vs. flt plot for the as-quenched ribbon with
composition CO'4Fe"BIOSilO

Fig.- 7.13 shows that fli of Co-Fe-B-Si amorphous system increases almost

monotonously with the replacement of Fe up to 6 At. % for Co, at which a maximum

value of 1956 is observed for the relative permeability. TIlis increase of fli with
increased Fe-content is explained as due to the decrease of the net magnetostriction

arising fi'om the cancellation of the negative contribution of Co by the positive
contribution of Fe. TIle maximum value offli of ribbons having 6 At.% Fe is attributed
to the minimum magnetostriction and low coercivity at this composition. When the

proportion of Fe is increased further to 8 At.%, fli decreases which is attributed to the
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JIlcrease of magnetostriction, as the negative magnetostnctlOn of Co is more than
compensated by the positive contribution of magnetostriction of Fe atoms at this

composition.
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Fig.-7. 13 Valiation of initial permeability due to change in the Fe-content in
CO"HFe,BIOSilOamorphous ribbons.

'nle frequency dependence of the real part of complex penneability is shown in

fig.-7. 14. TIlCflat region up to the frequency of 1MHz indicate that all the samples with

different compositions are suitable as core materials at low fields. While the Fe free
sample shows a relative penneability of 488 and maintains almost a constant value even
beyond IMHz, the introduction of Fe, to partly replace Co, increases the penneability
enonllously. However, the maximum frequency range for which the penneability is

maintained constant reduces slightly.

TIle imaginary part of the complex penneability and loss factor for different

compositions over the freqnency range a.5KHz to 13MHz are shown in fig.- 7.15 and

fig.-7.16 respectively. The frequency dependence of relative quality factor is shown in
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fig.-7.17. The relative quality factors are controlled by the real part of the complex
permeability and have quite high values in the range 10KHz to 500KHz for the three

ribbons having compositions Co78Fe2BIOSilO, C076Fe4BIOSilOand C074FeGBIOSilO,and
quite naturally these samples have low loss factors. The other two samples having

compositions CosoBIOSilOand ConFesBIOSilO have high loss factors and relative low
quality factors.

Fig.-7.18 shows the effect of annealing on the initial permeability ( f.li ) of

amorphous ribbons with composition Coso_yexBIOSilO'The f.li of all the sample as
affected by annealing at different temperatures with annealing time of one hour in each
case, is measured at low frequency (1KHz) and in very low field ( H = O.IA/m). The
initial permeability decreases monotonously with increasing annealing temperature.
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Fig.-7.18 Initial permeability versus amlealing temperature of amorphous
ribbons with composition COso.,Fe,BIOSi,o
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TIle effeet of annealing on 1'; is vClYeomplex because two faetors of apparently

opposite effect on 1', take place. One is the removal oflocal defects inhomogeneity and

stresses that hinder the movement of domains by pinning effect and the other is the
growth of the nucleation centres of crystallites that also hinders the movement of

domain walls. Since effect of annealing is to remove the pinning centres of the first kind
and to enhance the growth of the pinning centres of the second kind, the result of
annealing depends on the composition of the amorphous ribbons and the conditions of
preparation of the asquenched samples. Our results of annealing on cobalt based
samples, which show a decrease of 1'; with annealing time, are explained as due to the

growth of the nucleation centres of the crystallites formed during the preparation.
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7.5. Specific Magnetization Measurements of Co-based Amorphous
Ribbons

'I1w specific magnetization of these Co-Fe-B-Si ribbons with composition Coso,
,Fe,BIOSi,o [ x = 0, 2 ,4 6 & S ] in the as-quenched condition is measured using a
V.S.M. TIle specific magnetization process as a function offield are shown in fig.-7.19.
In the case of saturation magnetization it is observed that while ribbon with

composition CoSOB1OSi1Oreaches its saturation value around 3KG field, ConFe2BIOSiIO
requires 2.SKG, C07(,Fe4BIOSi1Orequires 2.7KG, C074Fe(,BIOSi1Orequires 2.9KG and
Conl;e,B ,,,Si1Orequires 2.7KG. TIle saturation magnetization (oJ for different sample

are calculated as shown in Table-7.5.

TabJe-7.5

COHfl,yFe,.BI11Si", x=O x=2 x=4 x=6 x=S
a, in Alii' / Kg 91.22 103.64 107.35 110.0 I 113.63
at room temp.
T, 40SoC 420°C 429°C 43SoC 44311C

ro
en
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E
« 90
<::

b
<::
o
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""<l1<::
en
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COso_lex 5i,06,0

--0--<>- X = 0
~X=2
~X~.4
----X~6
~X=B

3000 4000 5000
-----Magnetic fieldinGuass •

Fig.-7. 19 Specific magnetization versus magnetic field of amorphous ribbons
with composition Co,o_,Fe,BIOSilO
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Fig.-7.20 shows that the saturation specific magnetization (oJ increases with

increasing values of Fe-content in the amorphous alloy with composition COso_

,Fe,BIOSi,o' While it is quite consistent with the results of crystalline Co-Fe alloys and
is explaincd as due to higher magnetic moment of Fe atoms.

1120
'"-'"E
<{

0c:

16' 110 0
c:
0:.=
"N:.=••c:
0> 100
"E
u
~
u••0-
on
c: 900

"""~.2
"Vl

80
0 2 4 6 8 10

Fe (Atomic %) •

Fig.-7.20 Valiation of saturation specific magnetization due to change in the

Fe-content in Coso_xFe,BIOSilOamorphous ribbons.

7.5.1 Temperature Dependence of Magnetization of Co-based
amorphous ribbons.

Temperature dependence of magnetization of the samples measured by using a
V.S.M. /Tom room temperature to 8000 C is shown in fig.-7.21. With increasing valucs
ofFc in the amorphous alloy the magnetization increases. For accurate detennination of

the curic temperature, dMidt curves have been plotted as shown in fig.-7.22 which are

derived from fig.-7.21. Sharp peaks of dM/dt for the different compositions indicate
that the T, values are well defined and the measurements are quite accurate. TIle

numerical values ofT, for all the samples are shown in Table-7.S.
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Fig.-7.21 Temperature dependence of magnetization of amorphous ribbons with
composition Co'''_xFex81OSilO

TIle T, for the amorphous system, however, increases with increasing amowlts

of Fe substitution as observed by A.C. initial permeability measurements and also from
the temperature depcndence of magnetization obtained by V.S.M. 80th the
measurements gave the same value for the T,' s of each composition. Although the T,
of Co (10570 C) is higher than that of Fe (7700 C) in the amorphous state, exchange

interaction between the magnetic ions is increased by the replacement of Co by Fe,
quite contrary to the crystalline state. TIlis is in keeping with the results presented in
(7.1-7.2) , where Cargill and Ishikawa have found an enhancement of T, with Fe

substitution up to IOAt.%. Since the exchange interactions in the amorphous magnetic
system is of the RKKY type which occurs via the conduction electrons, the distance

between magnetic atoms is very important. It is thus likely that the addition of Fe h~lps

the conduction electron to enhance the exchange interaction and, hence, the Curie

temperature up to certain range.
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Fig.- 7.22 dM/dt versus temperature curve of amorphous ribbons with
composition CO",_,Fe,B;oSilO

Plots of experimental data with meanfield results of reduced magnetization

m = M,t? against reduced temperature = ~ for replacement of eo by Fe by different
M,O T,

amounts are shown in fig.-7.23. Fig.-7.23 shows the reflection of the strength of the
exchange coupling, where the structural disorder in these amorphous alloys induces an
exchange fluctuation that causes a pronounced flattening of the temperature
dependcncc of MJT) cUlves as shown in fig.-7.21.
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Fig.-7.23 Reduced magnetization versus reduced temperature for amorphous

ribbons with composition Coso.xFexBIOSilO
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7.6. Stress Induced Anisotropy of Co-based Amorphous Ribbons

11le field dcpcndence of the torquc versus angle of Co-Fe-8-Si ribbons with

composition COgo.,Fe,81OSi,o[ x = 0, 2, 4, 6 & 8 ]. 11le representative torque curves of
the field dependcnce of anisotropy of aniorphous ribbons with composition
ConFcg8J(1Si,o increases with increasing field, while that of the ribbons with
composition CogOBJ(lSi,odecrcases with increasing field as shown in fig.-7.24 and fig.-
7.25. 111isis explaincd as due to the competing contribution from Fc and Co atoms to

anisotropy cnergy.,Wc !,ssume that the origin of magnetic anisotropy in these ribbons,
formed by melt-spinning technique, is due to magnetostrictive strain. 11lis concept is
supported by the fact that the anisotropy in these ribbons is unidirectional. Amorphous
ribbons have no crystalline structure and therefore have no magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. Again samples are prepared as circular discs to avoid any shape anisotropy

and associated demagnetizating effect.

2

'"-0
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c: 0.-
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--<>---<>- 2.275KG

3.025KG
• 3.75SKG

100 200 300

Ang Ie

Fig.-7.24 Field dependence of torque versus angle for the amorphous ribbon
with composition ConFeRBJOSi,o
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Fig.-7.25 Field dependence of torque versus angle for the amorphous ribbon
with composition CO'U8IOSilO

On the other hand the Co-Fe system has positive magnetostriction due to the

presence of Fe atoms which has positive magnetostriction in the bulk state. When a
material with positive magnetostriction is strained, it develops an easy direction of
magnetization along the strain axis. In our prepared specimens the strain is induced
along the length due to the tension on the ribbon produced by the centrifugal force. TIle
sign of the magnetostriction constant determine the easy axis of magnetization. Since'

Fe and Co have opposite signs of magnetostriction which is positive for Fe and

negative for Co, it is expected that for high percentage of Fe the magnetostrictive effect

of Fe and the corresponding anisotropy will dominate. TIle reverse effect is expected
when the percentage of Fe becomes low. It is, however, not possible to find any

quantitative relation between anisotropy and the composition in the case of amorphous
."materials because, the contributions of different magnetic atoms throngh their random

configurations in the amorphous state is too complicated. Our results are thus explained
only in a qualitative way, considering the origin of anisotropy as due to

magnetostrictive strain induced technically dming the preparation process.
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Fig.-7.26 Fourier coefficient for infinite field by extrapolation /Tom A, versus
l/H curve for different compositions of C08o_,Fe,8IOSi,o system.
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Fig.-7.27 FoUl;er coefficient for infinite field by extrapolation from A 4 versus

I/H curve for different compositions ofCo8o_,Fe,8IOSi", system .
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Fourier co-efficient are detennined from the angle versus torque cUlves for
different values of the applied field and by extrapolation of the field up to H ~oc as
shown in fig.-7.26 and fig.-7.27. Experimental values of the anisotropy constant K" for

different composition of Coso_xFexBIOSiJOlibbons for different field are shown in fig.-
7.28. TIle anisotropy constants against I/H for the different samples as obtained by
extrapolation are shown in fig.-7.29. TIle results are shown in Table-7.6.

Tablc-7.6

CO,,,..Fc B",Si", x=O x=2 x=4 x=6 x=8

K" in J fill' 1578.64 586.76 374.37 222.36 899.59

at room temp.
K" in J fill' 2550 1100 520 330 1280

at OK
T, 410"C 420"C 430"C 440"C 445"C

3000

c

1000

o
o

===-=== ~ ~

e ~ : ~ :
2 3 4

H in KG

Fig.-7.28 Field dependence of experimental values of K" for different

compositions of COgO_,Fe,BIOSilOsystem.
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Fig.-7.29 Extrapolated values of K" for infinite field for different compositions

of Co,o_,Fe,BIOSilOsystem.

TIle compositional dependence of K,,' s with increasing Fe-contents is shown in

fig.-7.30. which shows the minimum value of anisotropy at 6 At.% of Fe and goes on
increasing with increasing value of Fe up to 8 At.%. TIlis increase of anisotropy is

explained as due to increasing value of magnetostriction which is positive for Fe and
negative for Co. TIle minimum value of anisotropy at 6 At.% of Fe is explained as due

to 0JlJlosite magnetostrictive contributions from Fe and Co which tends to cancel each

others effects.
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Fig.-7.30 Compositional dependence K" of amorphous ribbons with

composition CO"HFe,B",Si,o

7.6.1. Temperature Dependence of K"

111etemperature dependence of anisotropy constant (KJ ofam0'1Jhous ribbons

with Fe substitution of compositions C08o_xFe,BIOSilOis shown in fig.-7.31. 'nlere is

almost monotonous decrease of anisotropy with increase of temperaturc. Much of the
experimental effort in the study of field induced anisotropy has been concentrated in the
Co-Fe glassy alloys. For the ,,=0 alloy, intemal stresses should not contribute to K" in

as-quenched samples. TIlis is indicated by our results shown in fig.- 7.30. TIle

composition that corresponds to ,,=0 is expected to be between of 4At.% and 6At.% of
Fe. It has been well established tbat directional ordering of atom pairs leads to the
observed anisotropy. Directional order theory predicts a decrease in K" with increasing

temperature and vanishes at T,. We have extrapolated K" to zero value at T, as shown
in Table-7.6. TIle anisotropy constant K" is calculated in J / m' for different

temperature as shown in Table-7.7.

TIle stress induced anisotropy, KJ 0) at T=O is obtained by extrapolating the

temperature dependence curve of KJT) to OK. TIle extrapolated value of KJO) for

different ribbons of compositions Coso_xFexBIOSilOare shown in Table-7.6.
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Tablc-77
COKO_X Fc,xBIOS ilO x=O x=2 x=4 x=6 x=8

K" inJim' K" in Jim' K" in Jim' K" in Jim' K"inJ/m'
25"e 1579 587 374 222 900
50"e 1214 539 349 204 856
75"e 1046 454 340 194 815
loo"e 851 385 329 183 741
125"e 835 382 283 147 680
150"e 735 319 251 142 637
175"e 684 286 231 135 60\
200"e 528 252 226 \29 585
225"e 465 249 199 123 495
250"e 398 229 18\ 118 464
275"e 320 197 175 110 463
300"e 239 162 147 98 432

500400300200

: : =:
100

. ------•... .
o
o
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(080- xFeXB'OSilQ
~ 0 X= 0

n n X=2
~ 0 X=4

• • X=61200 X=8
~
E-~
co

,
'" 600

Temperature in o( _

Fig.-7.31Temperature dependence of K" of amorphous ribbonswith
compositionCo,o_,Fe,BIOSi,o
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11le eorresponding curves In[~::i~~]versus In[~:i~~]for the amorphous

ribbons with compositions COso_,Fe,8IOSilO follow straight lines as shown in fig.-
7.32(a) to fig.-7.32( e). TIle K" arising fi'om the disorder caused by randomly oriented

'''1\ I KJOl[MJOl]"J TI Ifeasy aXIs ,0 ows a power aw; (l = .(l w lere 4 < n < 10. Ie va ues 0 n
K" T M, T

are shown in Table-7.8

Slope= 9.56

Table-7.S
Co,,,_, Fe, 8,oSi", x=O x=2
n 9.56 7.85

275

2.25

1.75
;:::
~
:::. '.25o~
><::
co 0-75

moO
1=0.07903

m = verti cal
1= 0.7551

0.25
o 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 025

___ In[M.(Q)/M.(T)1---

Fig.-7.32(a) In[~::i~~]versus In[~:i~~]CUIVC of the amOlvhous ribbon with

composition Co,081OS ilO
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7.7. Experimental Results and Analysis of Mossbauer Parameters for
Co-based Amorphous Ribbons

Room temperature Miissbauer spectra typical of as-quenched amorphous
ribbons are determined and the change in the spectra corresponding to different
composition of the system COHo_xFexBIOSilO[x = 2, 4, 6 & 8] are shown in fig.-7.33. A
comparison of the spectrum of "Fe with those of the amorphous ribbons of different

compositions shows shifts in the spectral lines and their broadening. TIle numerical
values of IS, E

Q
, FWHM, Hhi and absOIlJtion percentage are shown in Table- 7.9.

Table-7.9

Sample IS, mm/s EQ, mm/s Hhf' Tesla FWHM Absorption

:to. 005 :to. 005 :to.IT mm/s, :to.OI %

Pure" Fe foil 0.058 33 0.18 11.38

Co,oFe,B, oSi'" 0.147 0.175 25.34 1.05 0.80

C07"FedB,oSi,o 0.264 0.233 25.71 1.05 0.91

C07dFe,B, oSi,0 0.176 0.175 26.62 0.99 1.08

Co"FeoB,oSi", 0.206 0.349 26.98 0.99 1.10

Isomer shifts of all the amorphous ribbons are calculated relative to the centroid

of these spectrum from the centroids of the velocity scale of thin "Fe sample. TIle IS's
are given relative to the centroid of this spectrum as shoWll in Table-7.9. TIle Fe atoms

are in the trivalent state in amorphous ribbons as reflected in the IS value which varies
from 0.147 to 0.264mm/s. The EQ of the Fe and Co atoms in the amorphous ribbons

with composition COso_xFexBIOSilOis observed in the range 0.175 to 0.349mm/s as

shown in Table-7.9.

TIle absorption percentage slightly decreases with decreasing Fe-content. TIlese
results are shown in Table-7.9. TIle effect of change in the composition of Co-Fe-B-Si

amorphous system on the transition line width as measured by FWHM is also shown in
Table-7.9. TIle experimental FWHM of pure "Fe foil is 0.18mm/s, FWHM of the

amOIlJhous ribbons broadening is 5 to 6 times.
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TIIC rcsults of averagc magnetic hyperfine field (H hf) of the as-quenched
amorphous ribbons with composition Coso_xFexBlOSiJOare shown in Table-7.9. TIle Hh,.

increases with increasing Fe-content as shown in fig.-7.34. The bulk magnetization
value (oJ, are consistent with magnetic moment distributions of the different samples

as reflected in the hyperfine fields.
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Fig_-7.34 Variation of internal hyperfine field due to change in the Fe-content
in COxo_,Fe,B,oSilO amorphous ribbons.
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CHAPTER-8 CONCLUSION



8.0. Conclusion

AmOlvhous ribbons as a potential new magnetic material and a new medium for
understanding magnetic ordering characterized by parameters like saturation
magnetization, cxchange force, anisotropy, penneability, loss factor and hyperfine field
has been studied. TI1Teesets of amorphous alloys were chosen with compositions Fe90•

xSixBIO' Nigo.xFe,B2o and COgo.xFexBlOSilO.The melt spinning technique has been
con finned as a very useful method of preparing ribbons.

From the study of kinetics and the thennodynamic stability as a function of Si

content, the best composition for the Fe-based system is obtained as Fe7"Si14BlO in
respect the highest values of Tg and T, which are 550

0 C and 5700 C respectively.

For Ni-Fe-B system, Tg and T, are found to decrease with increasing

replacement of Fe by Ni. TIle maximum values of Tg and T, in these cases are found to

be 450" C and 4800 C respectively for the composition Ni30FesoB2o.It is interesting to
note that the difference betweeB Tg and T, remains nearly the same with change of

composition. 11le temperature for secondary reaction for both Fe and Ni-based alloys

remains practically unchanged with change of composition.

For Co-based amorphous ribbons T, increases sharply with increasing
replacement of Co by Fe. TIle highest value of Tg which is 455" C corresponds to the

alloy composition ConFegBlOSilO. TIle T, remains almost unchanged in respect of

composition.

For technological uses of amOlvhous matel;als at elevated temperature and for ..: .. :)
magnetic stability it is important to look for compositions that give higher values of T,.

For Fe-based ribbons it is observed that replacement of Fe by 14At.% ofSi, keeping B
fixed at IOAt.%, T,rises to 448°C. TIlis composition is most suitable as Fe-Si-B system

for both structural and magnetic ordering.

For Ni-based amorphous ribbons T, decreases monotonically with increasing

Ni-content. TIle highest value of T, corresponds to the composition Ni30FesoB2o.

TIle Co-Fe alloy system which is very convenient for producing stable
amorphous ribbons over a range of compositions behave quite differently 11"0111

corresponding crystalline state in respect of T, and saturation magnetization. Although
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the Te of Co is higher than that of Fe, in the amorphous state the exchange interaction

between the magnetic ions is increased by the replacement Co by Fe, quite quantrary to
crystalline state. TIle highest value of Te for Co-Fe-B-Si system corresponds to

compqsition Co72FeSB,oSi]o' Since the exchange interaction in the amorphous magnetic
system is the RKKY type, it is concluded that the addition of Fe helps the condnction
electrons to enhance the exchange interaction and hence the Cure temperature.

3d transition metal metalloid amorphous ribbons as soft magnetic material are
characterized by remanence (Bel, saturation magnetic induction (B.), coercive force

(HJ. initial pelllleability (p), relative quality factor (';{.",') and complex pelllleability

for their high frequency uses. TIlese are experimentally studied for Fe, Ni and Co-based
systems to obtain the optimum composition for each system.

For Fe-based ribbons with the general composition Fe'Jll.,Si,BIO, B, and B,
decrease slowly with increasing percentage of Si, while He initially decreases with

increasing Si-content up to SAt.% and then increases with further increase of Si-
content. TIle initial pelllleability for this system increases with the increase of Si-content
up to SAt.%. TIle composition which is most suitable as soft magnetic material is

Fes2SisBIObut FeSOSiIOB]O'Fe76Si'4BlOand Fes4Si"BlOare also nearly equally good as
soft magnetic material. All these materials can be used up to 3MHz.

In Ni-based ribbons B" B, and H, increase with increasing substitution of Fe

for Ni except for the sample with composition NiJOFeSOB2oin which coercivity
decrcascs in spitc of high pcrccntagc of I'c. TIlc variation of H, with composition is

cxplaincd as O1iginating fTomthe complex combination of magneto stricti on arising fi'om

Fe and Ni atoms and the anisotropy arising from magnetostrictive strai.n. 11le initial
permeability ofNi-Fe-B system decreases with increasing Fe content up to 40At.% and'-.

then increases with fill1her increase of Fe. TIle samples with compositions NisllFe.1OB20

Ni401'e4013211and NiJOFeSllB20are all suitable for high fi'equency uses.

H, of the Co-based alloy with the general composition COxo.,Fe,B,lSi," initially

decreases with increasing replacement Co by Fe up to 6At.% and then incrcases with
further replacement of Co by Fe. Penneability becomes by far the largest for the

composition C074Fe6B,"Si,o and have a value of 74,956 with a 24 fold increase of

penneability compared to the Fe fi'ee sample. TIlis result is explained as due to the

reduction of magnetostJiction 3lising from the opposite contributions from Fe and Co
atoms. TIle consequence of this is the maximum initial penueability for the sample with

composition C074FeoBIOSi]o.
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TIle effect of annealing on initial penneability is quite different for Co-based
system as compared to Fe and Ni-based ribbons. In the first case there is a decrease in

initial pcrmeability with increase of the annealing temperature. TIlis is explained as due
to the nucleation of crystallites or their growth with annealing. In case of Ni and Fe-
based alloys there is an increase in initial penneability with increasing annealing
temperature and then it decreases with ful1her increase of annealing temperature. There

is an increase of initial penneability with increasing annealing temperature due to the

removal of defects and inhomogeneity, but with further increase of annealing

temperature the initial penneability decreases due to nucleation of crystallites and their

growth.

For all the alloy systems saturation specific magnetization depends on the
atomic magnetic moments of the constituent 3d transition elements. TIle effect of the
glass fonning material is explained as due to transfer of P-e1eetrons to the 3d band.

However, a quantitative agreement is not found on the basis of rigid band model. This
shows that amorphous systems can not be treated in the same way as crystal1ine
materials in respect of band ,;(rueture. This is also evident for the temperature
dependence of magnetization which for our amorphous systems decreases faster as

eompered to crystalline matelials with increasing temperature. TIle structural disorder
accompanied by the fluctuation of the exchange integral is responsible for such

behaviour of the amoqJhous system.

The uniaxial anisotropy i" observed in all the amorphous systems are explained
as mostly due to magnetostrictive strains induced dUling the preparation process. llle
compositional dependence of K" can in general be explained in tenns of compositional

dependence of magneto stricti on. TIle results of P;' H, and K" are mutually consistent "
for all the samples. TIle temperature dependence of K" do not follow the power law as

suggested by Zener and Can for crystalline material. However, a consistent power law
for K", which is different for rach of the systems, arising from disorder caused by

randomly oriented easy axes, exists with the exponent n lying between 2 and 4 for Fe-
based samples; 2 and 6 for Ni-based samples; 4 and 10 for Co-based samples.

'Ille Miissbauer spectra for all the samples clearly show Lorentzian shaped lines

in sextet with broad distribution of magnetic hyperfine fields as compared to pure "Fe

foils. TIlese broadening of spectral line width changes with composition. TIle iso!,!.1er
shifts of Fe-atoms in all the Fe, Ni and Co-based samples behave as trivalent ions. TIle
experimental spectra lor the best fit obtained, provide probability distribution of the
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hyperfine field which is obselved as a single peak corresponding to the amorphous state
of the ascast samples. TIle Hhf values for different compositions agree with the
corresponding (), values, being larger for samples with higher Fe-content.

Further work with finer variation of composition can be useful in detailing out
the effect of glass fonning material on magnetic characteristics. Low temperature

measurements of magnetization is needed to avoid extrapolation that has been used in
the present work. Another imp01tant study that can be taken up is the measurement of

magnetostliction as a function of composition and temperature to con finn the

suggestions regarding the OJigin f)f induced magnetic anisotropy.
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